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WATER LANDS AND BOUNDARIE S

CLASSIFICATION OF WATERS AS AFFECTING TITLE TO WATER LAND S

A . Navigability

Determination of title to water lands involves the question of th e

navigability of the body of water to which such lands are related . All land

in Oregon, including that comprising the beds of its lakes and streams, wa s

originally owned by the United States, by virtue of its ownership of th e

territory . ) Upon the creation and admission of the state to the Union th e

title to the beds of navigable waters within the state passed to the state a s

one of the incidents of sovereignty ,2 while title to the beds of non-navigabl e

waters remained in the United States (or its grantees) as riparian owner . 3

For the purpose of determining whether title to the bed of a particular bod y

of water passed to the state, navigability is a federal question, 4 and the

test is apparently distinct from that employed to determine the reach of th e

commerce power of the United States .

For purposes of the Commerce Clause, the early case of The Daniel Ba11 5

articulated the basic test which is still the starting point for determination s

of navigability :

Those rivers must be regarded as public navigable rivers i n
law which are navigable in fact . And they are navigable in fact whe n
they are used, or are susceptible of being used, in their ordinar y
condition, as highways for commerce, over which trade and travel ar e
or may be conducted in the customary modes of trade and travel o n
water . 6

However, while acknowledging the DanielBall test to be correct, the Suprem e

Court in United States v . Appalachian Power Co ., 7 a commerce power case, held

that :

. . . a waterway otherwise suitable for navigation, is no t
barred from that classification merely because artificial aid s
must make the highway suitable for use before commercial navigatio n
may be undertaken . 8

It is doubtful whether this elaboration on the navigability test will be carried

over into title and boundary cases .
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A leading case on navigability for boundary purposes is United States v .

Holt State Bank . 9 This case was a suit by the United States to quiet titl e

to a lake bed . The Supreme Court applied the Daniel Ball test to lakes a s

well as rivers, and qualified that rule with the following, formulated i n

The Montello : 10

. . .and further . . . navigability does not depend on the
particular mode in which such use is or may be had -- whether b y
steamboats, sailing vessels or flatboats -- nor on an absence o f
occasional difficulties in navigation, but on the fact, if it be a
fact, that the stream in its natural and ordinary condition afford s
a channel for useful commerce . ll

This test was applied in United States v . Utah12 and United States v . Oregon,
13

both of which were quiet title actions decided prior to the Appalachian Power

case . In a recent quiet title suit the Court of Appeals for the Tenth .Circuit

cited all of these cases, including Appalachian Power, but stated as the genera l

rule that to be navigable in fact and in law, "a river in its natural and

ordinary condition must be used or be susceptible of use as a channel for

commerce . . .- 14

It is reasonable to , expect that different tests will be explicitly applie d

to the two types of cases in the future . They are already separated in time .

To determine ownership of the bed, the test is of navigability at the-time o f._

the formation of the Union or admission to statehood, while a waterway whic h

has become navigable since that time will be subject to federal regulation o f

commerce . l 5

Treating the two situations differently will avoid a possible conflic t

between the general tendency to expand the commerce power, and the basic polic y

in favor of uniformity and stability in property law . Since "when once found

to be navigable, a waterway remains so, "16 it , is unlikely that the reach o f

the commerce power will be circumscribed by a prior determination that .a water -

way was not navigable when the state where it is located -entered the Union . 17
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Although the test of navigability for purposes of determining title i s

a federal question only as it concerns the question of which beds passed t o

the state upon its admission to the Union, Oregon appears to have adopted th e

federal test as a standard for the state ' s conveyances as well . 18 In only one

situation has the state set its own standard of navigability for title purposes .

Statutes were enacted declaring that all meandered lakes within the State ar e

navigable public waters of the State and that title to the beds was in th e

state . 19 An attempt to assert this ownership against the federal government a s

to lakes which were non-navigable according to the federal test failed . In

United States v . Oregon20 the United States Supreme Court held that thes e

statutes could not divest the United States of its title to the beds, nor coul d

they control federal grants to private parties . Although the federal patent s

involved in the case were all issued prior to the enactment of these statutes ,

the Court indicated that later patents as well could convey the lake beds t o

private parties along with the uplands, since the United States owned the beds .

The statutes, the court said, could not control the construction of the patents ;

rather, the intent of the United States as grantor would control . 2 1

Apparently the state has never attempted to assert its own test of naviga-

bility where it was entitled to do so . Probably it could declare non-navigable ,

and thus in private ownership, waters which are navigable by the federal test .

Disputes arising under such a standard would be purely a question of the state' s

disposition of its own lands, and should not be reviewable by the Supreme Cour t

of the United States .

Another meaning of "navigability " is sometimes found in the Oregon cases .

Oregon has adopted a fourfold classification of the state ' s inland waters :
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(1) Those in which the tide ebbs and flows, which ar e
technically denominated navigable, in which class of the sovereig n
is the owner of the soil constituting the bed of the stream, and
all right to it belongs exclusively to the public . (2) Those
which are navigable in fact for boats, vessels, or lighters . In thes e
the public has an easement for the purposes of navigation and commerce ,
they being deemed public highways for such purposes, although the titl e
to the soil constituting their bed remains in the adjacent owner, subjec t
to the superior right of the public to use the water for the purposes o f
transportation and trade . (4) To this list may be added our large r
rivers susceptible of a great volume of commerce where the title to th e
bed of the stream remains in the state for the benefit of the public . 22

In some cases the issue has been whether the body of water in question wa s

navigable so as to give the public an easement for a particular use even thoug h

title to the bed was in the riparian owners . 23 The court spoke to the differenc e

in Luscher v . Reynolds24 where, using the above classification, it said :

While we have held that Blue Lake is not a navigable body of wate r
in the sense that title to the bed thereof would pass to the stat e
upon admission to the Union, it is navigable in a qualified sense .

We think Blue Lake comes within the above second classification wher e
title to the bed is in the adjacent owners, subject however to th e
superior right of the public to use the water for the purposes o f
commerce and transportation . 25

In this case the lake was too small to be of any use in commercial navigation ,

but was suitable for recreational use . The court was concerned that publi c

enjoyment of such bodies of water not be foreclosed by a finding of privat e

ownership of the bed, and said that where navigability in this qualified sens e

is involved, "A boat used for the transportation of pleasure-seeking passenger s

is, in a legal sense, as much engaged in commerce as is a vessel transportin g

a shipment of lumber . "2
6

B . Tidal and Non-tidal Water s

Inquiry must sometimes be made as to whether inland waters are affected b y

the tides . No cases have been found where the determination of this questio n

has been troublesome, and it seems to be of little importance at present .

Oregon recognizes the " technical " navigability of all tide waters, 27 which
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apparently derives from the court's notion of the common law of England, wher e

navigable waters were defined as those subject to tidal action, and title to th e

beds of which was prima facie in the Crown . 28

The question of tidal action has in the past been determinative of the

effect of statutes dealing with disposal of the stat e ' s " tidelands . "29 However ,

the recent cases seem to assume that such legislation also covers land between

high and low water marks on non-tidal navigable streams . 30

a

S

F
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II OWNERSHIP AND RIGHTS IN WATERLAND S

A . Beds of bodies of water (lands below low water, mark )

Upon its admission to the Union, the state acquired title to all land s

under navigable waters, subject to the federal navigation and commerce powers . l

As will be seen, this title is also held subject to the rights of the peopl e

of the state to the use of the waters -- that is, the state's title is no t

merely proprietary, but also includes the jus publicum, which is sometime s

described as a trust for the people of the state . 2

State powers and benefits. resulting from ownershi p

Power to sell titl e

It is generally held that the land under navigable waters in th e

territories was held in trust by the United States for the states ultimatel y

to be created, leaving it to the latter to determine the rights of riparians t o

soil below the high water mark . 3 Thus Oregon was entitled to determine its ow n

policy as to sale of beds of navigable waters . , However, it holds these bed s

subject to the rights of the public in the use of the waters . 4 The public

right has been protected from inadvertant loss by the Oregon court, which ha s

held that title to lands below low water mark of a navigable stream may not b e

acquired_from the state by adverse possession . 5 An action by the state t o

establish its title to the bed of a navigable river is not subject to a defens e

of laches because such an action is brought not in the state ' s proprietary

capacity alone, but is brought to enforce a public right or to protect a publi c

interest . 6

The power of the state to sell the beds of navigable waters under prope r

conditions has been assumed by the Oregon Supreme Court since at least 1910 ,

when it said in dicta :

Oregon, on its admission to the Union, . . . became the owner of all
that part of the Columbia River, a navigable stream, lying south of
the north boundary of the State . . . . Subject to the paramount righ t
of navigation, Oregon, when it was thereafter empowered by enactmen t
could, by its constituted agents, convey any of the islands in tha t
river or any land forming a part of its bed . 7
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The Attorney General, however, felt that such lands could not be alienated .

The State of Oregon, upon admission into the Union, became the owne r
of the beds of all navigable rivers and holds the same in trust, i n
its sovereign capacity, for the use and benefit of its people . The
terms of this trust are such that the state cannot sell or otherwis e
dispose of or alienate the soil underlying its nontidal navigabl e
waters . 8

The cases cited in the opinion in support of this statement 9 do no t

require such a broad prohibition . Rather, they hold that the state cannot

dispose of the beds of its navigable waters in such a way as to impair th e

public rights of navigation in the waters . By statutes enacted in 1967, the

legislature has asserted the right of the state to sell the beds of navigabl e

waters . 10 The statutes do not set out the conditions or reservations necessar y

to protect the public rights .

Power to authorize removal of material from the bed

The Division of State Lands ll is authorized by statute to grant a leas e

entitling the lessee to remove materials from the bed of a navigable river upo n

payment of a royalty . 1 2

In Salem Sand and Gravel v . Olcott it was held that the determination t o

grant such leases was entirely discretionary and mandamus would not lie t o

compel such action even though there were no conflicting applications . 13 The

key to this holding was the word "may" appearing in ORS 274 .530 (see footnote 12) .

Much controversy has arisen over the meaning of ORS 274 .550 and 274 .570 with

respect to the use of materials of the riverbed . ORS 274 .550 authorizes the

removal of materials without lease for certain enumerated purposes . ORS 274 .57 0

declares unauthorized removal of such materials for commercial use a trespass .

(See footnote 12) . Litigation arose because it was not clear whether or no t

the enumerated activities on the one hand and "commercial use " on the other wer e

intended to cover the entire range of possible uses . That is, were the two

categories intended to be both mutually exclusive and exhaustive?
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Thus, when the Port of Portland entered into a contract with a gas compan y

to furnish the latter dredgings from the Willamette River adjacent to the latter' s

property, the State Land Board sued the Port to collect a royalty on the materia l

removed . The Court reasoned that since the material was used for filling an d

diking of adjacent lowland, it was not a "commercial use . " Therefore, no

trespass had occurred and the State had no standing to sue . 14 In reaching it s

conclusion the court emphasized an earlier opinion of the then prosecuting attorne y

general to the effect that " commercial use " means the use of the materials "as

commodities in trade and commerce ." 15

With such precedent to go on, the Port of Portland again decided to us e

the materials of the river -- this time for airport improvement and for use on

industrial sites . The State Land Board again sued to collect royalties . This

time the Land Board won . The Court held that ORS Chapter 274 (See footnote 12 ,

especially ORS 274 .550(b) and 274 .570), required that a royalty be paid if th e

material was used over one-half mile from the riverbed regardless of whether o r

not the use was commercia1 . 16 Justice O'Connell concurred in the result reache d

by the majority but felt State v . Port of Portland, supra, should be overruled . '?
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United States v . Oregon, 295 U .S . 1,14, 55 Sup .Ct . 610, 79 L .Ed . 1267 J
(1935) .

2.

	

Cook v . Dabney, 70 Or . 529, 532, 139 P . 721 (1914) .

3. Shively v . Bowlby, 152 U .S . 1, 14 Sup . Ct . 548, 38 L .Ed . 331 (1894) .
Montana Power Co . v . Rochester, 127 F .2d 189, 191 (1942) . Also, see
Comment, 28 Or . L . Rev . 385 (1949) .

4.

	

Cook v . Dubney, 70 Or . 529, 139 P . 721 (1914) . In this case, the stat e
conveyed land which the buyer had described in his application as tideland .
The court found that in fact it was part of the bed of the river, lying
within the " official route of navigation as established by the genera l
government . " It was held that the deed conveyed nothing, because such a
sale without proper protection for the public rights in the water woul d
violate the trust under which the state's title was held . Id . at 532 .

5.

	

Gatt v . Hurlburt, 131 Or . 554, 284 P . 172 (1930) .

6. Corvallis Sand & Gravel Co . v . State Land Board, 250 Or . 319, 439 P .2c
575 (1968) . Justice O'Connell dissented from this holding, expressin g
his dissatisfaction with the " public v . proprietary function" test and
asserting that the state in dealing with public lands should be treated
as a private person .

	

'' 7 .

	

Taylor Sands Fishing Co . v . State Land Board, 56 Or . 157, 159, 108 P . 12 6
(1910) . See also Lewis v . City of Portland, 25 Or . 133, 168, 35 P . 25 6
(1893) .
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31 Ops Att'y Gen . 104, 105 (1962-64) .

9.

	

Gatt v . Hurlburt, 131 Or . 554, 284 P . 172 (1929) ; Pacific Elevator Co . v .
Portland, 65 Or . 349, 133 P . 72 (1913) ; Cook v . Dabney, 70 Or . 529 ,
139 P . 721 (1914) ; Illinois Central Railroad Co . v . The People of the Stat e
of Illinois, 146 U .S . 387, 36 L .Ed . 1018 (1889) .

10.

	

ORS 274 .915 (1967) . Except as provided in ORS 274 .930 [Right of nonpubli c
riparian owner to lease or purchase new lands], the division may sell ,
lease or trade submersible or submerged lands owned by the state and new
lands created upon submersible or submerged lands owned by the state and
new lands created upon submersible or submerged lands owned by the Stat e
of Oregon in the same manner as provided for tide and overflow lands in
ORS Chapters 273 and 274 .

ORS 274 .005(5) (1967) . "Submerged lands , " except as provided in ORS 274 .705
[as to tidal submerged lands], means lands lying below the line of ordinar y
low water of all navigable waters within the boundaries of this state a s
heretofore or hereafter established, whether such waters are tidal or non-
tidal .

11. Successor agency to certain powers of the State Land Board . ORS 273 .04 1
(1967) .

12. ORS 274 .530 . Lease of stream beds for removal of material . (1) The State
Land Board may, after notice of competitive bidding, . . . lease the beds
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of navigable portions of navigable streams for the purpose of removin g
gravel, rock, sand and silt therefrom . . . . on a basis of the price pe r
cubic yard for the material removed .

ORS 274 .540 . Application for lease . * * *

ORS 274 .550 . Removal of material without lease authorized for certai n
purposes . (1) The removal of gravel, rock, sand, silt or other materia l
from the bed of bars of any navigable stream within the state is authorize d
when the same (a) is removed for channel or harbor improvement or floo d
control, or (b) is used for filling, diking or reclaiming land locate d
not more than one-half mile from the bank of the stream, or (c) is use d
for filing, diking or reclaiming land owned by the state or any politica l

subdivision as defined in subsection (1) of ORS 271 .300 and located not
more than two miles from the bank of the stream ; however, prior to such
removal, such person, organization or agency contemplating such remova l
shall first notify the State Land Board, and the board shall in turn notif y
the state agencies mentioned in ORS 274 .530 .

(2) No payment of royalty shall be required for such gravel, rock ,
sand, silt or other material unless the same is removed from the plac e
deposited and sold or used as an article of commerce . . .

(3) In addition to the purposes enumerated in subsection (1) o f
this section, any person may take such gravel, rock, sand, silt or other
material for his own exclusive use to the extent of not more than 50 cubi c
yards in any one year ; however, prior to such taking, the person contem-
plating such taking shall first notify the State Land Board . . . .
[This provision was recently declared to be exclusively for the benefi t
of the people of Oregon . Therefore material could not be extracted

without charge from the Oregon bed of the Columbia River for such us e
on the Washington bank . The decision was based on the theory that the
State held the bed in trust for its people . State Land Board v . Western
Pacific Dredging Corp . 244 Or . 184, 416 P .2d 667 (1966) .

ORS 274 .560 . Lease terms ; bond ; option to lease or purchase forbidden ; monthly
reports and payments . * * *

ORS 274 .570 . Unauthorized removal as trespass . The establishment or placing
of a dredging or digging outfit on any waters or stream, the bed of whic h
belongs to the State of Oregon, and the removal of material from the be d
thereof for commercial uses, without having applied for and received a
lease, hereby is declared to constitute a continuing trespass .

ORS 274 .580 . Removal without compliance with statute prohibited . No person
shall remove gravel, rock, sand or silt from the bed of any navigable strea m
of water, or from the bars of any navigable stream, or from any propert y
of the State of Oregon, for commercial uses without complying with th e
provisions of ORS 274 .540 to 274 .560 .

(Similar provisions, but with more exacting requirements are set out fo r
the extraction of hard minerals . See ORS 274 .615 to 274 .650 . )

13. Salem Sand and Gravel v . Olcott, 97 Or . 253, 191 P . 776 (1920) .

14. State v . Port of Portland, 168 Or . 120, 121 P .2d 478 (1942) . It should be
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noted that the statutory language which the court was construing was
the predecessor of the present law as it appeared in 1940 . However ,
given the manner in which the Court construed that, language, it ha d
much the same meaning as appears today .

15 . Ops. Atty . Gen . Or ., 1934-36, 796, 797 .

.16 . State Land Board v . Port of Portland, 232 Or . 607, 376 P .2d 661 (1962) .

17 . Ibid ., p . 611 . .
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B . Private ownership of bed's of non-navigable water s

Title to the beds of non-navigable waters w-ithin'the state remained i n

the federal government as proprietor of the public domain . These lands ar e

subject to patent, and federal patents of adjoining upland which bounds on th e

water are generally construed as carrying title to the center of the river o r

lake . l A similar rule of construction governs conveyances between privat e

parties . When land adjacent to a non-navigable body of water is conveyed, titl e

to the bed will ordinarily accompany that of the upland unless the conveyanc e

indicates some intention to retain part or all of the water lands . 2

Private ownership of the beds of these waters may be subject to a righ t

of use in the public . If the water is found to be "navigable" for a particular

purpose, the public. has a right to use it for that purpose, and the riparia n

owner can not interfere with such use . Such uses have included : (1) pleasur e

boating ; 3 (2) log .floatage, 4 with the attendant right to place a log boom o n

the riparian owner's land where this was necessary to the floatage 5 and

(3) maintenance of a houseboat ; 6 there is, however, no accompanying public

right to the use of the riparian owner's land for access or landing . 7

There is an apparent discrepancy in theory between the case holding'tha t

the right of log floatage includes the right to placea boom on private land i f

necessary to the floatage, and cases holding that those using a stream have n o

right to the use of adjoining land . The latter represent the general rule, 8

and in one case the court reasoned that if the stream could not be successfull y

navigated without the use of the adjoining land then the stream itself is no t

"navigable" and the public has no easement . 9 The single case holding that ther e

may be a right to place a log boom on adjoining land may, however, be distinguishab.

on its facts . There the capacity of the waterway (the Tualitin .Rlver) to floa t

logs was not in question . Rather, the boom was necessary at the confluence o f

the river with .the Willamette to prevent the logs from .being swept over a falls
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United States v . Oregon, 295 U .S . 1, 27, 55 S

Kingsley v . Jacobs, 174 Or . 514, 149 P .2d 950

.Ct . 610, 79 L .Ed . 1267 (1935) .

(1944) .

3 .

	

Guilliams v . Beaver Lake Club, 90 Or . 13, 175 P . 437 (1918) ; Luscher v .
Reynolds, 153 Or . 625, 56 P .2d 1158 (1936) .
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Lebanon Lumber

8.

	

Am . Jur . Waters, sec . 213 .

9.

	

Lebanon Lumber Co . v . Leonard, 68 Or . 147, 151, 136 P . 891 (1913) .

	

10 .

	

Weise v . Smith, 3 Or . 445, 450, 8 Am . Rep . 621 (1869) .
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C . Tidelands and other " submersible lands"

Title to land lying between high and low water mark of all navigable water s

within the state passed to the state upon admission to the Union, as part of th e

beds of such waters . l One qualification to this general statement -- that the

state acquired title only to that land not conveyed by the United States prio r

to the state ' s admission to the Union - is made by the federal courts 2 but no t

mentioned in discussions of the topic by the Oregon Supreme Court . The general

policy of construing federal patents to lands abutting navigable waters as conveyin g

only to the high water mark3 seems to have made this qualification academic . No

reported case discloses any federal grant of such lands in Oregon .

The state, which owns these lands by virtue of its sovereignty, 4 ha s

power to dispose of tidelands5 and other submersible lands, 6 subject to the

paramount rights of navigation and commerce . 7 The interest of the state is ofte n

spoken of as consisting of two elements - the jus privatum and thews publicum .

The former is in the nature of a proprietary interest, and it is this elemen t

which is acquired by the state's grantee when such lands are conveyed . The

latter element, however, is governmental in nature and cannot be alienated . The

jus publicum is " the dominion of government or sovereignty in the State, b y

which it prevents any use of lands bordering on the navigable waters within th e

State which will materially interfere with navigation and commerce thereon . "7 a

Oregon has long provided by statute for sale of tide and overflow lands 8 and has

made legislative disposition of submersible lands on nontidal navigable waters . 9

Present statutes regulating sales and leases by the state . Tide and over-

flow lands may be sold or leased to the highest bidder after newspaper advertisement ,

subject to a minimum price of $5 per acre in the case of sales, and subject to th e

right of the abutting upland owner to lease or purchase at the highest pric e

offered in good faith in such bidding . 10 The riparian owner must receive actual



notice of the proposed lease or sale so that he may have the opportunity t o

exercise his preference right . The newspaper advertisement for bids will not

suffice for this purpose . ll This general authority to dispose of tidelands doe s

not extend to those tidelands which are on the Pacific Ocean . As to them ,

ORS 390 .720 (1967) provides :

Ownership of the shore of the Pacific Ocean between ordinar y
high tide and extreme low tide, and from the Oregon and Washington stat e
line on the north to the Oregon and California state line on the south ,
excepting such portions as may have been disposed of by the state prio r
to July 5, 1947, is vested in the State of Oregon, and is declared to b e
a state recreation area . No portion of such ocean shore shall b e
alienated by any of the agencies of the state except as provided by law . ll

a

- ORS 274 .915 (1967) authorizes the sale or lease of state-owned submersibl e

lands "in the same manner as provided for tide and overflow lands in ORS chapter s

273 and 274 ." 12

Other statutes affecting title . Legislation enacted in 1872 and amende d

in 1874 13 gave owners of land adjoining tidelands a right to purchase the tide -

lands from the state within a limited period . The act was repealed in 1878 . 14

Where private land formerly above high water became tideland by gradual change s

in the high water mark, such land was held to become the property of the state ,

and the resultant riparian owner, rather than the former owner of the land no w

tideland, had the prior right to purchase under the statute . 14a An upland

owner who had not taken advantage of the right to purchase, by 1879, when th e

repealing act took effect, had no further right in the tidelands by virtue o f

the statute . 15 An owner who purchased from the state under this act would hav e

a title in fee derived from the state, but the Court has questioned what actua l

additional rights he would acquit e : 16 These doubts should apply equally to upland ;

owners who purchase tidelands under the present preference right .

Legislation enacted in 187 617 granted ( " confirmed") title to lands up t o

the high watermark on the Willamette, Coquille, Coos and Umpqua rivers to th e

adjoining riparian owners . The statute was repealed in 1878 . 18 It has been



held that the federal government was not among the riparian owners who acquire d

title to submersible lands under this act . Therefore, one who acquired land

abutting on one of these rivers from the federal government after the repea l

in 1878 acquired no title to lands below the high water mark, such title havin g

remained in the state . 1
9

Since 1862, the owner of land abutting on navigable water within the limit s

of an incorporated town (and since 1963 such an owner within the boundaries of a

port) has had the right to build wharves on his property which may extend acros s

the adjacent tideland and beyond the low water mark . 20 The wharfage right s

become vested when exercised in accordance with municipal regulation, so tha t

a subsequent purchaser of the tidelands takes subject to them . 21 If there ha s

been no prior exercise of this right by the abutting upland owner, the purchas e

of tideland from the state carries with it exclusive wharfage rights to dee p

water .
22

Allocation of riparian rights between upland and tideland owners .

When ownership of the upland and the abutting tidelands are in differen t

parties, the question of who holds the various riparian rights may arise . The

Oregon cases contain no exhaustive discussion of this general question, althoug h

the court has stated in dicta that the state as owner of the tidelands has th e

right to dispose of them free of any interest of the upland owner except such a s

may be granted by statute . 23 However, in Darling v . Christensen, 24 involving

rights on Siltcoos Lake, a navigable body of water, it was held that the owne r

of land between high and low water, who had purchased this land from the state ,

held title subject to an easement appurtenant to the abutting property fo r

purposes of access to the water of the lake .

While title to the tidelands remains in the state, however, the rights o f

the upland proprietor to have free access to the water appear to be preferre d

where (1) the tideland in question has no use and no value to the state except
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as a means of exacting payment ; and (2) the upland owner ' s use of the lands in

question is reasonable and not injurious to the public use . 25 The owner ' s

rights should be confined to the facts of this case . The owner's right in such

a case is described as "a defeasible right of access and reasonable use thereof -

a right which exists only until the state exercises its power to develop the land s

or conveys them to someone else . "2 6

The right to build a wharf out into navigable water, as discussed above ,

belongs to the owner of the tidelands where the uplands are in separate ownershi p

unless the wharfage rights had been exercised by the upland owner prior to th e

state ' s conveyance of the tidelands .
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sea-coast of this state, shall have the right to purchase from the
state all the tide land belonging to the state, in front of such
owner or owners ; provided, That if valuable improvements have bee n
made upon any of the tide lands of this state before the title t o
the land on the shore shall have passed from the United States ,
the owner of such improvements shall have the exclusive right t o
purchase the lands so improved, extending to low water mark, for
a period of one year from the approval of this act . General Law s
of Oregon, 1843-1872, Deady and Lane, p . 644 .

In 1874, this section was amended to include the "shore of the Pacific
Ocean ." Oregon Laws 1874, p . 76 . It was repealed in 1878, and the
following enacted in its stead :

Such board of commissioners are further authorized and
required to sell . . . tide and overflowed lands on the sea coast ,
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to purchase the lands so improved, extending to low watermark ,
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However :

(a) No such lands shall be sold for less than $5 per acre .
(b) Any owner of lands abutting or fronting on such tide an d
overflow lands shall have the preference right to lease o r
purchase at the highest price offered in good faith . This
preference does not apply ss to any lease offered or issued b y
the division under ORS 274 .615 or 274 .705 to 274 .860 .
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which declared, " the shore of the Pacific Ocean between ordinary hig h
and extreme low tide, and from the Columbia river on the north to the sout h
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coast . Oregon Laws 1913, c . 47 sec . 1 (p . 80) .
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provisions of ORS chapters 273 and 274 are incorporated by this statute .
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of title .
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of him in accordance with its terms . The title he obtains is subordinat e
to the public right of passage and navigation, and he had the same wharf age

'privileges before as afterwards, and the right to protect his uplands from
the encroachments of the sea . According to Hale there are three sorts o f
rights in ports and shores : First, the LI privatum, or right of property: w►
or franchise ; second, the L_s publicum, or public right of passage and

.'navigation; and third, the ius regium, or governmental right . The State
could not, by any sale of the shore of a body of water below high tide, .
deprive itself of the latter right ; nor, as before suggested, could £k
thereby deprive the public of the right of passage or navigation . Whati - •!_
then, can such a sale of that character of tide land amount to? I doub t
very much whether a sale in such a case could be made to an outside party
that would deprive the riparian owner of any right to the enjoyment of
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discussion of wharf rights on navigable waters see Lewis v . City of
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20. ORS 780 .040 (1963) . (L . 1862 ; D .p .934, sec . 1 ; O .L . 1963 c . 125 sec . 1) .

21. Grant v . Oregon Navigation Co ., 49 Or . 324, 327, 90 P . 178, 1099 (1907) . 4
Regulation by municipal or port authorities is provided for by ORS 780 .050
(1963) .

Grant v . Oregon Navigation Co ., 49 Or . 324, 328, 90 P . 178, 1099 (1907) .
See also Parker v . Taylor, 7 Or . 435, (1879) ; Parker v . Rogers, 8 Or . 183 ,
(1879) .

Bowlby v . Shively, 22 Or . 410, 416, 30 P . 154 (1892) ; State Land Board v .
Sause, 217 Or . 52, 342 P .2d 803 (1959) .

166 Or . 17, 109 P .2d 585 (1941) ; The upland owner's right of access to th e
water is also discussed in Cook v . Dabney, 70 Or . 529, 532, 139 P . 72 1
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238 (1956) .

25 . State Land Board v . Sause, 217 Or . 52, 77, 342 P .2d 803 (1959) .
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D . Wharfage Rights

An Oregon statute dating from 1862 gives to owners of land adjoining navigabl e

waters the right to wharf out from their land if it is within an incorporated cit y

or, since 1963, within the boundaries of a port . l Exercise of the right grante d

by the statute is subject to municipal or port authority regulation . 2 The

statute has been said to be declaratory of the riparian right at common law t o

build wharves and other structures in aid of navigation in navigable waters . 3

The common-law right is an incident of the ownership of the banks and no t

dependent upon ownership of the bed, 3a and the structures may extend out belo w

the low water mark onto the state-owned bed in order to reach the area of practica l

navigability . 4

Outside the limits of ports and cities, the right to build wharves, lo g

booms, moorage facilities, and similar structures is recognized by the Orego n

court as an incident of riparian ownership, subject to the right of the stat e

and the federal government to regulate and protect navigation . 5

The "wharfage right " is frequently described as a franchise granted by th e

state . 6 As such, it is said not to vest until it is exercised, and that th e

right could be withdrawn by legislation without compensation to riparian owners .

But so long as this has not been done, unexercised wharfage rights have receive d

protection under some circumstances, at least within cities where the right i s

specifically recognized by statute . Thus a riparian owner may prevent obstructions

in front of his land which obstruct his wharfage rights and right of access t o

deep water, without any showing that he intends to exercise the right himself . 8

And it has been held that unexercised rights under the wharfage statute ar e

superior to a city's charter authority to build public wharves and docks, so tha t

if the city builds a wharf in front of a riparian's property, the owner must b e

compensated for the taking of his wharfage rights . 9

Wharfage rights are severable from the land, and are not personal to the
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r
riparian owner .

10
Thus-they maw.. be. granted to -,others

11

	

zeserve4 $ bm -thAFi r

who conveys riparian land, l2 antare subject to loss by prescription .. lj

Where the upland and the tidelands are in separate private ownerfship ,

right to wharf out attaches to the tidelands to the exclasa,,oum . tae• uplaAd

owner . 14 But while the title to the tidelands, remains =inn th & at.e, tiheaFlylat 1

owner apparently may wharf out over state property if it is not'be2ng use`s by
1

'

the state for public purposes . The anomalous position of the upland owner ,

whose rights have been described as a "defeasible right of access and reasonabl e

use [of the tidelands] - a right which exists only until the state exercises it s

power to develop the lands or conveys them to someone else, "16 is,apparently due ,

at least in part, to the early practice of upland owners of treating the lan d

between high and low water marks as a part of their property, and earl y

legislative provisions to protect those who had made improvements in relianc e

on this practice . l6a

Exercise of the wharfage right within a port or city is conditioned upo n

compliance with any appropriate municipal regulations . 17 The court has read

the statute to require an application to the proper local authorities fo r

permission to build the structure . l$ Permissible regulations include the

establishing of a wharfage line in the water as the limit to which wharves ma y

extend, 19 but the city has no power to deprive the riparian owner of his wharfag e

rights or grant them to another by permitting encroachment by a structure i n

front of adjoining land . 2 0

The right to-wharf out does not include the right to obstruct navigation ,

and it has been suggested that a structure which does so, even though it wa s

lawfully constructed and not an obstruction when first built, could be required

to be removed without compensation to the owner . 21 This would be a limitatio n

on general language of the court in earlier cases that once built, .a wharf
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ORS 780 .040 (1963) : "The owner of any land lying upon any navigable stream
or other like water, and within the corporate limits of any incorporated
town or within the boundaries of any port, may construct a wharf or wharve s
upon the same, and extend the wharf or wharves into the stream or othe r
like water beyond low-water mark so far as may be necessary and convenien t
for the use and accommodation of any ships, boats or vessels that may o r
can navigate the stream or other like water ." (L . 1862 ; O .L . 1963 c . 125
sec . 1) .

2.

	

ORS 780 .050 (1963) : The corporate authorities of the town wherein th e
wharf is proposed to be constructed, or the commission of any port wherei n
the wharf is proposed to be constructed if it is not within any town, may
regulate the exercise of the privilege or franchise granted in ORS 780 .040 .
Upon application of the person entitled to and desiring to construct th e
wharf, the corporate authorities or port commission,'as the case may be ,
may by ordinance or other like mode prescribe the mode and extent to whic h
it may be exercised beyond the line of low water mark so that the wharf shall
not be constructed any farther into the stream or other water beyond th e
low-water line than may be necessary and convenient for the purpos e
expressed in ORS 780 .040 and so that it will not unnecessarily interfer e
with the navigation of the stream or other like water . " (L . 1862 ; O .L .
1963 c . 125 sec . 2) .

3.

	

Montgomery v . Shaver, 40 Or . 244, 248, 66 P . 923 (1901) .

3a . Coquille Mill & Mercantile Co . v . Johnson, 52 Or . 547, 551-52, 98P . 13 2
(1908) .

4.

	

ORS 780 .040 (1963) ; Parker v . Taylor, 7 Or . 435, 446 (1879) ; Montgomery v .
Shaver, 40 Or . 244, 66 P . 923 (1901) .

5.

	

Coquille Mill & Mercantile Co . v . Johnson, 52 Or . 547, 551-52, 98 P . 13 2
(1908) _(right to maintain log boom in river . But see Port

	

Portland v .
Reeder, 203 Or . 369, 387, 280 P .2d 324 (1955), where the court appears to
assume that moorage facilities within an incorporated city were unlawfull y
maintained below the low water mark because they did not come within th e
definition of wharves . The court distinguished the Coquille Mill case becaus e
it did not involve a question of obstruction to navigation, as did the Reeder
case, and stated further : "The court in its opinion referred to wharve s
and booms and did not in any way indicate that a 'wharf' is to be construed
as including a 'boom' . The boom was not located within any city or town
having regulatory government authority and was not regulated by statut-e ,
as is the case concerning wharves . " Id . at p . 387 .

6.

	

See, e .g ., Parker v . Taylor, 7 Or . 435, 446 (1879) ; Parker v . Rogers ,
8 Or . 183, 190 (1879) . See also Montgomery v . Shaver, 40 Or . 244,. 248 ;
66 P . 923 (1901) : " It [the wharfage statute] constitutes a license revocable
at the pleasure of the legislature until acted upon . . . . The statute is ,
however, declarative of the right or privilege which existed at common
law, the exercise of which might be regulated by statute ; but so long as it
was not prohibited it existed as a private right derived from the passiv e
or implied license by the public : Gould, Waters, sec . 176 . " ORS 780 .050

	

_ • '
(1963) refers to the "privilege or franchise . "

I

u
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7.

	

Bowlby v . Shively, 22 Or . 410, 420, 30 P . 154 (1892) ., aff'd Shivt1y v .
Bowlby, 152 US 1, 14 S .Ct . 548, 38 L .Ed . 331 (18'93) .

8.

	

Montgomery v . Shaver, 40 Or . 244, 66 P . 923 (1901)-.

9.

	

Pacific Milling & Elevator Co . v . City of Portl'a'nd, '65 Or . 349-, MA?.:P. 72
(1913) .

10.

	

McCann v . Oregon RR & Navig . Co ., 13 Or . 455 (1886) ; Welch v . Oregon RR &
Navig . Co ., 34 Or . '447, 56 P . 417 (189'9) .

11.

	

Id .

12.

	

Parker v . Rogers, 8 Or . 183 (1879) .

	

13•.

	

Montgomery v . Shaver, 40 Or . 244, 6'6 P . 923 0:901) .

	

14 .

	

Grant v . Oregon Navigation Co . ) 49 Or . 324, 328, 9e P . ' 178, 1099 '(3107) ;
Bowlby v, Shively, 22 Or . 410, 30 P . 154 (1 1892), aff'd'Bthively v . DOw1by ,
152 U .S . 1, 14 S .Ct . 548 ;38 L .Ed . 331 (1893) ; Smith Sl ig & B•allg•e ; o . v .
Columbia-Pacific Towing Corp ., 250 Or . '612, 443 P .2d 205A1968) : . 1

15. State Land Board v . Souse, 217 Or . 52, 7=18 ) 342 P .2d 803 (1959) '"(Twig
dump maintained on tidelands - doctri ae of purprestUre apparently ; rejected) ;
sere also Mt.Cat thy v . Cot Dead Ti +b t'e I' tom . 311, 387-88 , 310g P . ed
238 (1956) ; Wilson v . Welsch, 12 Or . 353 ; 35'9 ; 7 P . 341 0:885) .

16. State Land Board v . Sauce, 217 Ot . 52, 74-75, 342 P .2d 803 (1959)

16a . See Bowlby v . Shively, 22 Or . 410, 420, 30 P . 154 (1892) .

17. Portland v . Montgomery, 38 i3r . 215, 62 P . 755 (19QO.) ; MbAtgomt y v . a1laver,,
40 Or . 244, 66 P . 923 (1901) .; Port of Portland v . Reeder) 203 Or . 363, 2'8 '
P .2d 324 (1955) .

18. Port of Portland v . Reeder, 203 Or . 369, 280 P .2d 3 . 4 (AM) . '

19. Portland v . Montgomery, 38 Or . 215, 6.2 P . 755 (1900') .

20. Montgomery v . Shaver, 40 Or .. 244, 66 P . 923 (1900 ..

21. Port of Portland v . Reeder, 203 Or . 369, 280 P . 324 (1955) .

	

it :

22. Lewis v . City of Portland, 25 Or . 133, 35 P . 256, 22 LRA 736, 44r .Ak . St . Rep .
772 (1893) .

It
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Right of Access Generall y

One of the most valuable and carefully protected rights of a riparian owne r

is his right of access to the water . ' It is essential to his exercise of whateve r

other rights in the water he possesses, and the Oregon Supreme Court gives specia l

consideration to its preservation . This right has frequently been cited as under-

lying the rationale of the doctrine of accretion, 2 and in a doubtful case may

influence the court in its decision as to whether a particular tract is to be con-

sidered an accretion to the riparian land . In Taylor Sands Fishing Co . v . Stat e

Land Board the court held that even if plaintiff ' s land, which it had acquire d

from the state as tidelands, were completely overflowed by each high tide, i t

would nevertheless be susceptible of increase by accretion . To hold otherwise

could deprive the land of its principal value by allowing the state to clai m

title to newer deposits along the water and to dispose of them to others ,

depriving it of his access . 4

In determining the location. of. the boundary line between riparian owner s

on opposite shores of a non-navigate river, the court decreed that the cente r

of the river shld be found by measurement at 16w-water mark rather than . high-

water mark where_ `L'his was necessary to protect the right of ace-0s to the water

at all its stages . 5 A measurement at high water in that case would have place d
, r

the boundary line on land which was exposed at low water, thus making it neces?0ar y

for one owner to cross and belo .ing to the -eelposite owner in 'order to reach

the water during its low 'sts`ites,_ .arid. the court would not permit this .
.1

A tidelands owner ' s right of access to the water will be protected agains t

interference by corarnercial fishermen . Even though they have a license, to fish

in navigable wates opposite the land . .,n question, they may

	

To;tl ` .- l

equipment in such a way as to interfere with the riparian right of ;a

navigable water, or to prevent the riparian owner from Si ghing front ,

lands . 6
.a
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By virtue of his right of access to the water, an upland ewner

	

L stand3dg
A

	

to have set aside a stat-4

	

k _L0 lands adjacent to his which

	

11%raL.ccorm6yed

as tide lands, but which were in fact a part of the, bed of the river and•,Wbi +

the state had no authority to convey . 7

On navigable waters the question sometimes arises as to who i s. the riparian

owner . On such waters, United States patents typically convey only to the high

water mark and land below that is owed by the state as part of the bed of th e.,

	

-

body of water . 8 The land between high and low water marks, however, is frequentl y.

sold or leased by the state to private parties . Tie fate of the upland owner ' s

right of access to the water in such circumstances is the subject of som e

confusion in the cases .

It appears that the state, as the owner of lands below high water mar k

which have not been conveyed, cannot interfere with the access of the upland

owner by virtue of its ownership alone . 9 . The court has not decided a case wher e

the state wanted to use such lands in a way' which would prevent the upland owne r

from reaching the water, although there is some indication that it could do so , 10

Where tidelands are concerned, it is now clear that the state may dispos e

of them free of any right of access in the upland owner, and all rights to the

water appear to be in the owner of the tidelands . ll On non-tidal waters, however ,

the court held in Darling v . Christensen12 that the upland owner retains a

right to cross the land below high water mark in order to reach the water ,

even after that land had been conveyed by the state and was in private ownership .

The facts of this case are somewhat confused . The upland had been platted ;

	

i

the plat had provided for common "driveways " to reach the water .ti I,at the-
, -4! r

land below the high water mark was conveyed to another party who claimed

exclusive right of access to the water . The court held that the upland owner% .

had had a right of access to the lake which was-not lost, and that the title to
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the land below high water mark was subject to "the right of the littoral or

riparian owners . . . which littoral right includes access to Siltcoos lak e

over the respective easements appurtenant to the property abutting upon th e

property in suit . . ." The court did not elaborate on the appurtenant easement s

which it mentioned, although presumably they were those shown on the origina l

plat of the upland . However the holding apparently does not depend upon specific

easements, but is based on riparian rights . In a recent case which involved

the rights of tidelands owners , 13 the court reviewed the authorities and note d

(but did not reconcile) the different treatment of non-tidal waters . Th6'

right of access over submersible land held by a grantee of the State . "

G

holding of Darling v . Christensen is said to be that "an upland owner had thee

14r •
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1. This right has been described as the right4wbe frre frail tntntfereime
with both actual uses and possible prospective uses whether presentl y
planned or not . To be entitled to relief, the riparian owner ne'e Ak4 m .
only encroachment . Tauscher v . Andruss, 240 Or :; 304, 308, 401 P .2d 40
(1965) . +~

2.

	

State v . Imlah i 135 Or:. 661, 7 .4, .1294 P . 104+6 (1931) ; .Van D6s iem InvoMm9e
Co . v . Western Fishing Co ., 63 Or . 7, 20, 124 P . 677, 126 P . 604 41912) ; Fell
man v . Tidewater Mill' Cosy-,- 7& Or . 1, 7-6r 152'141 268• (196* . For othetd4 .
cases protecting or discussing the right of aceess see FeJlman v . Tidewater
Mill Co ., 78 Or . 1,,15e P . 268 (1915) ;' lanson'v .: 'Tfirornta, +,' •V+1 ( ~[ ,

	

5.x►~1 ~ :
179 P . 494 (1919) ; Fitzstephens v . Watson, 218 Or . 185, 19 .7, 344 P .2d .

' 221 (1959) ; Tauscher ''v- : Andruss-,-+..240 . Or.1 304,'401. P .2d 40 '(t9 *'65.) ;-

	

f'+. 4

Peninsula Drainage District, 172 Or . 630, 638-39, 143 P .2d 471 (1943) .

	

3 .

	

56 Or . 157, 108 P . 126 (1910) .

	

-1
4 .

	

Id . at 161-62 .

6.

	

Eagle Cliff Fishing Co v . McGowan, 70 Or . 1, 137 P . 766 (1914.) ; Johnson

	

)4 ll

v . J.eldness, 85 Or . 657, 167 P . 798 (1917) .

	

_

	

+

7.

	

Cook v . Dabney, 70 Or . 529, 139 P . 721 . (1914) .

8.

	

United States v . Oregon, 295 U .S . 1, 14, 55 3'.Ct . 610, 79 L .Ed . 1267 ' .
(1935) ; United States v . Utah, 283 U .S . 64, 51 S .Ct . 438, 75 L :.Ed . 844
(1940) .

9.

	

State Land Board v . Sauce, 217 Or . 52, 77-78, 342 P .2d 803 (195-9) (a1tOr ative ,
holding ; the court found as a fact that there existed no tidelands in fron t
of plaintiffs and to which the state could claim title . Id . at p . 102 . )
See also McCarthy v . Coos Head Timber Co ., 208 Or . 371, 387, 302 P .2d 238 •
(1956) .

10.

	

Id . at 77-78 :

11.

	

Smith Tug & Barge Co . v . Columbia-Pacific Towing Corp ., 250 Or . 612, 443
P .2d 205 (1968) . (This case contains an ext=ensive review of the Orego n
cases bearing on the relative rights of upland and tideland owners) ;
Bowlby v . Shively, 22 Or . 410, 422-23, 30 P . 154 (1892) affm'd 152 U .S . 1 ,
14 S .Ct . 548, 38 L .Ed . 331 (1893) .

12.

	

Darling v . Christensen, 166 Or . 17, 109 P .2d 585 (1941) . THe court in
this case made no express distinction between tidal and non-tidal war p
See Lewis v . City of Portland, 25 Or . 133, 160-61, 35 P . 256, 22 LRA 7 M
(1893) where this distinction is made, and a discusSinn of ithesa' •ce .s

	

in
Smith Tug & merge Co . v . Columbia-Pacific Towing Corp ., 86 .9r . Mv,. S'h .
913, 936-37,	 s"/ .3	 P .2d	 l of	 (1968) .

	

4

13.

	

Smith Tug -& Barge Co . v . Columbia-Pacific Towing Corp ., 250 Or . 612, 44 3
P .2d 205 (1968) .

	

.

	

; ,
I-

	

4 .

14.

	

Id . at 937 .

5 .

	

Micelli v . Andrus, 61 Or . .78, 12o P . 737 (1912) .



III DETERMINING BOUNDARIES OF WATER LAND S

This section examines some of the rules in connection with determining th e

exact boundaries of water lands . These lands often cause special problems

because of the tendency of waters to change course and to rise and fall withi n

their beds, and the tendency of conveyances along water lands to identify th e

boundaries imprecisely .

A . Accretion, reliction, and avulsion l

Accretion is the gradual and imperceptible increase of land resulting from

the accumulation of alluvion by natural causes along a water boundary . 2 Reliction

is an increase in land caused by the permanent subsidence of a body of water

which causes additional land to be exposed . 3 The same law attaches to both lan d

acquired by accretion and land acquired by reliction . 4

Avulsion is the sudden and violent change of the course of water and is t o

be distinguished from accretion and reliction with regard to the legal consequences . 5

In determining whether change is by accretion or avulsion the test is no t

whether witnesses might see from time to time that change was occurring, bu t

rather whether witnesses could perceive change while it was going on . 6 The

rebuttable presumption is that all changes are by accretion and reliction . 7

Natural Change s

As a riparian one is entitled to all accretions or relictions to his soi l

whether his land abuts navigable or non-navigable water . 8 When a river cours e

changes by avulsion, the boundary established by the official survey of the lan d

and not the migratory channel of the river is determinative . 9

Thus, it has been said that changes in the channel of a navigable river b y

avulsion do not affect the State's title to that part of the former bed below th e

ordinary low-water mark . Changes due to accretion cause the title of the Stat e

0
to follow the river and title to the former bed thereby vests in the 1wners o f

the adjacent upland . 1° Conversely, land formerly conveyed to a landholder which
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of the bank becomes the property of the State as part of the bed of the river .

This is true regardless of how the conveyance describes the land . ll

whose lands are now inundated retains title subject to the us publicum

is inundated by navigable waters by the gradual and imperceptible eroding awa y

In cases of avulsion in navigable streams, the state retains title to th e

old bed, and apparently does not acquire title to the land under the new cours e

of the stream, even though the water remains navigable . 12 Rather, the owner

the rights of the public in navigable waters -- but may reclaim the land under

the water, or claim it if it re-emerges . 13

Artificial Changes . Although the definitions of accretion and avulsio n

refer to natural changes only, the same rules are generally applied to artificia l

changes . Thus gradual changes in the course of a stream resulting from artificia l

alterations of the bank made by a third party (and perhaps in exceptional case s

by the claiming riparian owner himself) 14 are governed by the rules relating t o

accretion . lS By the same token, sudden artificially caused changes do not alte r

the boundary . 16

However, in a dispute between two private parties over title to dredging _

spoils deposited along riparian land by the State, the court held that in th e

absence of any claim by the State the riparian owner was entitled to the ne w

land, on the reasoning that riparian owners ought to remain riparian wher e

possible . l7 The court expressly reserved comment on whether or not the Stat e

might have title . 18

of accretion . 19

Special rules apply to land exposed by the artificial drainage of. lakes

There is no vested right to future accretions . Thus, a jetty constructed b y

the United States which prevented further accretion to riparian land aid no t

render the United States liable in damages even though the land was gradually bein g

lost by erosion which had been offset in the past by the complementary process
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.meandered by federal survey . Legislation

.the riparian owner acquires title to only "so much of the submersible and sub -

merged lands reclaimed by such drainage as is required to fill out the leas t

fractional subdivision or subdivisions of any section owner by such riparia n
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1.

	

An extended discussion of this subject appears in Justice 'Rossmaa n ' s
opinion in State Land Board v . Sause, 211 er-. 524042 P .2d 803 0959) .
Especially see pages 78-102 where numerous examples have been net out .
Much use of that material has been made in the text which fOltown .
Although Rossma n ' s comments were dicta, they appear to be based on a
diligent search of the subject matter . Also, see Comment, Avtlsid and
Accretion, 3 Willamette L . Jr . 345 (1965) .

2.

	

Katz v . Patterson, 135 Or . 449, 452, 296 P . 54 (1931) .

3.

	

Hanson v . Thornton, 91 Or . 585, 590, 17'9 P . 494 (1919) .

4.

	

Ibid .

Purvine v . Hathaway, 238 Or . 60, 393 P .2d 181 (1964) . This opinion by
Justice O ' Connell examines some of the reasons for distinguishing accretiolk
and relictionfrom avulsion . Avulsion does not include the sudden influx-
of additional water into the stream, thus changing the level of the water
lines, without an accompanying change in the course of the stream :

6.

	

State Land Board v . Sause, 2.17 Or . 52, 79, 342 P .2d 803 (1959) .

7.

	

Wyckoff v . Mayfield, 130 Q . 687, 280 P . 340 (1929) .

8.

	

Gubser v . Town and Stautenberg, 202 Or . 55, 273 P .2d 430 (1954) .

9.

	

Rohner v . Neville, 230 Or . 31, 365 P .2d 614, 368 P .2d 391 (1962) .

10.

	

23 Ops . Att'y . Gen. Or . 256 ; 28 Or . L . Rev . 275, n . 53 .

11.

	

28 Ops . Att'y . Gen . Or . 55 .

12.

	

Bohn v . Albertson, 107 CA2d 738, 238 P .2d 128 (1952) ; Fowler v . Wood ,
73 Kan . 686, 85 P . 763 (1906) ; Wallace v . Driver, 61 Ark . 429 (t&96) .

13.

	

Bohn v . Albertson, 107 CA2d 738, 238 P .2d 128, 135 (1952) ; Fowler v . Wood ,
73 Kan . 686, 85 P . 763, 770 (1906) . There are no Oregon cases in point .
However, the Atty Ge . has concluded that the state acquires title to land s
inundated by navigable waters resulting from the construction of a dam . 24
Ops . Att'y . Gen . 323 ; see also Cooley v . Golden, 117 Mo . 33 (1893) . But
see 26 Ops . At t ' y Gen . 167 for a later opinion applying the conventiona l
rules of avulsion to navigable waters .

14.

	

See Kansas v . Meriwether, 182 F . 457 (8th Cir . 1910), discussed in State
Land Board v . Sause, 217 Or . 52, 99, 342 P .2d 803 (1959) .

15.

	

134 ALR 467, State Land Board v . Sause, 217 Or . 52, 88, 342 P .2d 803 (1959) .

16.

	

State Land Board v . Sause, 217 Or . 52, 88, 342 P .2d 803 (1959) .

	

_

17.

	

Gillihan v . Cicloha, 74 Or . 462, 467, 145 P . 1067 (1915) .

18.

	

Id .

19.

	

Latourette v . United States, 150 F . Supp . 123 (D . Or . 1957) . .



20. O .L . 1913 c . 11 sec . 6 (p . 29) .

21. Now ORS 274 .440(2) (1967) . This provision was • invoked by the court as a n
alternate ground of decision in Luscher v . Reynolds, 153 Or . 625, 633, 56
P .2d 1158 (1936) .
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B . Right to accretion s

A riparian owner is entitled to all-accretions to his land)" The-accretio n

must begin upon the land of the party who is claiming it . He may not claim title

to alluvion which attached originally to the land of another and gradually extended

so as to reach his land . 2 The .deposit of alluvion may change the location of th e

thread of a stream so that accretions attaching on one side may extend beyon d

the line originally dividing that parcel from the one opposite it on the othe r

side of the stream . 3 Indeed, the reciprocal processes of erosion or submersio n

and accretion over years may have the effect of entirely eliminating a tract o f

land and later depositing another tract in the same place but under different

ownership . 4 Conversely, an island may "move" as a result of erosion and accretio n

so far that it is entirely outside the original legal description, while titl e

in the original owner remains unimpaired . 5

On tidal navigable waters title to land formed by accretion is in the tide-

land owner rather than the state , 6 unless it originates as an island (i .e ., an

"accretion" to the bed), in which case title is in the state, even though the

island may eventually be extended so as to attach to the shore . An island

arising in a non-navigable stream belongs to the riparian owner on whose portio n

of the bed it originally arose . ?

The rules on lakes are the same as on rivers , 8 except as specially treated

by statute . 9 Additions to the land of a littoral owner are more likely to com e

about by reliction -- the gradual lowering of the lake waters -- than by

accretion strictly speaking, but the rules governing the two processes are the

.same, and the words are often used interchangeably . l0

The rules governing accretion are easy to state, but particularly difficul t

of application . Evidence is often conflicting . It frequently consists o f

testimony by long-time residents of an area as to their recollection sj of exactly



how changes in a stream came about and when . Even when not in serious conflic t

such testimony is often confusing because it will not present a continuou s

history of these changes, but statements of conditions as they existed a t

various points in time . From such testimony, sometimes aided by old maps an d

surveys, the court must determine just what processes were taking place at the

points in question at various times . The trial court ' s findings of fact may

be heavily relied upon even though many of the cases involving these matter s

are suits in equity and thus subject to an independent review of the evidenc e

by the Oregon Supreme Court . ll In addition to observing the demeanor of th e

witnesses, the trial judge may have visited the site, and often has a considerabl e

advantage in having seen where witnesses were pointing on maps and diagrams ,

which points may be referred to in the transcript only as "here" and "there . "1 2

In one case the Supreme Court in effect threw up its hands when neithe r

party claiming certain alluvion could show by a preponderance of the evidenc e

that it originally attached to his lands . The trial court found that neithe r

party had established a right to the alluvion, but the Supreme Court said tha t

the evidence did indicate that some or all of the parties were entitled to th e

land, and exercising its equitable powers awarded half of a disputed sand bar t o

the owners on each side of the channel . 13
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1. Kingsley v . Jacobs, 174 Or . 514, 528, 149 P .24 950 (1944) ; Gubser v . Town
and Stoutenberg, 202 Or . 55, 72, 273 P .2d 43.0 (1950 ; Minto v . Delaney, 7
Or . 337 (1879) ; State v . Imlah, 1354r . 66, 73, TV& P. 1046 (A31) ..

2.

	

Pearcy v. Bybee, M Or . 385, 26 P . 233 (1891)0 .Gubser v . Town and S■t-outenber,g ,
202 Or . 55, 72, 273 P .2d 430 (1954) .

3.

	

Kingsley v . Jacobs, 174 Or . 514, 528, 149 P .2d 950 (1944) .

4.

	

Gubser v . Town and Stoutenberg, 202 Or . 55, 273 P.2d 430 .(1954) .

5.

	

Van Dusen Investment Co . v . Western Fishing Co ., 63 Or . 7, 18, 124 P . 677 ,
126 P . :6404 <1912) .

6.

	

Fellman v . Tidewater Mill Co ., 78 Or . 1, 152 P . 2 6.8 (1915) ; Taylor Sand s
Fishing Co . v . State Land Board, 56 Or . 157, 108 P . 126 (1910) .

7.

	

State v . Imlah, 135 Or . 66, 294 P . 1046 (1931) .

8.

	

Cawlfield v . Smyth, 69 Or . 41-47, 138 P . 227 (1914) .

9.

	

ORS 274 .430 (1) (1967) : "All meandered lakes are declared to be navigabl e
and public waters . The waters thereof are declared to be of public character .
The title to the submersible and submerged lands of such meandered lakes ,
which are not included in the valid terms of a grant or conveyance from th e
State of Oregon, is vested in the State of Oregon . " (3) : "Nothing in this
section impairs the title of any upland or riparian owner to or any vested
rights in land which was added prior to May 25, 1921, by natural accretion
or reliction to the lands of such upland owner . "

ORS 274 .440 (1967) : " (1) There are no vested rights in or to any futur e
accretion or reliction to the lands of any upland or riparian owner on any
meandered lake . No person shall acquire any right, title or interest in o r
to the submerged or submersible lands of any such lakes, or any par t
thereof, by reliction, accretion or otherwise, or by reason of the lowering
or drainage of the waters of such lakes, except as provided by statute . "

ORS 274 .210 to 274 .250 (1967) provide for contracts by the Division o f
State Lands for the drainage of any lake, marsh, or swamp within the state
and sale or disposal of the reclaimed bed . ORS 274 .260 provides "The title
of owners of land riparian to lakes and ponds drained under ORS 274 .210 to
274 .270 extends to only so much of the bottom or bed of such lake or pon d
which may be reclaimed by such drainage as is required to fill up th e
fractional subdivision or subdivisions of a section which he owns and whic h
are rendered fractional by such lake or pond, and the title of such owner
is so limited when the waters of such lake, or pond receding, because o f
such drainage, uncover the bed thereof . (2) This section shall not affec t
the right of riparian owners to land acquired by natural accretion or relic-
tion because of the gradual and natural recession of the waters of the lake
or pond to which the lands of such owners are riparian . "

	

4
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11 .
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The Oregon Supreme Court has not had occasion to deal with ORS 274 .210
ff . Although the statute in terms covers " any lake" within the state, othe r
provisions indicate that these sections are probably intended to apply
only to lands to which the state has title (for example, lands acquired unde r
the federal Swamp Lands Act . Act Sept . 28, 1850, ch . 84 ; 9 Stat . 519 ; Act .
Mar . 12, 1860, ch . 5, 12 Stat . 3 .) See especially, ORS 274 .240(2) providing
for compensation to be paid the state for the reclaimed lands, and 274 .240(3 )
providing for quitclaim deeds from the state to purchasers of the reclaimed
lands . See also 24 Ops . Att'y Gen . 358, 359 (1948-50) .

See, e .g ., Cawlfield v . Smyth, 69 Or . 41, 138 P . 227 (1914) ; Hanson v .
Thornton, 91 Or . 585, 590, 179 P . 494 (1919) .

ORS 19 .125(3) (1965) : "Upon an appeal from a decree in a suit in equity ,
the cause shall be tried anew, upon the record . " See, for example, Gubser
v . Town and Stoutenberg, 202 Or . 55, 273 P .2d 430 (1954) ; Fellman v . Tidewater
Mill Co ., 78 Or . 1, 152 P . 268 (1915) ; Van Dusen Investment Co . v . Wester n
Fishing Co ., 63 Or . 7, 124 P . 677, 126 P . 604 (1912) ; Pearcy v . Bybee, 20 Or .
385 (1891) ; Katz v . Patterson, 135 Or . 449, 296 P . 54 (1931) .

See, for example, Gubser v . Town and Stoutenberg, 202 Or . 55, 66, 273 P .2d
430 (1954) .

Pearcy v . Bybee, 20 Or . 385 (1891) .

1 ,

V
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C . Meander lines as boundarie s

"A meander line is one run along a stream or body of water for the purpos e

of establishing the course of the bank of such stream or body of water, and t o

procure data with which to plat fractional sections and compute the area thereof . " 1

Public lands conveyed with reference to meander lines are bounded by the wate r

itself, not by the survey meander lines, 2 unless there is a discrepancy between

the meander line and the water ' s edge so marked as to leave a large tract o f

land between the two ; in such a case a conveyance to the meander line does no t

carry title to the omitted tract, and does not run to the water ' s edge . 3

A description by meander lines will not control if no body of water in fac t

existed at the point meandered . Where this is shown to be the case, official

surveys, plats and maps indicating otherwise must give way to the proven facts . 4

The rationale is that if no body of water existed, a purchaser could not hav e

been misled by the " representations " contained in the survey .
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Clark, F .E ., A Treatise on: . ■the Lam of Surveying and Boundaries .'

	

. _1 .' ■

(3rd Ed . 1959) . Micelli v . Andrus, 61 Or . 78, 120 P . 737 (1924-jil,_.t',t'.,l . .

	

2 .

	

State v . Imlal-4., 135 Qr . 66, 72, 294 P . 1046 (1931) .. . .
Sun Dial Ranch v . May Land Co ., 61 Or . 205, 119 P . :%36'"(l

	

1 Wyckoff -v .

	

1,

Mayfield, 13l Or . 687, 280 P i 340 (1929) ; . Armstrong v . 'iPineus, 61 Or . 456 ,

158 P . 662 .(1916) ; French Live Stock Co . v . Springer, 35 Or . 312, 58'

	

10 2

Little v . Pherson, 35 Or . 51, 54, 56 P . 807 .0899) ; Barnhartell. 1 , E1irAh.4'Elib, ''I'

33 Or . 274, 54 P . 197 (1898) . This rule is to protect agaililAtraud ottf, .

mistake and is not to . be invoked_ where the -divergence is explaBnal;!,.e .
Thus, in the Malheur Lake dispute where the lake area varied fen 1!r,000

- to 80,000 acres the plaintiff was not permitted
Otley, 127 F .2d 988 (9th Cir . 1942) .

v . Springar,- :3 5
.. . .

(1899) .
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D . Locating the thread of a stream

The general Oregon rule is that the title of a riparian owner extends t o

the " center of thread " of an adjoining non-navigable body of water . l A statutor y

rule of construction provides that conveyances of such lands shall be read a s

conveying to the thread of the stream . 2 Because United States patents ar e

ordinarily construed according to local law, 3 title to the center of the bed . of

a non-navigable river will be acquired by the patentee of adjoining riparia n

land . The same is true of land adjoining a non-navigable lake . 4

Oregon's leading case on the precise location of the line, and the onl y

case in which the Oregon Supreme Court has found it necessary to discuss th e

matter in detail, is Micelli_v . Andrus . 5 In that case in which plaintiff an d

defendant were riparian owners on opposite banks, the trial court located th e

boundary line by measuring between . the banks at the ordinary high water mar k

and found the middle line to run along a bar that was exposed at low water an d

connected to defendant's land . The supreme court held this method incorrect ,

and said that the correct line would be "a line equidistant from all points o n

opposite banks at right angles with the thread of the stream at the lowest stat e

of water therein, " which line would not necessarily be in the center of th e

channel . 6

It is not clear from the opinion in what sense the court is using the wor d

" thread . " It cannot be synonymous with the boundary between the lands of th e

opposite riparian proprietors, since the " thread" is to be used in constructin g

that line . Clark says in his treatise that, although " thread " is often used

to mean the middle line between the shores, its technical meaning is the cente r

of the main channel .

The court in Miceli' used the low water mark in order to protect, plaintif f ' s

access to all of his land at all stages of the water . This was necessary because



use of the high water mark as a reference produced a boundary line on land whic h

was exposed at low water, thus producing a strip of land belonging to defendan t

between plaintiff ' s land and the water . The possibility of using the "ordinary"

level of the water when so doing would produce a line wholly under water at al l

stages of the river was not foreclosed . 8
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Wyckoff v . Mayfield, 130 Or . 687, 280 P . 340 (1929) ; Kingsley v . Jacobs ,
174 Or . 514, 523-24, 149 P .2d 950 (1944) .

2.

	

ORS 93 .310 (1967) : The following are the rules for construing the descriptiv e
part of a conveyance of real property, when the construction is doubtful . . .
(4) When a road or stream of water not navigable is the boundary, the right s
of the grantor to the middle of the road, or the thread of the stream, ar e
included in the conveyance, except where the road or bed of the stream i s
held under another title .

3.

	

United States v . Oregon, 295 U .S . 1, 27, 55 S .Ct . 610, 79 L .Ed . 1267 (1935) .

4.

	

Luscher v . Reynolds, 153 Or . 625, 56 P .2d 1158 (1936) .

5.

	

61 Or . 78, 120 P . 737 (1912) .

6.

	

Id . at 86 .

7.

	

Clark, F .E ., A Treatise on the Law of Surveying and Boundaries 621 (3rd Ed .
1959) .

8.

	

61 Or . 78, 87, 120 P . 737 (1912) .



E . Locating high and low water dark s

The location of these lines is a jury' gties.tion, and they may b.e . de" 'ermin;ed .

by the jury afters vie i

	

hi Or- mialos . 1

The high water mark is " the point to which the water usua .ll rues, iyn, ya =

ordinary season of-high water, "- and is distinguishable by exam• ation ,gf th e

'r

	

Ccondition of the premises to determine "where the ,presence Od'act pri •of w"•a t

are so common and usual and so long continued in all ordinary yea'sa.s to mar k

upon the soil of the bed a character distinct from that of the ba0s ." 3

The Oregon court has not had to deal with the precise l&catio+n of the tow-

water mark . In a discussion of high and low water marks generally, the couP .t .r i s
described the low water mark as being shown by the e ver ' s " lessened range:_q ;

flow by summer heats . "4 The line should be determined accordirngip-tk% lie rl' .

the water during the ordinary lo'w water stages rather than in peio.ds- of drought . 5

Legislation enacted in 1967 provides when high and low water marks-- "cannot

be determined by survey or inspection, then such lines shall be dete,mit d b,y . :t°he

use of the annual-mean high or mean lo w - water for the pr•eced ngheyear .



1 . Johnson v . Knott, 13 Or . 308, 310-11, 10 P . 418 (1886) .

2 . Id .

	

at 310 .

3 . Pacific Elevator Co . v . Portland, 65 Or . 349, 389, 133 P .72 (1913) ; Sun
Dial Ranch v . May Land Co ., 61 Or . 205, ,

	

119 P . 758 (1912) .

4 . Sun Dial Ranch v . May Land Co ., 61 Or . 205, 216, 119 P . 758 (1912) .

5 . 28 Ops . Att'y Gen .

	

55, 56 (1956-58) .

6 . ORS 274 .015

	

(1967) .



F . Locating high and low tide lines .

No cases have been found in which the Oregon court has had to determineit

'exact boundaries of tidelands . In discussing their location, the court gener a

speaks in terms of high and low water at "ordinar y" tides ). ORS 273 .251(6) (1967 )

defines tide and overflow lands as "All lands over which the tide ebbs and flow s

from the line of ordinary high tide to the line of mean low tide . . ." (emphasis

added) .

The line of ordinary high tide marks the boundary between land acquired b y

the state upon admission to the Union and that remaining in the ownership of the

federal government . For purposes of determining this boundary, federal la w

controls . 2 In accordance with United States Coast and Geodetic Survey procedures ,

the United States Supreme Court haeheld the line to be the mean of all high tide s

over a period of 18 .6 years (the normal pentodic_variatic+*n in theAidaJi cycle) . 3

The line of mean low tide marks the boundary between " tidelands' aeEAhe . 10te' '

proper . Since the beds of tidal inland waters were acquired in their entiret y

by the state upon admission to the Union , 4 location of this line in the case o f

inland waters should be a tatter of state law .

In Van Dusen Investment Co . v . Western Fishing co .,' which involved an island

in the Columbia River, the court took judicial notice of United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey standards and held that the island was not tideland because no t

uncovered by "mean lower low water , " but only during extraordinary low water !'

The court adopted the lower low water mark rather than the average of all low

tides because of the importance to the tideland owner of access to the water a t

all times . 7

In United States v . California8 the United States Supreme Court approved a

similar standard for application along the coast lines to determine the inner

limit of submerged lands granted by the States by the Submerged Lands Act . In

so doing, the Court was interpreting the words " line of ordinary low wate r " in
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E .g ., Bay City Land Co . v . Craig, 72 Or . 31, 38, 143 P . 911 (1914) ;
Harby v . California Trojan Power Company, 109 Or . 76, 81, 219 P . 197
(1923) ; Taylor Sands Fishing Co . v . State Land Board, 56 Or . 157, 160, 10 8
P . 126 (1910) .

2.

	

Borax Consolidated Ltd . v . Los Angeles, 296 U .S . 10, 22, 56 S .Ct . 23, 8 0
L .Ed . 9 (1935) .

3.

	

Id . at 27 ; see also United States v . Washington, 294 F .2d 830, 834 (9th
Cir . 1961) : " . . . the high-water mark means the line of high water a s
determined by the course of the tides, not as determined by physical marking s
made upon the ground by the water . The latter method of making this deter -
mination . . . is appropriate only in the case of streams, and other non -
tidal waters which have no absolute ascertainable level because of variation s
of flow from a multitude of causes . "

4 .

5.

	

63 Or . 7, 124 P . 677, 126 P . 604 (1912) .

6.

	

Id . at 17-18 .

7.

	

On the Pacific Coast, there are two tides daily, one of which is generally
lower than the other . See discussion in United States v . California, 38 1
U .S . 139, 175-76, 85 S .Ct . 1401, 14 L .Ed . 296 (1965) .

8.

	

381 U .S . 139, 85 S .Ct . 1401, 14 L .Ed . 2d 296 (1965) .

9.

	

Id . at 175-76 .

10.

	

12 Or . 501, 8 P . 763 (1885) .
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IV OTHER WATER RELATED LAND S

A . Island s

Litigation over title to islands involves both determination of who hold s

title to the bed of the water and application of the laws of accretion .

In Navigable Water s

Title to islands in navigable waters is dependent on when the island wa s

formed and its size .

	

-

Formed Prior to StatehQod . The Supreme Court of the United States ha s

held that islands existing in navigable watsts at the time of the State ' s ad-

mission to the Union are not part of the bed of the stream and consequently d o

not pass to the State upon admission to the Union, but rather remain part o f

the public domain . Furthermore, errors in omitting such islands froth, official

government surveys do not divest the United States of title nor prejudice its

later claim of title). Some cases indicate however that the government may

forfeit its title to worthless, low-lying islands omitted . froth its surveys by

refusing to survey or otherwise claim them when such omission is pointed out . 2

Despite these decisions by the Supreme Court of the United States, ther e

exists a tacit assumption by the Oregon Supreme Court that the-title to such

islands resides in the State . This assumption probably arises because of th e

generalization that the State owns all lands between high water marks of navigabl e

rivers . This statement properly interpreted means the State owns . the bed of

navigable waters, but can be misconstrued to mean that everything between the bank s

belongs to the State .

	

I'

Thus, in a 1958 Oregon case Justice Warner, writing the majority opinio n

in Ereytag v . Vitae flatly declared " [T]he State of Oregon from and after February 14 ,

1859 . . . became the owner of the river bed [Willamette] and all island s

situated therein, lying between high water marks of the banks of , the river .

~.

	

t



The Frei/tag case was a quiet title action involving a dispute among riparia n

landholders over ownership of a gravel bar . The gravel bar was connected with the

riparian owners' land by a neck which was exposed during periods of low water .

The state intervened asserting title to the bar . The issue, as viewed by th e

court, was whether the bar had been formed by accretion to the mainland (in whic h

case the riparians would have title) or by accretion to a former island which wa s

now part of the bar (in which case title would be vested in the owner of th e

island) . The State's theory consisted of three propositions : (1) the State became

the owner of all islands between high water marks of navigable rivers upo n

admission to the Union ; (2) by act of 18744 riparians on the Willamette wer e

granted title to land between high and low water, but this grant was repealed b y

an 1878 act5 and subsequently formed tidelands which were not accretions to alread y

granted tide lands were not convoyed ; and (3) the parcel involved, being an islan d

from 1874 to 1878, was not granted by the 1874 act, and subsequent accretio n

connecting it with the mainland would not divest the owner of the former islan d

of title even when the island became tideland .

The State then produced an 1852 map drawn by the Surveyor General showin g

the parcel was an island at that time . The riparian owners were unable to produc e

contradictory evidence and therefore title was held to be in the State, renderin g

it unnecessary to resolve the dispute between the individual riparians . 6

Viewing the case from the perspective of the Moss and Lattig cases cited in

footnote 1, it would seem the State had proved itself out of Court . If the State' s

1852 map proved the bar was an island from 1874 to 1878 it even more certainl y

proved it was an island in 1859 when the State was admitted to the Union, an d

therefore it remained a part of the public domain and the State had no title .

But this possibility was raised neither in the appellate brief nor in the Suprem e

Court opinion . This omission can possibly be traced to the fact that the State ' s

evidence indicated overflow of the island during high water, 7 but is more likely
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traceabig to the riparian's being so interested in proving title fa thems0ive s

that they failed to note this fault in the Sttaiit'ee"s title .

No Oregon case has been found which recognizes that the title to islands i n

navigable rivers did not pass to the State upon admission to the Union . However ,

in view of the federal decisions of Moss and Lattig, this federal question seem s

to have be-en resolvec in favor of the Federal overnment . This casts doubt upo n

the validity of the Oregon cases tp the contrary . $

Formed Subsequentto}statehood . Because accretion to land belongs to th e

owner of the land, the title to islands in navigable waters ford after the

' State ' s admission to the Union is vested in the Stata . 9 This position wa s

affirmed by a i'960 deci_sie that accretion t.o a.-s island farmed 'on the Oregon sid e

of the Snake River about 1890 which eventually con ,t d $ a land with the shor e

line did not destroy the Stat e ' s title in the .s and and the accretion tber'eto .
LQ
'

If, on the .egntr;ary, the aecretipa is to the upland and builds out into the

stream the State has no title and thus is deprived of title to the Land under

the accretjon . l l

In Non-navigable Waters .

Title to islands in non-navigable watery is dependent of when the island

was formed and who owns the bed .

Existing at Time of Federal Patent . Islands situated in non-navigable water s

do not impliedly pass with the conveyance by the United States of the adjacen t

riparian lands . However, it is a question of fact whether an island is of sub-

stantial 4uantity and its surface sufficiently high to prevent its conveyance with

the adjacent land . Small permanent projections not surveyed because considere d

impractic,Ai of reservation should be considered as having been cpgveyed . 1
2

F,ormi	 _4fterland ispatented . The Oregon Supreme Court holds that a

federal grant of land bordering non-navigable water s ' conveys ' to the center of th e

stream or lake, It would thus seem that any islands forming after the adjacen t

k



riparian land was patented would belong to the riparian owner or owners a s

accretion to their land (i .e ., the bed of the lake or stream) . However, no

Oregon cases have been found which address this issue . Nor have any cases been

found construing conveyances of land adjacent to islands which lie in the be d

of non-navigable waters . Presumably such islands would pass along with a

conveyance of the upland unless a contrary intent was expressed .



Scott v . Lattig, 227 U .S . 229, 241, 244, 33 S .Ct . 242, 5 L .Ed . 490 (1912) ;
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B . Swamp Land s

The Federal Swamp Land Act of 1850 granted :

. . . the whole of the swamp and overflowed lands, made unfit thereb y
for cultivation, and remaining unsold on or after the 28th day o f
September, A .D . 1850, . . . to the several States respectively, i n
which said lands are situated . l

and required the Secretary of the Interior to plat such lands and send lists o f

them to the states, and to issue patents to the swamp lands to the states upo n

request of the governor . The proceeds of the sale of the lands were to b e

applied by the states to the reclamation of the lands in question . 2

In 1860, the effect of this act was extended to Oregon ,

Provided, That the grant shall not include any lands which the Governmen t
of the United States may have sold or disposed of under any law, enacted
prior to March 12, 1860, prior to the confirmation of title to be mad e
under the authority of said Act . . . 3

There was considerable delay on the part of the Secretary of the Interio r

in certifying and patenting the swamp lands to the states . Problems of titl e

resulted from interim attempts by the states to convey the land prior to securin g

a federal patent . In Gaston v . Stott, 4 decided in 1873, the Oregon Supreme Cour t

interpreted the 1850 Act as a grant in praesenti, vesting in the states as of th e

date of its passage the fee simple title to all of the swamp and overflowed land s

within their borders . The proviso in the 1860 Act was said by the court to b e

"repugnant to the purview of the act " because "We cannot bring ourselves t o

believe that Congress intended to take away any part of the particular lands grante d

by the body of the act, by the subsequent general words quoted ." 5 The cour t

held that even though the state ' s title had not been confirmed by the Secretar y

of the Interior and no patent to the state had been issued, the state owned and

could validly convey any land within its borders which was in fact of the swam p

and overflowed character described by the federal act . Title was therefore quieted

in the state ' s grantee as against a claimant under the federal pre-emption laws .
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A similar state of facts led to a similar result in Miller v . Tobin, 6 decided

in 1887 . Under the theory employed in these cases, whether the land was i n

fact swamp land within the meaning of the federal legislation was an issue o f

fact for trial .

Later decisions of the United States Supreme Court, 7 however, established

that legal title to the swamp lands granted by the federal acts remained in th e

federal government until they were patented to the states . Because certificatio n

of the land as swamp land by the Secretary of the Interior was necessary prior t o

patent, the factual question of the nature of the land was to be decided by him . 8

Following the reasoning of these cases, the Oregon court held in Small v .

Lutz9 that the Secretary ' s decision that the land in question was open t o

homestead (and thus not swamp land) " cannot be impeached or questioned except i n

a court of equity, for fraud or mistake other than an error of judgment . ',10

To the same effect is Morrow v . Warner Valley Stock Co . ll in which the finding

of the Secretary that the land in question was swamp land within the meaning o f

the federal acts was said to be final and conclusive in the absence of frau d

or mistake .
1 2

The Morrow case also deals at length with the effect of the proviso in th e

Act of 1860, treating Gaston v . Scott and Miller v . Tobin as having been impliedl y

overruled by the later decisions of the United States Supreme Court . It was the

opinion of the Oregon Supreme Court at this time that the proviso should b e

regarded a s

. . . a limitation, restriction, or condition upon the grant of 1850 ,
the effect of which is to reserve to the general government, not onl y
the legal title of all such lands until confirmation of title, a s
provided in the act of September, 1850, but also the right in the
future, and prior to the confirmation of title, to reserve, sell o r
dispose of any of such lands under any law enacted prior to March 12 ,
1860 . The state, therefore, was not entitled to all land that was i n
fact swamp and overflowed at the date of the act, but only that par t
of such lands that had not been reserved, sold, or disposed of by th e
government of the United States prior to confirmation of title . Hence ,
prior to the selection and approval by the Secretary of the Interior ,
the government of the United States was under no obligation to refrain
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oversight, sold the sa''e prorper.ty to anot=he=r party 40. 1891 . The brigita1

purchaser had not, 'at that date, paid the rema4 i rg elg'l1ty speLoent of the

purchase- price or made Peet of reclamation, bo of_ iit t Weite required

within ten years after the down payment ;tKndshr terns 'of the 1870 leg siatie .

The coutt held that by failing to comply with the terms of, .the 1870 legislation,

the original purchaser .had forfeiter, his rights under his contract, and that -

tie act of 1087 vai .t .iy opeit td to cauae 4
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(1897) ; Brown v . Hitchcock, 173 U .S . 473, 19 S .Ct . 485, 43 L .Ed . 772 (1899) .

8.

	

Michigan Land and Lumber Co . v . Rentz, 168 U .S . 589, 591, 18 S .Ct . 208, 4 2
L .Ed . 591 (1897) .

9.

	

41 Or . 570, 67 P . 421, 69 P . 825 (1902) .

10.

	

Id . at 578 .

11.

	

56 Or . 312, 101 P . 171 (1910) .

12.

	

Id . at 322 .

13.

	

Id . at 332-33 .

14.

	

General Laws of Oregon, 1843-72, Deady and Lane, p . 642, Ch . 29, Title IV ;
Laws, 1870, p . 54 .

15.

	

Laws 1878, p . 54, sec . 34 .

16.

	

Laws 1887, p . 9 .

17.

	

140 U .S . 1, 11 S .C . 699, 35 L .Ed . 363 (1891) .

18.

	

Id . at 24-25 .

19.

	

Husbands v . Mosier, 26 Or . 55, 37 P . 80 (1894) .

20.

	

Id . at 64-65 .

21.

	

ORS 273 .271(1) (1967) . The acreage limitations do not apply to municipa l
corporations purchasing lands for public use . Id ., subsec . (2) .

22.

	

ORS 273 .281 (1967) .

23.

	

ORS 273 .285(1) (1967) .

24.

	

ORS 273 .281 (1967) .

25.

	

ORS 273 .201 (1967) .

26.

	

ORS 273 .511 (1967) ; ORS 274 .280=274 .310 (1967) .
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT S

The area of the law covered by this "Water Lands and Boundaries " materia l

does make for rather dry reading but it is of considerable practical importance .

In Oregon, an interim legislative study committee, called the Advisory Committe e

to the State Land Board, l has struggled between the two most recent legislativ e

sessions to recommend solutions and draft bills in regard to navigability ,

boundary problems, fills in water courses, state control and proprietary interest s

in water related lands and .other related problems . A number of the bills to com e

out of this committee are pending in the Oregon Legislative Session at thi s

writing (spring, 1973) . Some may be enacted . Any student of this area of the

law in Oregon must bring his research up to date by investigation of recen t

legislation .

The Oregon Attorney General has issued several recent opinions of grea t

importance in this area of the law . , Several have been in response to question s

submitted by the Advisory Committee to the State Land Board . One such question

arose out of testimony before the Committee by the principal investigator o n

this project2 to the effect that an earlier Attorney General's opinion3 was

wrong when it stated that the state could not require a riparian to submit to a `

lease for his use of structures on state owned submerged and submersible lands .

The Advisory Committee then asked the Attorney General for a clarifying opinion .

The result was an exhaustive .90 page opinion 4 of excellent scholarly qualitie s

which reviewed the law in this area and overturned the earlier opinion . The

opinion stated :

(1) The state has legislative power to require an upland owner on a

navigable river to execute a rental lease for building new structures or con-

tinuing to maintain existing structures on the states submerged and submersible

lands . Exceptions relate to temporary log booms and existing wharves in complianc e

with OLS 780 .040- .050 .
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(2) Existing law authorizes the Division of State Lands to require suc h

rental leases for structures other than wharves (except for temporary log booms) .

(3) Existing law in conjunction with Art . VIII, Sections 2 and 5 of th e

Oregon Constitu'tpn apprentq.y and arguably authorizes the Division of Stat e

Lands to require

	

=ledse-#e wharves .

The opinion concerns both tidal and non-tidal lands, the state's proprietar y

interests in submerged and submersible lands, the relationship between stat e

interests and riparian rights of access, wharfing out, log moorage, etc ., the

relationship between certain state control and port authority control, and th e

authority of the state through the Division of State.,Lands' taiestue rental- leases .

for wharves and other structures in water related lands . This lengthy op.J1oii
thus stands at the present time as the most comprehensive statement of

	

law

General in response to questions from the Advisory Committee i_n . regard to pu,blie ,

rights in tidelands and the effect an these rights of the "filled Ian& law "

ORS 274 .905 to 274 .940 and ch. 754 (1971) Ore . Laws 2103 . This 50 paige opinion

discusses the status of the public trust doctrine in Oregon and it .s-applicab ItiL
to tidelands whose private owners are constrained in their legal. ;cap'acity to : 'iQl

such tidelands by various provisions of statutory law . The opinion and the

statute and case lava which it discusses afford ample ev' dence of the growin g

trend of the law, in Oregon as elsewhere, to recognize the .ptublc interest nil= . •' ' ?

the environmental protection of natural resources such as ta!dpiands .

Another recent opinio n6 details state authority under anti-poll'ution ;O~ii '
"
Oder

f- tti _
laws to prevent or control:tfr . t oval by dredging of an island, p rentl y

privately owned, located in a navigable rivet in O'tegon .
V

In response to another question :submitted by the Advisory Committee r the

Attorney General 7 analyzed the effect upon state ownership of beds Hof :those
-r tih

is ,

pertaining to state interests in water related lands .

A second -recent opinion
5
of major importance was submitted by the: Attorqey "
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waterways recently declared by the Corps of Engineers to be navigable water s

of the United States for regulatory . or environmental protection purposes .

Such administrative determinations carry weight but are not conclusive on

the question of state ownership .

The Attorney General did not believe that members of the public have a+ t

right to use boats on an artificial, privately owned lake filled by water unde r

a permit to the owner from the State Engineer .

1
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1.

	

This Committee was created by HJR 40, Ore . Laws 1991 (1969) and continued

in existence by SJR 4, 2 Ore . Laws 2259 (1971) .

2.

	

Professor Chapin D . Clark testified before the Advisory Committee in th e

spring of 1972 in Salem, Oregon .

3.

	

34 Ore . Ops . Att'y Gen . 370 (1968) .

4.

	

36 Ore . Ops . Att'y Gen . 150 (Oct . 30, 1972) .

5.

	

35 Ore . Ops . Att'y Gen . 844 (1971) .

6.

	

36 Ore . Ops . Att'y Gen . 285 (Dec . 15, 1972) .

7.

	

36 Ore . Ops . Att'y Gen . 61 (Aug . 21, 1972) .

8.

	

35 Ore . Ops . Att ' y Gen . 1202 (May 17, 1972) .
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LIABILITY FOR ESCAPING WATER

When water escapes from an artificial retention or diversion system to th e

injury of another there are four possible bases of liability : 1) strict liability ,

2) trespass, 3) negligence, and 4) nuisance .

I .

	

STRICT LIABILITY'

Over a century ago in Lancashire, England, some mill owners had a reservoir

constructed . Nearby, coal mines were being worked . Unknown to the mill owners ,

several abandoned, filled shafts from ancient workings connected the reservoi r

with the adjacent mines . When the reservoir was filled with water one . of the old

shafts gave way, causing the mining operation to be flooded . It was specifically

found that there was no fault on the part of the mill owners . On appeal in th e

Exchequer Chamber, Justice Blackburn stated the rule to be " that the person who for

his own purposes brings on his land and collects and keeps there anything likely t o

do mischief if it escapes, must keep it in at his peril, and if he does not do so ,

is prima facie answerable for all the damage which is the natural consequence o f

its escape . "2

Two years later this decision was affirmed by the House of Lords, but Lor d

Cairns ' opinion placed a restriction on the general rule -- that liability ensue d

only if the activity was a " non-natural" use of the land . 3

A . Oregon Case Law

In Esson v . Wattier4 the Oregon Supreme Court endorsed Justice Blackburn ' s

version of the rule, apparently without any awareness of the qualification intro-

duced by Lord Cairns . Justice Moore concluded that " [I]f a person ', by artificial

means, raises a volume of water above its natural level, and by pexbolation, or

by overflow, injures neighboring lands without license, prescription, or grant from

the proprietor, the latter may invoke the interposition of a court .of equity, and

obtain an injunction to prevent it, when he would sustain irreparable injury, o r

be compelled to bring a multiplicity of actions to recover the damages as they accrued . '
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Though the decree in the Ess_on case favored defendant, because . of the

plaintiff ' s failure to prove causation, 6 the Blackburn version of Rylands v .

Fletcher had become a part of Oregon law . Persons raising water above its natura l

level and causing injury as a result either by percolation or overflow? were to

be held liable irrespective of negligence . This position was endorsed in Mallet t

v . Taylor, 8 but again the holding was dictum since there was clear evidence o f

negligence . 9

In Patterson v . Horsefly Irrigation District, 10 the court suddenly abandoned

its endorsement of Rylands v . Fletcher and held erroneous a jury instruction tha t

"where a person by artificial means caused water to percolate through the soil t o

the injury of his neighbor [he] does so at his peril and is legally responsibl e

therefore irrespective of negligence . "11 The instruction was taken word for wor d

from the Mallet 12 decision,

	

but the court held that that decision rested o n

the negligence of the defendant ; and that Taylor v . Farmers IrrigationCo . 13 had

established that negligence was an "essential element to be proved in order t o

recover damages due to seepage and leakage . "14 No mention was made of the Esson

case .
15

This interpretation of Taylor v . Farmers' Irr . Co . was questionable, althoug h

relying on it as authority for the reversal may have been valid . The Taylor decision

rested on three points : 1) damages, if any, were speculative, 16 2) a statut e

provided that irrigation companies were to be liable for damage resulting from

negligent construction or maintenance of ditches, 17 and 3) the Act of God exceptio n

to the Rylands v . Fletcher rule which was noted in Mallet v . Taylor . 18 The third

point was substantiated by the following passage which was quoted from the Mallet

decision :

"That cases must often arise where by accident, such as sudden
floods, or unusual rains or other accidents, damage may occur t o
adjoining fields which could not reasonably have been foreseen, and
for which no action will lie, seems to be established by the later
authorities ."19
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Had the quote continued it would have read as follows :

" . . . but to hold that a man may lawfully construct a ditc h
which from the manner of its construction must necessarily occasio n

substantial injury to the land of his neighbor either by overflow or b y
percolation, or that he can lawfully so irrigate his land as to d o
such substantial injury, would be to grant him an easement in such

"2 0adjacent land without compensation and this the law will not permit .

While there was reason to mention the Act of God exception in Taylor (gopher s

had dug holes in the wall of the canal on occasion 21 ), no such reason appeared

in the Patterson case .

Of course the valid comparison in Patterson was that it too involved a n

irrigation company and there was at least an issue as to whether the statutor y

language (see note 17) excluded irrigation companies from the Rylands v . Fletcher

rule . 2la

In Kaylor v . Recla22 the defendant irrigator had failed to provide fo r

drainage from his irrigated land when he could do so at little expense . By adding

to the Mallet and Esson rule the additional qualification that one was liabl e

"when the same [i .e ., damage from seepage or overflow] can be prevented by reasonabl e

and not too expensive means, . . ." the court was able to accommodate both th e

Mallet and Patterson decisions . 23

In Suko v . Northwestern IceCo . 24 a cold storage company was sued for damage s

for personal injury caused by the bursting of its water tanks . It seemed an ideal

time to reaffirm the Rylands v . Fletcher rule, but instead the court relied o n

res ipsa loquitur and the jury finding of negligence . 25 A jury charge that the

defendant was "not an insurer against an accident such as happened in this case " wa s

tacitly approved, though such approval did not, of course, affect the result . 2 6

Despite the Patterson and Suko decisions, in Ure v . United States
27

the U .S .

District Court for Oregon held the United States, which was operating and maintainin g

an irrigation canal, absolutely liable for damage resulting from water flowin g

through a break in the canal .
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41'

	

,.in J

	

1.
While acknowledging that t~6ie Oregon Supreme Court had never squarely applied

the doctrine ''wt '1Rl'laWa	 etcher, the district court pointed out that th e

opinions had been so emphatic in approving the doctrine that Oregon was usuall y

noted in legal articles as one of the states accepting the doctrine .

In a review of the cases, Judge Fee first established the strong, commitment
t

to the doctrine made by the Oregon Supreme Court in Esson29 and Ma-lle-t, . 30' He
-

then dismissed the Patterson3l decision on the ground that the author of it also

wrote the Suko32 opinion which cited Esson, Mallet and Rylands v . Fletcher . .

Judge Fee then distinguished these decisions onthe ground that they generally
.r

involved percolation' of water, whereas the instant case involved a major--br-- .each

practice that no holding squarely on the basis of Rylnd 's v: . Fiet, kex : had' a:~3O~wed : 3 4

Judge Fee thought Suko most like .the instant case arid noted what 't drastig • °

negligence rule had been ipvoked in that case . He emphasized the extrjctrc n

Kinney, 35 there cited, to the effect that water artificially restra*zr de is a most_ -
. _

dangerous instrumentality requiring all precautions which skilled human feorpsig

can determine . 36 ANdi . TiV noted ;,. 'hat	 	 us v . Fleeer agtl' t1 Oregon ces sutpp_ _
'

	

r} r-

	

.fi n

	

.

	

C

it were cited by the Suko caurt 3 7.

	

Although Judge Fee was stretching the Patterson and Suko decisions, i,s' ,

	

ru

was subsequently fully endorsed by_ithe Oregon Supreme Court 4.1.In	 v . Gewsr

Justice Tooze declared that a r,evi$w of the Oregon cases would cIeerly--"e •'.stab'1 a ' '
that the Blackburn version of the	 laid v . Fletcher rule lad''Ible7en. as i34 in

~~
.: .

	

~~

	

-

	

. -
Oregon . Such review was said.unne'c'egsary because the cnses'' A `ba n" h' g0h..

	

'

	

:
excetilly able opiniRcentlttit'a r
0 9

The brown case was, however, declared an exception to the rule . The case

discussed and correctly analyzed in a n

arose when excavations were made with intent to erect a theatre . Rain water collected
•

	

s11

'in the canal wa11 . 33 He also noted that good practice leads lawyers to,plea d

negligence as well as absolute liability ; 33a and it was probably be.c use of this

by the Honorable James Alger Fee, . . .
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in the excavation and from there seeped into the basement of plaintiffs ' adjoining

building . Citing Blackburn ' s language in laying down the Rylands v . Fletcher rul e

the court emphasized the words, " for his own purposes . "4
0

Finding the excavation in the instant case was not for purposes of catching

water, but indeed the water was most unwanted, the Oregon Supreme Court conclude d

there was no liability . " [D]efendants were engaged in a lawful and reasonable us e

of their property . "41 The Court, however, went on to affirm the jury verdict fo r

plaintiffs on the grounds of negligence .

In a more recent U .S . District court case, Judge Kilkenny citing Esson, Mallet ,

Judge Fee ' s opinion in Ure, and Brown, held that an irrigation district whose cana l

caused seepage which damaged the trackbed of an adjacent railroad was strictl y

liable under the Rylands v . Fletcher test as applied in Oregon . 4 2

B . Potential of Application of the Natural Use Concept - A Re-examination .

Review of the Oregon cases in the light of the true Rylands v . Fletcher rul e

would be helpful . Lord Cairns added the qualification to Blackburn ' s opinion on

this rule that there was liability only if the use of the land was "non-natural . ',4 3

At first there was confusion as to the meaning of "non-natural " , but subsequen t

decisions have made it clear that "non-natural " meant "unusual" , " abnormal" ,

"extraordinary " or " inappropriate" . 44 This is the rule which is being endorsed

either expressly or inadvertently by a majority of jurisdictions in the U .S . today . 4 5

It is probably its deviation from the rule which has most troubled the Oregon

Supreme Court . Ignoring the federal decision temporarily, the following Orego n

decisions should be reviewed : Esson v . Wattier, 46 Mallet v . Taylor, 47 Patterson v .

Horsefly Irrigation District, 48 Taylor v . Farmers ' IrrigationCo ., 49 Suko v .

Northwestern IceCo . 50 and Brownv . Gessler . 5 1

In Esson, the plaintiff was seeking to enjoin construction of a dam for operatio n

of a gristmill . Plaintiff failed only because he could not prove any injury t o

himself . It was declared that Rylands v . Fletcher would apply if any injury caused
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by the activity could be shown . In Mallet it was said one who introduced irrigatio n

water onto his land would be strictly liable for resultant damage . (Negligence ,

however, was the actual basis of liability .) These two cases suggest the unqualified

application of Blackburn's version of the rule . At this point the Oregon cour t

clearly saw no reason to consider the nature of the water use . Had they done so ,

certainly the activity in Mallet and possibly the activity in Esson would have been

regarded as natural uses .

Patterson and Taylor were the first cases to reveal any tendency by the cour t

to shy away from the rule . Both of these cases involved seepage from irrigatio n

ditches which allegedly caused injury to adjoining land . The plaintiff ' s case in

Taylor failed primarily because he failed to show substantial injury . In Patterson ,

however, the injury was clear as was the total absence of any negligence on th e

part of the United States . Thus, the basis for liability would have to be liability

without fault . The key issue before the court was whether it was error to instruc t

the jury that the U .S . was liable irrespective of negligence . Was an irrigation

district an insurer against any damage caused to land adjacent to the district' s

ditches by seepage or underground percolation of water? Confronted by a massiv e

brief by defendant and two amici curiae briefs to the effect that irrigation ditc h

owners were bound to exercise only ordinary care in the construction and maintenanc e

of their ditches, 52 the court held the instruction error .

No mention was made of Lord Cairn's qualification to the Blackburn version o f

the rule, but it is clear, that an adoption of his qualification at this point would

have saved the court considerable pain and perhaps better guided subsequent decisions .

The Oregon Supreme Court was confronted with the dilemma of choosing between the rul e

they had adopted and its policy favoring irrigation of land . By classifying irrigatio n

as a natural use of land in an arid area, the dilemma could have been eliminated .

Appellants had strongly urged the court to distinguish damage caused by leaking
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ditches and canals from similar damage caused by dams and reservoirs, insistin g

the Rylands v . Fletcher rule applied only to the latter . 53 The court cited languag e

recognizing the distinction, 54 but failed to endorse such a dichotomy . 54a

Failure to do so, made precedent more difficult to handle in the Suko case .

That case involved an overhead reservoir . Most of the authority cited by appellant s

in Patterson was not controlling . Yet the same trial judge who decided Patterson

apparently felt compelled not to invoke Rylands v . Fletcher ; and instead found

liability on the basis of res ipsa loquitur and a high duty of care . The natural -

use test would have made the issue much clearer .

In Brown the Oregon Supreme Court again stated that Blackburn ' s statement o f

the Rylands v . Fletcher rule was law in Oregon, endorsing Judge Fee ' s opinion a

year earlier . 54b Then, the Court distinguished away the facts before it by findin g

the defendants had not brought the water on the land " for his own purposes . " Muc h

emphasis was placed on the fact that the excavating for a building was a most norma l

procedure in the locality, and defendants had followed standard construction practice s

in carrying out their work . (Defendants were, however, found liable on ground s

of negligence .) The court again tacitly expressed a desire not to impose stric t

liability where the use of the land was not "unusual" or "abnormal" . The Cour t

expressly relied on the distinction of the defendants ' purpose in excavating, bu t

could not refrain from pointing out that such excavation was a " lawful and reasonabl e

construction ."55

Clearly the natural use distinction again would have sufficed . Thus, we

see that when confronted with a case of natural use of land, the Oregon cour t

has found some reason to abandon the Blackburn version of the Rylands v . Fletcher

rule .

Against this trend are the two U .S . District Court opinions, Ure v . United

States 56 and Union Pacific Railroad Co . v . Vale Irrigation District . 57 Both of

these cases applied Blackburn ' s version of the rule as the law of Oregon in
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situations in which the defendant's activity (irrigation) clearly was a '"natura'l

use" of land in the locality . These decisions have taken the Oregon Supreme Cour t

at its word and declared Oregon to follow the Blackburn version of the rule . The

Oregon Supreme Court in Brown endorsed the Ure opinion . At the same time, i t

distinguished the facts before it and did not apply the strict liability rule .

Conclusion .

Will the Oregon Supreme Court adhere to its endorsement of Ure when it is

itself faced with an irrigation case, or will it rely on the Patterson decision ?
58

Application of Lord Cairn's qualification, and the trend in other jurisdiction s

favoring this version of the rule would seem to indicate that Oregon will in the

future follow Lord Cair n ' s rule ; either by expressly recognizing the "natural-us e"

distinction, or by continuing to distinguish away the "natural-use " cases' as it ha s

in the past . This approach would align Oregon with the other western states which

generally hold that ditch owners are not strictly liable . 58a

It is possible, however, that the trend in the law of torts in general to favor

more extended application of strict liability principle, will eventually overtak e

the trend favoring the "natural-us e" exception, leaving the Blackburn version o f

the rule dominant in Oregon law .

7

	

1

	

1

t

	

I'

4 .

a

:f
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1 . The Rylands v .,Fletcher rule , discussed below is not limited to damage s
accruing from use of water .

2 . Fletcher v . Rylands, L .R . 1 Ex . 265 (1866) .

3 . Rylands v . Fletcher, L .R . 3 H .L . 330 (1868) . Lord Cairns' qualification has'
largely been ignored by the American courts a_nd as a consequence the ,Rylands v .

Fletcher rule has been severely mistreated . Lord Cairns ' qualification i s
followed in England today . The American decisions generally reach a; similar
result by invoking the mor'e limited concept of ultra-hazardous activity: See

Prosser, "The Principle of Rylands v . Fletcher, " Selected Topics on the Law o f

Torts (1953), p . 135 . Rstmt, Torts § 519 .

	

,

4.

	

25 Or . 7, 34 P . 756 (1893)1.

5.

	

Id . at 12 .

6.

	

Id . at 12-13 .

7.

	

The proposition that there is no legal distinction between damage caused by •
percolating waters and that caused byoverflow was sustained in Mallet v .

Taylor, 78 Or . 208, 152 P . 873 (1915) . However, subsequent case law migh t

raise doubts . Efforts have been made to distinguish the cases on this basis .
For example, see Judge Fee ' s opinion in Ure v . United States, 93 F . Supp . 77 9

	

•

	

(D .C . Or . 1950) .

8.

	

78 Or . 208, 152 P . 873 (1915) .

9.

	

Id . at 212 .

10.

	

157 Or . 1, 69 P .2d 282, 70 P .2d 33 (1937) .

11.

	

Id . at 20, 23 .

12.

	

Supra Note 8 .

13.

	

82 Or . 701, 162 P . 973 (1917) .

14.

	

Patterson, supra, note 10 at 23 .

15.

	

1 Willamette L . J . 344, 349 .

16.

	

Supra, note 13 at 703 .

17.

	

"Every corporation constructing a ditch or canal, flume or reservoir, unde r
the provisions of this act shall be liable for all damages done to the person s
or property of others, arising from leakage or overflow of water therefrom

growing out of want of strength in the banks or walls, or negligence or want o f

in the management of said ditch or canal, flume or reservoirF .proyided, tha t
damage resulting from extraordinary and unforseen action of the elements, o r
attributable in whole or in part to the wrongful interference of e.nother with
said ditch or canal, flume, or reservoir, which may not be . known to said cor-

poration for such length of time as would enable it by the exercise o f

reasonable efforts to remedy the same, shall not be recovered, r against said

corporation ." Laws of Oregon, 1891, page 57, § 16, O .C .L .A .,

	

116-408 .
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18. Supra, note 8 .

19. Taylor v . Farmers' Irr . Co ., 82 Or . 701, 705 (1917) .

20. Mallet v . Taylor, 78 Or . 208, 213-14, 152 P . 873 (1915) .

21 . Taylor v . Farmer's, supra note 13 at 704 .

	

4r . . '

21a . In Canada, which also has irrigation district enabling legislation, it ha s
been suggested that such districts would not be liable under Rylands v . Fletcher
unless the enabling legislation called for strict liability . The reasoning
is that it would be unreasonable to impose strict liability on public bodies
acting in the public interest . Irrigation units organized for profit woul d
however be liable . See 5 Cam . Bar J . 250 .

'

	

22 . 160 Or . 254, 84 P .2d 495 (1938) .

23. Id . at 259 . The Court also said it was negligence not to take such precaution s
against injury to neighboring land .

24. 166 Or . 557, 113 P .2d 209 (1941) .

25. Ibid .

26. Id . at 570 .

27. 93 F . Supp . 779 (D .C . Or . 1950) .

28. Id . at 789 .

29. Supra, n . 4 .

30. Supra, n,. 8 .

31. Supra, n . 10 .

32. Supra, n . 24 .

33. Supra, n . 27 at p . 790 .

33a . Where negligence is provable, the plaintiff is better off to avoid an absolut e
liability instruction entirely . The latter instruction might be grounds fo r
reversal on appeal .

34. Supra, n . 27 at p . 790

35. Kinney on Irrigation and Water Rights, 2d Ed ., § 1669, p . 3069 .

36. Ure v . U .S ., supra note 27 at 791 .

37. Judge Fee ' s opinion finding the United States liable was subsequently over -
turned in United States v . Ure, 225 F .2d 779 on the ground that stric t
liability could not be invoked under the Federal Torts Claims Act, since the
act may be invoked only for negligent or wrongful omissions of governmen t
employees . This rule places the United States back under the cloak of sovereign
immunity .
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38. 191 Or . 503, 230 P .2d 541 (1951) .

39. Id . at 512-13 .

40. See full quote, supra note 2 .

41. Id . at 513 .

42. Union Pacific Railroad Co . v . Vale Irrigation Dist ., 253 F . Supp . 251 (D .C .
Or . 1966) . The'decision, however, was also upheld on the bases of trespass and
negligence .

43. Supra, note

	

3 .

44. Prosser, supra note 3 at 141-42 .

45. Id ., at p . 142 . This inadvertent endorsement is taking place in large scal e
by use of the narrow Restatement of Torts version of that test . (I .e ., the
ultra-hazardous activities test . )

46. 25 Or . 7, 34 P . 756 (1893) .

47. 78 Or . 208, 152 P . 873 (1915) .

48. 157 Or . 1, 69 P .2d 282, 70 P .2d 33 (1937) .

49. 82 Or . 701, 162 P . 973 (1917) .

50. 166 Or . 557, 113 P .2d 209 (1941) .

51. 191 Or . 503, 230 P .2d 541 (1951) .

52. See Appellants Opening Brief, pp . 56-77 ; Appellant s ''Reply Brief, pp . 18-26 ;
and Brief of Amici Curiae (Bur . of Reclamation), pp . 17-46 . In Appellant s '
Opening Brief, 3 Kinney on Irrigation 3079, § 1672 ; 15 R .C .L'. 488 ; and 1 Wiel ,
Water Rights in the Western States (3rd Edition) 489 were all cited and quoted
directly . Each clearly stated the owners and operators of ditches were no t
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II TRESPASS

Closely related to the doctrine of strict liability is the theory of trespass .

Where one, either personally or by agency of some force which he voluntarily initiates ,

enters the land of another, liability accrues " even though the act may be don e

accidentally, or in good faith or under justifiable error ."

A. Common Law

At common law, if a party without negligence dammed a stream upon his ow n

property, and his act resulted in the stream going directly upon the land of another ,

he was liable for the consequences . 2 The directness of the invasion was critical .

If a defendant " threw water on property it was trespass, but if he merely constructe d

a spout, or obstructed or diverted a stream so that as a result the water ultimatel y

flowed onto the premises of the plaintiff, the action was on the case . "3 Case

required proof of negligence or intent as well as a showing of actual injury .

Trespass did not . 4

It was the requirement of direct invasion which prevented the Rylands v . Fletcher

courts from invoking the theory of trespass . The flooding of the mine having taken

place consequentially, trespass was not applicable .

B. Restatemen t

The Restatement of Torts imposes liability for trespass only in case of (1 )

intentional intrusion, or (2) negligence or (3) acts done in the course of a n

extra-hazardous activity . Intentional entry creates liability even if no damag e

ensued, but one entering recklessly, negligently or as a result of an extra -

hazardous activity is liable only if harm results . 5

The Restatement has also abandoned the distinction between direct and indirec t

invasions, classing any reasonably direct tangible entry as trespass . 6 By

classifying such entries as trespass, it would seem that the Restatement ha s

brought the Rylands v . Fletcher case within the law of trespass, and that liability
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could be imposed on that theory provided that impounding water could be classifie d

as an "ultra-hazardous activity . " The Restatement definition of "ultra-hazar-d'ou s ' .

activity" is an activity which involves extreme danger which the utmost care canno t

eliminate and which is not a matter of common usage , 7 but Prosser has suggested

that in view of the case law this restriction is definitely too narrow and tha t

the courts are very much prone to consider the potential for harm in the surroundin g

where the activity takes place . 8

C . Federal Decisions Arising in Oregon

While the Supreme Court of Oregon has not spoken explicitly on the liabilit y

in trespass of a defendant who inadvertently causes water to go on the land o f

another, the U .S . District Court for the District of Oregon has been quite express. .

In a recent case Judge Kilkenny declared, " [t]hat the act of placing water on th e

lands of another, as a result of an act voluntarily done, constitutes trespas s

is well settled by Oregon law . "9 Judge Kilkenny was undoubtedly relying on th e

earlier statement to the same effect by Judge Fee . 1 0

Judge Fee distinguished the Rylands v . Fletcher rule from liability based o n

trespass .

"When one voluntarily and deliberately does an act upon his own _
land which results in physical trespass upon lands in other ownership ,
the liability is absolute . In the stored water cases, a condition has bee n
created, the consequence of which may be injury to other land . But in
the active release and management of a column of water flowing at a fas t
rate and in great volume, . . . , the person who initiates and carries o n
the activity is a participant in whatever results . If the result is a
trespass on lands of another, the liability is absolute ." 1 1

Both the Fee and Kilkenny opinions involved cases in which irrigation cana l

water under the control of defendant caused injury to .adjacent land because of a

failure in the walls of the canal . It would seem the distinction made by Judge Fe e

and endorsed by Judge Kilkenny between the water storage cases and the canal case s

lacks merit . In Rylands v . Fletcher the defendants filled their reservoir wit h

water and a subsequent failure caused injury . So too, in the irrigation canal
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cases, water is voluntarily introduced to the system and subsequent failur e

yields harm . It would appear that the common law would regard the two factua l

patterns as basically the same in terms of liability .

Furthermore, the Oregon case law cited as _ supporting . the conclusion deal s

only with intentional trespass . In Laurence et al . v . Tucker 12 the defendant wa s

emptying sewage into a drain which ran across plaintiff ' s land . The Court said ,

" . . . in the absence of a grant, no person has the right to dump the overflow

from a septic tank, or the waste water from his house, upon the premises of a n

adjoining landowner, . . ." 13 Clearly the case involved an intentional trespas s

for which it is commonly acknowledged no fault or injury need be shown .

Boulevard Drainage System v . Gordon14 also involved the intentional dumpin g

of water onto the property of another . In Stephens v . City of Eugene,1 5 the.

plaintiff complained because the city ' s power dam caused water to flow at ,an

increased rate through a slough dividing plaintiff ' s land, thus preventing him

from fording the stream as he had previously done . In holding the City guilty

of a continued trespass because of the intentionally increased flow, the Cour t

specifically distinguished cases in which water inadvertently escaped from one' s

own ditch or canal onto the land of another . 16

Finally, Judge Fee cited Cartwright v . Southern Pac .Co .17 Judge Bean said

in that case :

"There are authorities holding that the remedy for overflowing th e
lands of another where the obstruction causing the overflow is not on
plaintiff ' s land, and there was no physical entry thereon, is an actio n
on the case and not in trespass (Hicks v . Drew, 117 Cal . 305, 45 Pac . 189) ;
but it seems to me that, where the direct result of the obstruction is t o
wash away the soil of another and thereby destroy the freehold, it amount s
in effect to the taking of property and is a " trespass" within the meaning
of the statute of limitations, whether the obstruction is upon plaintiff ' s
land or not, and as a consequence the present suit is not barred . '; (emphasi s
added) 18

This was really a holding that the Statute of Limitations prescribed fgrtrespa's s

was intended to apply to such fact situation s,, 19 and not a conclusion that trespass
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. in Oregon included indirectly as well as directly caused injuries . In any event ,

Cartwright was a federal decision and as such is not determinative of Oregon law .

Furthermore, the defendant in Cartwright, like the city in Stephens v . Eugene was

intentionally causing increased flow to run against the plaintiff ' s land .

D . Oregon Supreme Court Decision s

In the absence of any water cases in which the Oregon Supreme Court ha s

clearly proclaimed its position on trespass liability, the problem is to determin e

whether the court would find a defendant liable in trespass for inadvertentl y

spilling water on adjacent land, when the water was voluntarily set in motion b y

the defendant . Liability in trespass could be achieved in two ways : (1) by

finding that such inadvertent injuries were directly caused or (2) by using th e

Restatement approach which as previously mentioned, abolished the distinctio n

between direct and indirect actions . 20

The first course was taken by the Court in Martin v . Reynolds Metals Co . 21

That case involved the escape of poisonous fluoride particles into the air fro m

defendant ' s industrial works, which particles eventually settled on plaintiff ' s

farm, causing injury . Justice O ' Connell declared that the invasion of chemical s

on the land of the plaintiff was direct and that only the resultant injury wa s

consequentia1 . 22 This same approach was subsequently taken in Loe v . Lenhardt, 23

a case involving serial spraying of crops . How conclusive are these opinion s

ki . ._ 4or the water cases? The Martin case involves the introduction of particles int o

the air with the knowledge that they must come down somewhere -- probably on lan d

other than the company ' s, and with the knowledge that they would probably caus e

injury . In Loe the actor was apparently more hopeful that all harmful substance s

would deposit on his own lands . The first case would be analogous to divertin g

water into a natural depression knowing it must flow somewhere, but not botherin g

to determine where . The second case would be analogous to dumping water onto one ' s

own land in hope it would not run off onto the lands of another, but with a hig h

a
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probability that-it would .- Beth situations involved a strong possibility o f

injury to others . They would be ° classified ..as negligent acts except that th e

actors took all the precautlans 'reasonably possible . IA Martin liability wa s

predicated on intentional trespass and in Loe it was based on a determination tha t

crop dusting with the chemical used by defendants was an ultra-hazardous activity .

It is difficult to imagine, conparable water cases in which regli cO ,o,uld

not be a grounds for decision . Indeed, in the Union Pacific case,,- {gu!d;ge. Kilk arty

concluded that seepage from the canal was so likely that it was ri€~glig~ee'~o •

attempt to pass water through it . 24 Still he chose to invoke tresp agsi'ras' 'an - . '

alternate ground .

The elevated water storage cases such as Su„ko probably are the best exampl e

of water cases in which the trespass Might be invoked . But that situation, llike '

Loe, might be termed an ultra-hazardous activity .

In the Martin case, Justice O ' Connell expressly refrained from d%cidt4 whether

Oregon had adopted the Restatement position aboli-king the distinction be wed

direct and indirect entry . He felt that since the case involved direct entry ,

there was no need for such inquiry .

E . Conclusion

Oregon clearly imposes liability on a theory of trespass for intentiona l

invasions of property . Likewise, it has found liability where harm occurred as th e

result of an ultra-hazardous activity . But within the sphere of reagona .bly t"er

activities such as irrigation in rur-eI . areas, there' is no clear indication tha t

the Oregon Supreme Court would invoke trespass despite the f ederdk district cour t ' s

propensity to do so . The comparable case of ,atilartin v . Reynolds indicates th e

Oregon court might use a theory of trespass if pressed to db so . q,

	

! -

It would appear that the federal district eourt, which hold's66ha' i Oregon; *loaves

the R1land .s• v . Fletcher rule. expressed by Blackburn ; can always itpose liabilit y

4+
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where this rule is applicable on the alternate grounds of trespass . In con,tr+ast ,

the Oregon Supreme Court which has indicated some reluctance to apply Blackbur n ' s

rule to the irrigation cases, has also refused to expressly extend trespass law to

include indirect entries .
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III NEGLIGENCE

Negligence is a primary basis of liability for diverting water onto th e

land of another to his injury . Negligence was a basis for liability in all of

the Oregon water cases discussed under the headings of Trespass and Strict Liability . 1 '

The only exception is the intentional trespass cases . Other Oregon cases hav e

imposed liability for inadvertently causing water to run on the land of anothe r

on the basis of negligence . 2

Basically one who without right or privilege proximately cause s2a injury to

the person or property of another as a result of conduct not conforming to th e

standard of care of a reasonable man is liable for such injury under the law o f

negligence .

Of special interest in the water cases is the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur .

Three conditions are usually necessary for the imposition of that doctrine : 1) the

accident must be of the kind which ordinarily does not occur without negligence ;

2) it must be caused by an agency or instrument in the defendant ' s exclusive control ,

and 3) the plaintiff ' s conduct must not have contributed to the injury . 3 Thus ,

if water exclusively in the control of the defendant escapes and causes injury t o

adjacent parties, the defendant may well face a res ipsa loquitur instruction . The

hitch for plaintiff is, of course, to establish that the accident is the kind whic h

ordinarily does not occur without negligence .

The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur goes back to 1863 . A pedestrian walking i n

front of a bakery was struck by a falling barrel of flour . The victim had no wa y

of knowing how the accident occurred except that the barrel must have come from th e

bakery. Baron Pollock at the trial declared " there are certain cases of which i t

may be said res ipsa loquitur . . ." --- the thing speaks for itsOlf . 4 i

	

For thi s

reason the plaintiff was not required to present any evidence of igligence on th e

part of defendant other than the occurrence of the event itself . The doctrine a s

used today is a rule of evidence only . It gives rise to an inference of negligence -

'IL
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an inference which the jury may accept or reject in reaching its verdict . 5 The

inference is always rebuttable by showing that the defendant exercised due car e

accompanied by a rational explanation of the occurrence . 6 The plaintiff is no t

even entitled to have the issue of negligence go to the jury unless reasonable me n

could conclude that more likely than not the event was due to defendant's negligence . 7

Two cases arising in Oregon involving the application of the doctrine t o

escaping water are Suko v . Northwestern Ice Co . 8 and United States v . Ure . 9

	

In

Suko, the defendant ' s elevated water tank burst causing injury to the plaintiff .

Having limited the application of the Rylands v . Fletcher doctrine in the Patterson
l0

case, the Oregon Supreme Court was not eager to reapply that doctrine . Instead ,

the court declared, " . . . In the ordinary course of events the mishap would no t

have occurred except through carelessness in the construction, inspection or us e

of the tank . "12 Thus, res ipsa loquitur applied .

In characterizing this approach, Judge Fee, in Ure v . United States,
13

noted that

"[W]here a situation has potential elements of extreme hazard ,
the courts require a high degree of care and sometimes what they ter m
the ' highest degree of car e ' , which does not render the party under such
a duty as an insurer, but requires him to have in contemplation th e
perilous potential results of his acts ." 14

Judge Fee thought the juxtaposition of this approach with res ,ipsa loquitur in

Suko had been tantamount to an imposition of strict liability . 15 However, th e

Suko decision, at least in theory, was wholly dependent on an inference of negligence .

The Ure case involved the failure of an irrigation ditch which caused floodin g

to the plaintiff's land . Judge Fee concluded that the United States was liable fo r

damage by flooding under Rylands v . Fletcher (Blackburn ' s version) as the law in

Oregon . l5a

When the Ure decision was appealed, Judge Fee ' s reasoning was regarded by

the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit as a decision possibly resting both on

strict liability and on res ipsa loquitur . 16 Because the court held that the United
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States could be sued under' the Federal Torts Claims Ac tl7 only for negligent acts ,

the strict liability basis was necessarily irrelevant . However, res ipsa loquitur

is based on an inference of negligence and not, at least in theory, on stric t

liability .- The court then reviewed the evidence offered to rebut the inference o f

negligence and concluded that the evidence rebutted " all inferences which could

properly have been drawn under the doctrine . "18 Apparently the court did no t

regard the degree of care owed .the flooded plaintiffs-as highly as did Judge Fee .

Both opinions, however, seem to tacitly admit that water does not normally escap e

from an irrigation ditch withoit negligence on the part of someone . A distinction

may be drawn between open breaks in a canal and mere percolation or seepage . The

former may warrant a res ipsa loquitur instruction, but the latter may not .
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IV

	

NUISANCE

	

:1 1

Nuisance is another possible basis for the imposi ` i n Of liabi ty o

injury caused by artificially diverted waters . Harper sjn~d ,pia s
j

a+ve Frf'ittev
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causing the injury . 3 Public interest and convenience are superior to' the i:7atdx 1 '

of a private owner'who alleges nuisance : 4

Probably because of these drawbacks, nuisance largely ceased •P . b~., 4I .
significant basis of liability ia . these tort cases involving the>A invas :on '$f

waters decided after the Esso ► case . 5 I'ti].s o se int oduced the ; y)a4de .v-
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rule to Oregon law, which rude supplantet strict liability based oh'a$ i noe theory .

'Thus, nuisance may be another means of imposing_ ts .triet_ tia1 lity .
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THE RIPARIAN DOCTRINE IN OREGO N

I

	

INTRODUCTION

The position of the riparian owner under common law has historically bee n

an advantageous one . His ownership of land adjacent to a stream or body of wate r

has given him unique rights typically described in terms of natural flow or reasonabl e

use . The water of a stream did not belong to him, but he was frequently said in th e

Oregon cases to have a property right in its use, in the nature of a tenancy i n

common with all other owners on the same stream . l The difficulty of determinin g

the rights of all owners of land bordering on a stream and of settling disputes b y

litigation is readily apparent . When there is added to this inherent difficulty th e

myriad problems accompanying a steadily increasing demand for water and a heightene d

public awareness of its importance as a necessary resource subject to public control ,

it is not surprising that the general trend of modern water law has been th e

modification of riparian rights, particularly in the western states . The development

of the doctrine of prior appropriation in the semi-arid states of the West, unde r

which a right to use the water depends upon priority in actually putting the wate r

to beneficial use, encroached upon traditional riparian rights .

This paper summarizes the early Oregon riparian cases and examines the presen t

status of riparian rights in Oregon . By way of introduction, there is a brief

discussion of the accrual of riparian rights and the nature of riparian land . The

major portion of the paper is devoted to the various rights which owners of suc h

land have at present, considering to what extent they have been limited or change d

by legislation or judicial modification . 2

II ACCRUAL OF THE RIPARIAN RIGHT

Virtually all land titles in Oregon derive from the federal government a s

proprietor of the territory prior to statehood and of the public domain thereafter . 3

As a proprietor, the federal government held the normal riparian rights which
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accompanied ownership of lands adjacent to streams or bodies of water . Thes e

rights usually passed with the land when the federal government conveyed it, whethe r

to the State under various grants or to individuals under the various public land

laws . In this sense then, Oregon joined the "California doctrine " states which

recognized riparian rights rather than the Rocky Mountain and Great Basin state s

under the "Colorado doctrine " which repudiated riparian rights from the beginning

in-favor of prior appropriation . Prior to 1877, a patent to land in Oregon whic h

had been in the public domain carried with it the appurtenant riparian rights . 4

In the case of a homestead patent, accrual of the right in the individual was hel d

to relate back to the time of initial settlement, subject to compliance with th e

appropriate public land law, and issuance of the government patent . 5 Prior

appropriation under federal law as a valid means of acquiring rights to water on th e

public domain was recognized very early by the Oregon Supreme Court, however, 6

and one who settled on public land took his riparian rights subject to any vali d

appropriation made prior to the date of settlement . The rights of the settler

were superior to those of later appropriators from the stream . 7

The Oregon Supreme Court held that the effect of the Desert Land Act of 1877 8

was to sever from all remaining public lands the right to use the water flowin g

through them for irrigation, manufacturing, and mining, and make this "right " availabl

to the public for acquisition by appropriation . 9 This " legal severance " interpre- .

tation of the act has been approved by the United States Supreme Court . 1 ° Land

in Oregon acquired from the federal government after March 3, 1877, the effectiv e

date of the act, carried with it no riparian rights to use the water for thes e

purposes . The right of the riparian proprietor to use the water for opher purposes ,

such as for domestic use and stock watering, was said in Oregon not to,be affecte d

by the Act . ll

I
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Although numerous Oregon cases were decided on the basis of riparian right s

during the first fifty years of statehood, the state supreme court eventuall y

decided that federal patents after March 3, 1877 (effective date of the Deser t

Land Act) carried no riparian rights and that appropriation law was dictated a s

to such lands by the Desert Land Act . This latter interpretation is apparently

unique to Oregon but the court was free to be wrong in its interpretation of th e

impact of federal statutes upon state water law . In any event, at about the sam e

time as the court was limiting lands to which riparian rights accrued, the Orego n

Legislature in the 1909 Water Code cut off all inchoate riparian rights by definin g

water rights (both retroactively and prospectively) only in terms of actual beneficia l

use . Thus, both the judicial and legislative branches of government in Oregon move d

at the same time in the same direction from riparianism to prior appropriation a s

the basic water law doctrine of the state . This transition leaves numerous Orego n

decisions on riparian rights during the first fifty years or so of statehood in th e

books, but many such decisions have little precedent value today in resolving dispute s

between private water users and may serve to confuse the uninformed . A present day

water law problem must be analyzed in the light of this doctrinal transition an d

a determination made as to whether the older riparian cases have current vitalit y

as precedents in resolving the problem .

The older Oregon law based on the riparian doctrine is organized and discussed

here and an attempt made to place it both in historical perspective and in terms o f

modern applicability .

III WHAT IS RIPARIAN LAND UNDER OREGON LAW

Riparian land must directly abut a stream or body of water . Mere proximity t o

water is not enough to give the land riparian status, if a strip of land in separat e

ownership, however narrow, intervenes between the land in question and the water ' s

edge . 12 As a general rule, land is considered to be riparian to a stream only if i t

is within the natural watershed of that stream . 13 In Oregon, however, this rule
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has been rejected in favor of the "unity of title" theory . The test in Oregon

is contiguity of ownership -- if one owns riparian land, all other land that h e

owns which is contiguous with the land which borders the stream is considered . .

riparian, regardless of when or in what order he acquired title to various parcels ,

and regardless of the relationship of the land to the stream system .
14

In order for the land to be considered riparian, the adjacent water must have, %-r 1

the status of a permanent body of water or a watercourse, as opposed to mer e

diffused surface water . 15 TheOregon Supreme Court ' s basic definition of a

watercourse was formulated in Simmons v . Winters . 16 After a review of man y

authorities, the court said that a watercourse is :

. . . a stream of water usually flowing in a particular direction, wit h
well-defined banks and channels, but . . : the water need not flow

	

"
continuously -- the channel may sometimes be dry ; . . . the term water -
course does not include water descending from -the hills, down the hollows
and ravines, without any definite channel, only in times of rain and
melting snow, but . . . where water, owing to the 'hilly or mountainou s
configuration of the country accumulates in large quantities from rain and
melting snow, and at regular seasons descends through 'long, deep gullie s
or ravines upon the lands below, and in its onward flow carves out a
distinct and well-defined channel, which even to the casual glance bear s
the unmistakable impress .of the frequent action of running water, and
through which it has flowed from time immemorial -- such a stream is to b e
considered a watercourse . . . 17

flows regularly or periodically, although it need not flow continuously . 19 Even

though the channel may not be definite throughout its length, as when water spread s

out over low or swampy ground for some distance before being again confined in a

channel, the entire stream will be considered a water course if the current an d

the course are clearly perceptible . 20 Similarly, flood waters remain part of th e

watercourse even though they have escaped the channel and spread over the surroundin g

land, provided that they have not become completely separated or disassociated from

the stream . 21

r} n

The best physical indications of a watercourse appear to be a channel which ca n

be readily seen on the ground when the stream is dry, 18 and a supply of water which
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4
t '

11''- Occasionally, the language of an opinion

	

appear to require that a

"watercourse" be a stream which has existed from " time immemorial , " or an " ancient

watercourse . "22 Hgw
?
ver, the period of th e -Statute of-limitations seems to suffic e

- to bring into being a watercourse with attendant riparian rights . 23

An underground stream, if its course can be ascertained with reasonabl e

.` certainty without excavation, was governed under early case law by the same riparia n

. -Iles as those applied to surface watercourses .
2 4

This discussion of the definition of a watercourse may have relevance today
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IV RIGHTS IN THE FLOW OF THE WATE R

A . Right to Undiminished Continuous Flo w

On occasion, the Oregon Supreme Court said in early cases that the riparia n

owner has a right to have the stream flow continuously through his land in it s

natural state without diminution . ) This absolute right based on a "state of nature "

theory appears never to have been the law of Oregon, however . Each riparian

proprietor was early held to have the right to make reasonable use of the water ,

with due regard for the same rights in other riparians on the stream . 2 He was ,

however, entitled to insist upon the flow of the stream undiminished by unreasonabl e

or unnatural uses . 3

In Weiss v . Oregon Iron and Steel Co ., 4 a downstream owner was held entitle d

to an injunction against an upstream owner who was diverting one fifth or more o f

the water of the stream, using it for manufacturing purposes, and not returning

any of it to the stream . Plaintiff was held entitled to relief although he showe d

little or no actual damage, in order to permit him to protect his rights in th e

stream against possible loss by adverse use .

In Jones v . Conn, 5 however, it was said that the plaintiff had to show actua l

injury in order to be entitled to an injunction against an upstream diversion .

The distinction between the two cases may be in the use to which the water was pu t

by the upstream owner . In Weiss the use was wasteful, and the court was adamant :

. . . the diversion of a watercourse, or a part of it, by an uppe r
riparian proprietor for manufacturing purposes, without restoring t o
the channel the excess of water not actually consumed, is never allowed .

That cannot be considered a reasonable exercise of the righ t
to use the water of a stream which involves its substantial diminution
and waste . 6

In Jones, on the other hand, the upstream proprietor was diverting the . water for

irrigation use . Since all riparian owners had a right to some use of the water fo r

irrigation , it could be said that actual injury to the downstream owner i s

necessary in order to demonstrate that an upstream irrigator has gone beyond a
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' r.

reasonable use of the water . In that case, however, the court did not seem overl y

concerned with the unity of the stream as a basis for determining the rights o f

Vile various riparian owners . Rather, it announced that the watershed limitation was no t

• the law of Oregon, thus permitting the waters of the stream to be used for irrigatio n

on lands which drained out of the watershed, so long as they were owned by th e

j . .

		

riparian owner and were contiguous with his riparian land . 8 Adoption of thi s

minority rule deprived the downstream owners of water which would otherwise hav e

returned to the stream by seepage, after application to land within the watershed .

No cases have been found subsequent to the adoption of the 1909 Water Cod e

protecting the right of a riparian owner to the continuous flow of the stream .

In Pacific Livestock Co . v . Davis, 9 the suit was commenced prior to the enactmen t

of the Code . The court indicated that it predicated its decree on the ground tha t

both parties claimed riparian ownership and neither alleged an appropriation .

The decree gave plaintiff a right to have one third of the water of Rattlesnak e

Creek flow onto his land through its West Fork, and enjoined defendants, upstream

proprietors on the West Fork, from interfering with the flow so as to interfer e

with this right . One third of the water of Rattlesnake Creek appears to be the tota l

amount which the court found to flow naturally through the West Fork .

A recent case, Fitzstephens v . Watson, 10 although not concerned with the righ t

to an undiminished flow, indicates that in any situation involving a dispute betwee n

riparian owners who could not claim as appropriators, riparian doctrines will b e

applied . As against one who claims rights by appropriation under the Water Code ,

however, the riparian owner can claim no right in the undiminished flow, but mus t

base his claim upon his own appropriation or a previous application to beneficia l

use .
11

B . Right to Unincreased Flow and Pure Water

In spite of the general statements of riparian rights sometimes encountere d

in the cases, 12 there appear to be in Oregon no independent riparian rights to have
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the stream flow unincreased or unpolluted . Recovery for such interference ; with

a watercourse depends upon a showing of actual damage, 13 and apparently damage s

or injunctions cannot be had for the mere technical invasion of the right as was -

suggested in the case of Weiss . 14

	

In this sense, the riparian owner . stands upor<

the same footing as the non-riparian . He is merely more likely to be injur4d .

Damage from flooding caused by increasing the waters in the stream would b e

actionable, even though the lands in question had been non-riparian, on the sam e

theory of trespass to real property as is employed in the cases of damage t o

riparian owners . 15 In pollution cases, while plaintiff must have a water righ t

to be entitled to complain , 16 he must show in addition an invasion of his .right to

use the water or some other form of actual damage . 17 No Oregon cases have been found

which hold or suggest that a public-spirited riparian proprietor could secure a n

injunction on common law principles against an upstream polluter by virtue of hi s

riparian status alone .

Increase in flow : 1n Miller v . City pf Woodburn, 18 plaintiff complained o f

damagq to his land from an upstream discharge of sewage into the stream whic h

increased its flow . It was held that the City had no right to use the stream i n

this way, and that if plaintiff could show that his lands had been damaged as he

claimed, by being rendered undrainable, he would be entitled to damages . In a

later phase of the litigation, 19 however, in which plaintiff sought to hae .the

sewage discharge enjoined, he was held not entitled to relief because he , hed•been

unable to prove a substantial injury .

	

r• •

IA Levene v . City of Salem, 20 the downstream riparian owner recovered for r

damages to his property resulting from flooding of the stream whe t' the4city dr.ain.ed

surface waters into the stream at an upstream location . Injunctioins h*ve been

granted against an upstream owner to prevent him from storing wat .Or and them

releasing it in large quantities, to the injury of land downstream, 21 and agains t

a downstream owner, to prevent him from maintaining a dam . and bacistng Grp .water to

i

-yl
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the injury of the upstream land . 22 And in Stephensv . City of Eugene,23

	

T '

a downstream owner was entitled to an injunction and damages when the city operate d

electric and waterworks upstream, increasing the flow and destroying plaintiff' s

ford over his stream .

Pollution : Oregon case law involving private rights to the purity of wate r

is sparse . The general rule is said by Farnham to be that the rights of the riparia n

owner includ e

. . the right to have the purity of the water preserved so far a s
it reasonably may be . But it does not include the right to be free fro m
such pollution as is incident to the reasonable use of the stream b y
upper proprietors, and the natural wash and drainage coming from town s
and cities . Equity will not interfere by injunction unless the injury i s
perceptible . 2 4

Some of the difficulties of this area of the law have been noted by Clark :

Under the American reasonable-use rule pollution is an unreasonable use ,
but a precise definition of pollution has proved troublesome and ther e
are additional problems in determining how much pollution is reasonable .
Moreover, the test of reasonable use raises further questions regardin g
the property rights of different economic and community interests and
their relative importance to the community . 2 5

In Brown v . Gold Coin MiningCo ., 26 plaintiff complained that the "tailings "

from defendant ' s upstream quartz mill accumulated in his irrigation ditches ,

obstructing them and also making the water of the stream unfit for domestic and

stock-watering use . The claim of injury to the ditches was dealt with by the cour t

as based on plaintiff's priority as an appropriator . However, the use for domestic

and stock-watering purposes was treated as a riparian right entitling plaintif f

to an injunction, even though there were other streams on his land from which he

could have obtained clean water .

In another case involving pollution of water used for stock-watering, 27 the

Oregon Supreme Court found it unnecessary to decide whether plaintiff was, strictl y

L

	

speaking, a riparian owner . The pollution took place in a swale with little or n o

current . The defendant - contended that it was not a watercourse, but, the court held ' '

iI

'L
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that even if it were only diffused surface water, defendant, after polluting the

water, had a duty to prevent its flowing onto plaintiff's land in that condition . 28

The theory of the case was nuisance .

Trespass was the theory used in another case involving mining tailings, 2 9

where no consumptive use of the water was involved . Again, plaintiff objected to

the obstruction of his diversion ditches by deposits of the tailings . Although

plaintiff (the downstream owner) was also the prior appropriator, the court frame d

the issue in terms of the relative locations on the stream rather than on th e

respective priorities . 3 0

This last case contains some indication that a prescriptive right to pollut e

may be acquired . Defendant claimed such a right, but the court found that, althoug h

defendant and its predecessors had been dumping debris into the stream for th e

statutory period, plaintiff had suffered no material injury during much of that time .

The statute of limitations did not begin to run until the commencement of th e

injury .
31

The comprehensive Oregon statutes now in force dealing with water , pollution

should prevent the acquisition of a prescriptive right to pollute . Waste discharge

into waters, effective January 1, 1968, is to be by permit only . 32 Pollution o f

water is declared to be "not a reasonable or natural use of such waters and contrar y

to the public policy of the State of Oregon . "33 Discharging waste without a permit ,

or in violation of the terms of a permit, or in any way causing the pollution o f

any waters of the state, is declared . to be a public nuisance34 and made punishabl e

by a fine of up to $1000, or a term of up to one year in the county

	

or both .

Each day of a violation is to be treated as a separate offense . 35 •

	

F '

Because as between private parties, " the statute of limitations does not ru n

against a public nuisance no matte r, how long continued , "361new prescriptive 'rights

to pollute should now be out of the question . .
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Two doctrines limit somewhat the right of the riparian owner to protectio n

against damage from pollution . The first is the duty to mitigate damages . In

Adams v . Clover Hill Farms,
37

plaintiff was held entitled to an injunction, bu t

his damages were reduced because it would have been possible at small expense t o

have reduced the pollution in the water his stock drank by sinking barrels int o

the ground, into which the water could percolate and be thus purified . But in

Miller v . City of Woodburn, 38 the city ' s sewage dumping was said to be a publi c

nuisance ,

. . and the burden of authority is to the effect that a plaintif f
who comes into court for damage to his property by reason of a publi c
nuisance created or maintained by the defendant is not required t o
minimize his damage . 3 9

The other limiting doctrine is that of "coming to the nuisance . " In East St .

Johns Shingle Co . v . City of Portland, 40 plaintiffs sought to recover damages fro m

the city for injuries resulting from its discharge of raw sewage into the Columbi a

Slough . Plaintiffs used the slough, which was navigable, to raft logs to thei r

mills on riparian property . The damage complained of was devaluation of the

property, and increased operating costs in the mills because the logs_ became coate d

with sewage . Plaintiffs relied on the theory of public nuisance, claiming to b e

damaged in a special way different from the general public .

The Supreme Court denied plaintiffs any recovery because they had bough t

their properties at a time when the sewage was already being discharged in th e

slough, and either knew or should have known of this . The precise holding wa s

. . . a private party is 'estopped to sue a municipality for damages fo r
a special injury arising out of a public nuisance having its origin i n
the operation of a recognized and duly authorized governmental function
for the general public good, when the operation with its attendant nuisanc e
existed prior to the party's acquisition of property in its vicinity and
upon or to which property the alleged damage occurred, when the nuisanc e
causing the injury was known or should have been known to such party a t
the time he acquired his holding . . , 41

The court emphasized that it was not relaxing the well-established rule that "a

municipal corporation does not have the right to increase the natural flow of a
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stream or to pollute its waters to the material injury of a riparian owner . "4 2

Nor did the court adopt the "coming to the nuisanc e" doctrine in its entirety .

Whether it will be applied between private parties remains an open question .
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34. ORS 449 .079 (1967) .

35. O .L . 1967 c . 426, sec . 18 . These penalties should be set out in ORS 449 .990 (3) .
The 1967 revision is in error in that subsection .

36. Laurance v . Tucker, 160 Or . 474, 479, 85 P .2d 374 (1939) ; see also Sweet v .
Irrigation Canal Co ., 198 Or . 166, 196, 254 P .2d 700, 256 P .2d 252 (1953) .

37. 86 Or . 140, 167 P . 1015 (1917) .

38. 126 Or . 621, 270 P . 781 (1928) .

39. Id . at 628 .

40. 195 Or . 505, 246 P .2d 554 (1952) .

41. Id . at 527 .

42. Id . at 527 .
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V . RIPARIAN RIGHT TO USE WATER

A. Early Oregon Case Law

The riparian owner, under early Oregon law, had the right to the use of th e

water flowing through his land for what have been called "natural use s" or for the

"ordinary purposes of life . "1 These uses included drinking and culinary purposes ,

watering stock and domestic animals, and probably watering or irrigating a garde n

for household use . 2 For these "natural" purposes, he was said to be entitled t o

use as much water as was necessary, even though this left no water for downstream

owners . 3 Other uses, like irrigation or manufacturing (sometimes called "extra-

ordinary" use s4) could be made only if other riparian owners on the stream were

not injured . 5 For these purposes, the rights of all the owners on the stream wer e

coequal, and it is suggested in one case that a division of the " surplu s" waters

could be made among the riparian owners for irrigation purposes . 6

M1

l
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1.

	

Shook v . Colohan, 12 Or . 239, 244, 6 P . 503 (1885) ; see also Jones v . Conn ,

39 Or . 30-35, 64 P . 855, 65 P . 1068 (1901) ; Brown v . Baker, 39 Or . 66, 70 ,

65, P . 799, 66 P . 193 (1901) ; Williams v . Altnow, 51 Or . 275-298, 95 P . 200 ,

97 P . 539 (1908) ; In re Willow Creek, 74 Or . 592, 626, 144 P . 505, 146 P . 47 5

(1915) .

2.

	

Coffman v . Robbins, 8 Or . 278, 282 (1880) ; Shook v . Colohan, 12 Or . 239, 244 ,

6 P . 503 (1885) ; Jones v . Conn, 39 Or . 30-34, 64 P . 855, 65 P . 1068 (1901) ;

Hough v . Porter, 51 Or . 318, 403-404, 95 P . 732, 98 P . 1083 (1909) ; Caviness v . 11
Grande Irr . Co ., 60 Or . 410-420, 119 P . 731 (1911) ; Hedges v . Riddle, 63 Or .

257-260, 127 P . 548 (1912) .

3.

	

Caviness v . La Grande Irr . Co ., 60 Or . 410, 420, 119 P . 731 (1911) ; In re
Sucker Creek, 83 Or . 228, 235, 163 P . 430 (1917) .

4.

	

Jones v . Conn, 39 Or . 30, 34-35, 64 P . 855, 65 P . 1068 (1901) quoting Miner v .

Gilmour, 12 Moore P .C . 131, 156 .

5.

	

Williams v . Altnow, 51 Or . 275, 298, 95 P . 200, 97 P . 539 (1908) . In r e
Willow Creek, 74 Or . 592, 627, 144 P . 505, 146 P . 475 (1915) .

6 .

	

Shook v . Colohan, 12 Or . 239, 244, 6 P . 503 (1885) .
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B . Loss of Riparian Rights - Claiming As An Appropriator in the Transitio n
From Riparianism to Appropriatio n

The right to use water as a riparian owner may be lost by electing to claim

water rights as an appropriator . Although the time element has not been decisiv e

in any of the many Oregon cases which have stated this rule, the court's languag e

indicates that this election may take place at any time . It has been said tha t

the choice takes place at the time of first use of the water by the initial

settler , l at any time that he asserts his right against subsequent claimants,??

and at the time he asserts it in litigation over his right to water . 3 The cour t

speaks sometimes of a "waiver" of riparian rights by one claiming as an appropriator , 4

and sometimes of an "abandonment . "5 There is language in one case which migh t

indicate that such a waiver is temporary only, 5a but the general trend of the

decisions is that one who once claims a right to use a predetermined amount of wate r

as against all subsequent claimants will thereafter be regarded as an appropriator . 6

Where the use of the water is one which requires a diversion, such as'irrigation ,

the diversion is probably strong evidence of an appropriation . Where the date o f

a diversion of water is relied on to establish a right to the use of water, the part y

will apparently always be treated by the court as an appropriator . 8 But where th e

use is non-consumptive, as in the case of power generation, the court must decid e

upon the basis of the pleadings and other matters of record whether the righ t

asserted is based on an appropriation or upon riparian ownership . 9 Any request fo r

a decree of a specific amount of water would probably be fatal to an attempt to rely

on riparian rights . 10 And because a vested riparian right is, since 1909, measure d

by the application of water to a beneficial use , ll most users seek a decree fo r

the amount which they can prove has been so applied .

In summary, the Oregon Supreme Court has facilitated the transition from

riparianism to appropriation by finding various ways in which to describe a riparian- ;s

claim in appropriative terms .
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1.

	

North Powder Milling Co . v . Coughanour, 34 Or . 9, 22, 54 P . 223 (1898) ;

Brown v . Baker, 39 Or . 66, 70, 65 P . 799, 66 P . 193 (1901) ; Williams v . Altnow ,

51 Or . 275, 299-300, 95 P . 200, 97 P . 539 (1908) ; Davis v . Chamberlain, 51 Or .
304, 311, 98 P . 154 (1908) ; In re Sucker Creek, 83 Or . 228, 234, 163 P . 43 0

(1917) ; Norwood v . Eastern Oregon Land Co ., 112 Or . 106, 112, 227 P . 1111 (1924) .

2.

	

Bowen v . Spaulding, 63 Or . 392, 395, 128 P . 37 (1912) .

3.

	

Caviness v . La Grande Irr . Co ., 60 Or . 410, 421-22, 119 P . 731 (1911) ; In r e
Schollmeyer, 69 Or . 210, 212, 138 P . 211 (1914) ; Hedges v . Riddle, 75 Or . 197 ,

198-99, 146 P . 99, 146 P . 964 (1915) .

4.

	

Davis v . Chamberlain, 51 Or . 304, 311, 98 P . 154 (1908), Caviness v . La Grande

Irr . Co ., 60 Or . 410, 411, 199 P . 731 (1911) ; In re Schollmeyer, 69 Or . 210 ,
212, 138 P . 211 (1914) ; Hedges v . Riddle, 75 Or . 197, 198-99, 146 P . 99 ,
146 P . 964 (1915) ; In re Sucker Creek, 83 Or . 228, 234, 163 P . 430 (1917) .

5.

	

Bowen v . Spaulding, 63 Or . 392, 395, 128 P . 37 (1912) ; Norwood v . Eastern Orego n

Land Co ., 112 Or . 106, 112, 227 P . 111 (1924) .

5a . Caviness v . La Grande Irr . Co ., 60 Or . 410, 422, 119 P . 731 (1911) : " . . . and
must be held to have waived his rights as a riparian proprietor, at least fo r
the purposes of this suit . "

6.

	

But see Davis v . Chamberlain, 51 Or . 304, 316, 98 P . 154 (1908) where, in the
converse situation, a prior decree protecting plaintif f ' s riparian rights did
not bar him from bringing a later suit against another party as an appropriator .

The question does not appear to have been raised by the parties .

7.

	

See, e .g ., Brown v . Baker, 39 Or . 66, 65 P . 799, 66 P . 193 (1901) ; Davis v .

Chamberlain, 51 Or . 304, 98 P . 154 (1908) .

8.

	

Caviness v . La Grande Irr . Co ., 60 Or . 410, 119 P . 731 (1911) ; In re Schollmeyer ,

69 Or . 210, 138 P . 211 (1914) ; In re Sucker Creek, 83 Or . 228, 163 P . 430 (1917) .

9.

	

See, e .g ., In re Hood River, 114 Or . 112, 160-61, 227 P . 1065 (1924), where a
power company ' s prayer for a decree to a specific amount of water was held to
amount to a claim as an appropriator, even though the company clearly intended
to assert riparian rights .

10.

	

Id . But see Norwood v . Eastern Oregon Land Co ., 112 Or . 106, 227 P . 1111 (1924 )
where the land compan y ' s rights were regarded as riparian, even though th e
trial court had decreed a specific allotment for irrigation . The Supreme Couft
expressed some doubt about the propriety of the decree, but did not find that
the company's riparian rights could not be asserted .

11 .

	

ORS 539 .010(1) (1955) .
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VI RIPARIAN RIGHTS AFTER THE 1909 WATER COD E

A. Effect of the 1909 Water Cod e

The 1909 Oregon Water Code simply abolished "unused " riparian rights, i .e . ,

it did not recognize a riparian ' s inchoate right to make a future reasonable us e

of surface water as a riparian under the common law doctrine . The acquisition of

surface water rights after the enactment of the Code must be accomplished under th e

permit system and the doctrine of beneficial use . .

Although the Code preserved all riparian rights which were "vested" at the tim e

of its effective date, it defined a vested riparian right as measured by the prio r

application of the surface water to a beneficial use . 2 This definition is lifted

from the standard definition of an appropriate right .

The question has not arisen whether a riparian owner could now claim a righ t

to the use of surface water for necessary household and domestic purposes as agains t

a prior appropriator . Domestic uses were preferred under the riparian doctrine an d

were exempt from the " severance" interpretation of the Desert Land Act which legall y

cut off other inchoate riparian uses as to federal patents issued after 1877 i n

Oregon . If the riparian domestic use has not "vested " by actual use prior to 1909 ,

it is very doubtful if such a claim could be successfully asserted now outside o f

the permit system .

The 1909 Water Code includes no exemptions for domestic uses 3 and invokes the

permit system as the exclusive method of acquiring a water right and priority i n

time as the test of the protected right in times of shortage . These statutory

provisions appear to leave no room for a riparia n ' s claim qua riparian to domesti c

water from a surface source .

In Norwood v . Eastern Oregon Land Co . 4 the defendant company owned land whic h

had been acquired from the United States prior to passage of the Desert Land Ac t

in 1877 . The company had previously submitted its water right to adjudication s and

had been awarded a right to the use of a specific amount for irrigation by virtue of
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its past use of the annual overflow for that purpose . The company had made no

artificial diversion of the water, nor had it constructed a distribution system .

At issue in the Norwood case was the validity of an order of the Water Boar d

permitting the company to transfer its water right from the land in question t o

land upstream from plaintiff ' s diversion point . The court stated that the right

awarded the company in the prior adjudication had been a riparian right and thus cou 4

not be transferred to other land . The court noted that it did not have to pass an

the propriety of a decree granting a riparian owner the right to a specific amoun t

of water (although it characterized the decree as being a limit on the company ' s

use in order to prevent waste), but it was clearly the opinion of the court tha t

the right was riparian in nature, rather than appropriative .

As is pointed out in the concurring opinion, the court could have reached th e

same result had it viewed the company's rights as based on an appropriation by virtu e

of past use of the overflow waters, since under the statutes an appropriative righ t

cannot be transferred to other lands if such a transfer will injure the existin g

rights of others on the stream . ?

Later in the same year, without reference to Norwood, the court in In reHood

River8 held that a power company could claim no right to have water continue flowin g

past its lands except what it could claim by virtue of prior appropriation, eve n

though some of the lands were acquired by the company prior to 1877, and most o f

the rest had been conveyed to the state by the United States prior to that dat e

and conveyed to the company prior to any state legislation limiting riparian rights .

The court's holding is based in part on the company's request for a decree for a

certain amount of water, although throughout the litigation the company had

characterized its rights as riparian, and asserted that it had "voluntarily " limited

itself in its prayer to the amount of water it planned to use . Ate court said that

to follow the " continuous flow" rule would " take the heart out of" the 1909 Water

Code . It also read In re Willow Creek 9 as having denied the claim of the Eastern
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Oregon Land Co . to riparian rights and limiting it to rights acquired b y

appropriation . This reading is consistent with general statements in Hood River

that a riparian right cannot be declared in advance to be for a definite quantit y

of water, and that riparian rights cannot be adjudicated as such in proceeding s

to determine relative rights of parties along a water system under the 1909 Water

Code .

probably need not be . Norwood appears to be an aberration, and the same decision

could have been reached if the company's right had been considered an appropriation .

But it can be pointed out that both the Norwood and Hood River cases resulted i n

holdings in favor of the rights of an appropriator as against the rights (asserted

or recognized) of a riparian . Also it is notable that Norwood involveda wate r

right which had actually been applied to a beneficial use while the riparian clai m

in Hood River was for the " right" to the continued flow in order to put it to a

prospective use .



1.

	

ORS 537 .130 (1967) .

2.

	

ORS 539 .010(1) (1967) : "Actual application of water to beneficial use prio r
to February 24, 1909, by or under authority of any riparian proprietor or
his predecessors in interest, shall be deemed to create in the riparian
proprietor a vested right to the extent of the actual application to beneficia
use ; provided such use has not been abandoned for a continuous period of tw o
years . "

(7) " The Water Rights Act shall not be held to bestow upon any person any
riparian right where no such rights existed prior to February 24, 1909 .

3.

	

The Underground Water Act of 1955 does provide for an exemption from the perm i
system for domestic water up to 15,000 gallons a day . ORS 537 .545 .

4.

	

112 Or . 106, 227 P . 1111 (1924) .

5.

	

That adjudication reached the Oregon Supreme Court in In re Willow Creek, 7 4
Or . 592, 144 P . 505, 146 P . 475 (1914) .

6. Such a reading of the adjudication decree would have been a reasonable one .
In addition to a specific amount of water, the decree granted the company a
priority date . In re Willow Creek, 74 Or . 592, 621, 144 P . 505, 146 P . 475
(1914) .

7.

	

ORS 540 .530 (1967) .

8.

	

114 Or . 112, 227 P . 1065 (1924) .

9.

	

Supra note 5 .
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CLASSIFICATION OF WATER S

I .

	

SOURCE TYPES IDENTIFIED

Water in its natural state is available from several types of sources . While

we now recognize that physically these source-types are interdependent, the law

continues to classify water according to the source-type and apply different rule s

to different classifications . The commonly recognized source-types are : (1) diffused

surface water, (2) diffused underground percolating water, (3) surface water in

watercourses, (4) underground water in watercourses, (5) lakes or ponds not shown t o

be connected with a watercourse, (6) spring waters, (7) waste waters, and (8) water s

in artificial waterways . )

II DISCUSSION OF SOURCE TYPE S

A .

	

Diffused Surface Wate r

Diffused surface water is water derived from falling rain and melting snow s

which is diffused over the surface of the earth in no defined channel . 2 Once such

waters reach some well-defined channel they cease to be surface water and become

part of a watercourse . 3 At this point they become public waters subject to the law

of appropriation . Surface waters are not subject to appropriation and indeed much

of the litigation involving diffused surface waters concerns a landowner's tor t

liability for fending the water off of his land . 4

B .

	

Diffused Underground Percolating Water .

Subterranean percolating water, like diffused surface water, at common law

was not subject to appropriation, but rather was part and parcel of the land on

which it was found . 5 Subsurface water is considered to be percolating water unles s

it can be shown that it flows in a well-defined underground channel . Such fact

must be reasonably established from the surface of the earth and without exca-

vation . 6 The Oregon Ground Water Act of 1955 now provides for the appropriatio n

of percolating water under a broad definition of "ground waters . " [ORS 537 .515(3) ]

C .

	

Surface Water in Watercourses .

Because surface water in watercourses was the first source-type subject to



appropriation, the Oregon Supreme Court early struggled with the definition o f

a watercourse . In 1891 Justice Lord set out what has become the classic definitio n

of a watercourse in Oregon :

A watercourse is a stream of water usually flowing in a particula r
direction, with well-defined banks and channels, but . . . the water
need not flow continuously -- the channel may sometimes by dry ; . . . the
term watercourse does not include water descending from the hills, dow n
the hollows and ravines, without any definite channel, only in times o f
rain and melting snow, but . . . where water, owing to the hilly or
mountainous configuration of the country accumulates in large quantitie s
from rain and melting snow, and at regular seasons descends through long ,
deep gullies or ravines upon the lands below, and in its onward flow carve s
out a distinct and well-defined channel, which even to the casual glanc e
bears the unmistakable impress of the frequent action of running water, an d
through which it has flowed from time immemorial --- such a stream is t o
be considered a watercourse . . . 8

D . Underground Water in Watercourse s

Water flowing underground in a known and well-defined channel is not percolati n

water but rather constitutes a water course and at common law is subject to the law s

applicable to surface streams . 9 However, the existence of the stream must b e

established from the surface of the earth without benefit of excavations . l°

The Ground Water Act of 1955 adopted a broad definition of ground water a t

ORS 537 .515(3) :

"Ground water " means any water, except capillary moisture, beneat h
the land surface or beneath the bed of any stream, lake, reservoir o r
other body of surface water within the boundaries of this state, whateve r
may be the geological formation or structure in which such water stands ,
flows, percolates or otherwise moves .

This definition eliminates the common law distinction between percolatin g

ground water and ground water flowing in channels and subjects all ground wate r

(except capillary moisture) to appropriation and to the permit system and othe r

public controls under the Ground Water Act . These provisions amount to a

substantial curtailment of the landowner ' s rights over percolating ground wate r

as "part and parcel of his land, " i .e ., his real property "bundle of rights " . No

constitutional challenge to these provisions has reached the appellate level i n

Oregon, although several challenges have been filed at the trial court level
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according to informal information received from the State Engineer . This state

officer would be in a more confident position to administer the Ground Water Ac t

of 1955 if such a challenge could be decisively ruled upon by the Oregon Suprem e

Court .

E. Lakes or Ponds Not Connected With a Watercourse .

Lakes which are part of a watercourse are treated under the law governing

watercourses .
ll

Lakes not connected with watercourses may be fed by springwater ,

diffused surface water, or precipitation . No case involving lakes and ponds no t

connected with a watercourse has been appealed to the Oregon Supreme Court .

F. Spring Water s

A spring is "a place where water issues naturally from the surface of th e

earth. "12 It is provided by statute that the person on whose land spring water

first arises shall have the right to the use of such waters . 13 But this rul e

is limited to those cases in which the water does not flow in a well-defined

channel onto the lands of others . 14 Indeed it has been held that where a sprin g

arose on a tract of land and flowed to a nearby river without leaving the trac t

it was to be considered a watercourse though it flowed only a short distance . 1
5

G. Waste Water s

Waste waters are waters which have been used and allowed to escape . Excess

water which is allowed to flow back into a stream is waste water and is subjec t

to appropriation by others unless the original owner possesses an intent to reclai m

the water at the time of its release . 16 However, an appropriator is entitled

to recapture waste water remaining on his land and apply it to a beneficial use . 17

Indeed water "is not waste water so long as it remains upon the land of the origina l

appropriator . " 18 But note that if an appropriator uses more water than he ca n

beneficially apply, neither he nor persons depending on the drainage of his surplu s

onto their land can assert any ownership or right to use the water . 19



H . Water in Artificial Waterway s

After water has been appropriated and diverted from a natural stream int o

an artificial conduit it becomes personal property and cannot be "appropriate d"

from the conduit unless the owner of the artificial conduit should consent . ?
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W . Hutchins Selected Problems in the Law of Water Rights in the West 1 (1942) .

2.

	

Price v . Oregon R.R ., 47 Or . 350, 358, 83 P . 843 (1906) .

3.

	

Id .

4.

	

See separate discussion of tort liability involving surface water .

5.

	

Barker v . Sonner, 135 Or . 75, 85, 294 P . 1053 (1931) ; Hayes v . Adams, 109
Or . 51, 57, 218 P . 933 (1923) ; Boyce v . Cupper, 37 Or . 256, 260-61, 61 P . 642
(1900) . The effect of the relatively new ground water statute ORS 537 .505
et seq . is separately discussed .

6.

	

Hayes v . Adams, 109 Or . 51, 58, 218 P . 933 (1923) .

7.

	

Id .

8.

	

Simmons v . Winters, 21 Or . 35, 41-42 (1891) . Accord, Wright v . Phillips ,
127 Or . 420, 272 P . 554 (1928) ; Hidebrandt v . Montgomery, 113 Or . 687, 691 ,
234 P . 267 (1925) ; Hansen v . Crouch, 98 Or . 141, 146, 193 P . 454 (1920) ;
Borman v . Blackman, 60 Or . 304, 309, 118 P . 848 (1911) .

9.

	

Bull v . Siegrist, 169 Or . 180, 186, 126 P .2d 832 (1942) ; Hayes v . Adams ,
109 Or . 51, 58, 218 P . 933 (1923) .

10.

	

Hayes v . Adams, 109 Or . 51, 58, 218 P . 933 (1923) .

11.

	

W . Hutchins, note 1 ,supra at 22 .

12.

	

Beisell v . Wood, 182 Or . 66, 71, 185 P .2d 570 (1947) .

13.

	

ORS sec . 537 .800 (1963) . The statute is interpreted as giving the landowne r
an exclusive right to the spring water . Skinner v . Silver, 158 Or . 81, 96 ,
75 P .2d 21 (1938) ; Klamath Development Co . v . Lewis, 136 Or . 445, 450, 299 P .
705 (1931) ; Henrici v . Paulson, 134 Or . 222, 293 P . 424 (1930) ; Morrison v .
Officer, 48 Or . 569, 570, 87 P . 896 (1906) .

14.

	

Beisell v . Wood, 182 Or . 66, 71, 185 P .2d 570 (1947) .

15.

	

Fitzstephens v . Watson, 218 Or . 185, 194, 344 P .2d 221 (1959) .

16.

	

Oliver v . Skinner & Lodge, 190 Or . 423, 226 P .2d 507 (1951) ; Jones v . Warmspring s
Irrigation Dist ., 162 Or . 186, 196, 91 P .2d 542 (1939) ; Hutchinson v . Stricklin ,
146 Or . 285, 294, 28 P .2d 225 (1933) ; Vaughan v . Kolb, 130 Or . 506, 516, 28 0
P . 518 (1929) .

17.

	

Cleaver v . Judd, 238 Or . 266, 270, 393 P .2d 193 (1964) ; Barker v . Sonner ,
135 Or . 75, 79, 294 P . 1053 (1931) .

18.
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Tyler v . Obiague, 95 Or . 57, 186 P . 579 (1920) ; Hill v . American Land &
Livestock Co ., 82 Or . 202, 209, 161 P . 403 (1916) .

20.

	

Vaughan v . Kolb, 130 Or . 506, 511, 280 P . 518 (1929) ; MacRae v . Small, 48 Or .
139, 144, 85 P . 503 (1906) .



THE PERMIT SYSTEM AND THE APPROPRIATION DOCTRINE IN OREGON

I

	

ACQUIRING WATER RIGHTS BY APPROPRIATIO N

Prior to 1891 Oregon had no statutory law respecting the appropriation o f

water except an 1864 statute recognizing the right of miners to obtain vested wate r

rights in accordance with local custom . " In 1891, 2 1899, 3 and 1905, 4 statutes wer e

enacted which set forth self-help procedures for appropriating water . These

enactments were largely a recognition of the custom that had grown up prior to

that time . Finally in 1909 prior appropriation was made the sole method o f

acquiring water rights under a comprehensive Water Code and the procedures fo r

perfecting such a right were brought under administrative control . 5 Substantiall y

the same system has continued to this day in Oregon . 6

A . Pre-1909 Rights

Prior to 1909, in order to constitute a valid appropriation of water, a n

appropriator had to do three things : (1) manifest an intent to appropriate for so m

beneficial use which use was existing at the time or contemplated in the future ,

(2) divert water from its natural channel, and (3) apply the water within a

reasonable time to some useful purpose .

Manifestation of Intent to Appropriate . Before enactment of the 1909 Wate r

Code, the intent to appropriate water could be manifest in two ways . One could ,

without posting or recording any notice, construct a diversion works, divert water ,

and apply it to a beneficial use . In such cases the intent to appropriate wa s

implicit in the diversion and application . 8 Or one could, in accord with loca l

custom or the procedural laws of 1891, 1899, or 1905, post notice at the poin t

of diversion and file a copy of such notice with the appropriate authorities a s

prescribed by the law or custom . 9 The distinction between these two methods o f

initiating a diversion was purely one of record . In either case no right existed

until diversion and application of the water to a beneficial use were complete d

and, at that time, the right related back to the time diversion was commenced or
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notice was made . 10 The advantage of the notice system was the facilitation o f

proof in the event of a dispute .

The custom of posting and recording notice of intent to divert water aros e

early in the water law of the West . The Oregon Supreme Court first encountere d

this custom in attempting to adjudicate water rights claims based on the Act o f

July 26, 1866 . 11 In the subsequent cases, reference to local customs is often

found . For example, in Cole v . Logan the court said :

The evidence shows that on Willow Creek [a tributary of the
Malheur River] there was a local custom which required the claiman t
to file for record with the county clerk a notice of his claim to
appropriate the water of a natural stream, . . .12

Three years later the exact requirements of the local custom in that area wer e

set out in more detail :

Parties seeking to make an appropriation of water for agricultura l
or beneficial purposes were required to post at the point of diversion
a notice containing in substance a statement of the amount of water
claimed, the purpose to which it was to be applied, the names o f
the appropriators, the general direction of the proposed ditch, and the
terminals thereof, and have the same immediately recorded in the offic e
of the county clerk . . . of the county in which the appropriation was
sought to be made . 13

Such customs were incorporated into the 1891, 1899 and 1905 statutes . 14

Regardless of whether one manifested his intent to appropriate by writte n

notice or by diversion and application of the water to a beneficial use, certai n

requirements as to the nature of the intent had to be satisfied . The original

intent of the appropriator must have contemplated that the water claimed would b e

"for use upon certain lands then definitely had in mind, and
it [must have been] reasonably anticipated that when the diversion
[was] ultimately completed and the water ready for application to tha t
land, or other land or uses which [had] been substituted for th e
originally considered and intended land, such land [would] be then, o r
with reasonable diligence thereafter, ready to receive it ."1 5

The purpose of custom and the procedural statutes was to establish a record

of intent to appropriate and to fix a definite limitation of water use at the outse t

of the proposed scheme . 16 However, the notice and recording system proved nearly



valueless without administrative review . As explained by John H . Lewis, Oregon ' s

eminent State Engineer, who was instrumental in the development of the 1909 Wate r

Code :

These laws [1891] were in harmony with customs of miners, . . .
[But] there was no supervision by the county or State . As a result ,
each applicant usually claimed many times the water needed, and
usually all the water in the stream at that point . The records ,
therefore, were of no public value, and in one case a trip of 100 0
miles would have had to be made to consult all the records relating t o
a single stream . 17

Eventually the technicalities of fulfilling notice requirements in the pre -

1909 period were made obsolete by the section of the 1909 Water Code which preserve d

vested rights :

[W]here appropriations of water-heretofore attempted have bee n
undertaken in good faith, and the work of construction and improvemen t
thereunder has been in good faith commenced and diligently prosecuted ,
such appropriation shall not be set aside or avoided, in proceeding s
under this act because of any irregularity or insufficiency, of notice 1

8by law, or in the manner of posting, recording, or publication thereof .

This section has been construed as curing any clerical defects in pre-1909 notices ,

but it cannot be invoked to alter the original intent of the appropriator . 1
9

Diversion and Reasonable Diligence . The law allowed a reasonable time t o

effect . diversion once notice had been accomplished . 20 What is a reasonable tim e

was a question of fact depending on the magnitude of the undertaking and the natura l

obstacles to be overcome . 21 Unusual or extraordinary efforts were not required .

Rather,

[t]he appropriator . . . must exercise that degree of diligenc e
which will indicate the constancy and steadiness of purpose and labo r
usual with men engaged in like enterprises, who desire speedy accomplish-
ment of their designs, and will manifest to the world a bona fide intentio n
to complete the work without unnecessary delay : . . .2 2

An appropriator was not required to divert all the water he ultimately needed a t

the initiation of his diversion . 23 Instead, he could develop his diversion work s

at a rate which would keep pace with his need for water if his expansion of nee d

is in turn done with reasonable diligence . 24 Coming within the terms of this
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liberal rule was important to the appropriator because it permitted him to relat e

his priority date for the expanded use back to the time of the initial diversion .

It would be vain and useless to require an appropriator t o
construct works necessary to make the entire appropriation of water
for all the land intended to be irrigated at the inception of th e
project when it [the land] is not in readiness to receive the sam e
and there is no immediate purpose for which the water can be used . 25

In some cases claimants have attempted to explain unreasonable delays o n

the basis of intervening circumstances . The pecuniary circumstances or ill-healt h

of the appropriator would not excuse delay . 26 However, where a claimant wa s

unable to obtain a right-of-way across federal lands because of "bureaucratic

delays, " and by expanding money and forfeiting some head for his power plant h e

was able to avoid this obstacle, it was held that he had exercised due diligenc e

despite a considerable delay . 27

Although it is usually stated that diversion is one of the necessary element s

to accomplish an appropriation, in one situation this requirement was waived .

Where natural flooding of a stream caused land to be irrigated, the requiremen t

that there be a diversion was satisfied when the appropriator accepted the gif t

of nature and indicated his intent to reap the benefits . 28 Or as put in anothe r

case, where water naturally irrigated land, the cultivation of the land consti-

tuted an appropriation . 2 9

Finally the efficiency of an appropriator's diversion works may be challenged .

A finding of inefficient diversion did not defeat the water right but rathe r

reduced the quantity of water which may be claimed under the water right . 3 0

Historically, inefficient means of diversion have been accepted until water shortage s

occurred . At such times, for example, it was held in Oregon that natural floodin g

of land was an inefficient method of diversion and that such appropriators mus t

within a reasonable time develop more economical forms of diversion . 31 The questio n

of what is an adequate diversion system has grown more complex as the need for



water has increased . For a recent case involving the right to saved water wher e

an irrigator lined his diversion canals, see Salt River Valley Water Users ' Ass ' n

v . Kovacovich, 3 Ariz . App . 28, 411 P .2d 201 (1966) noted at 46 Or . L . Rev . 243

(1967) .

Application of Water to a Beneficial Use . Once the appropriator establishe d

the elements of intent to appropriate and diversion, he still must show he applie d

the water appropriated to a beneficial use . 32 However, it is not required that th e

total quantity of water appropriated be used at once .

While a settler cannot appropriate more water from th e
public domain than is necessary to irrigate his lands, . . . ye t
he is not required, in order to make his appropriation valid, t o
beneficially use the first year of his settlement the full amoun t
of water appropriated . . . . His original appropriation may b e
made with reference to the amount of water that is needed to irrigat e
the lands he designs to put into cultivation . 33

But water appropriated for future needs must be actually used within a reasonabl e

time for the purpose of the original appropriation : 34 What constitutes a reasonabl e

time is a question of fact and depends on the circumstances of each case . 3 5

B. Rights Acquired After 190 9

The February 24, 1909 Water Code established an administrative system for th e

appropriation of water rights . 36 The system is designed to assure that the water

right is limited to the extent intended by the appropriator at the time of hi s

appropriation . 37 To accomplish this purpose, the Code requires the appropriator t o

(1) acquire a permit to appropriate before undertaking to use any water, 38 and

(2) perfect his appropriative right by beneficial use according to the terms o f

the permit . 39 Once he has complied with these requirements, the appropriator i s

entitled to a water rights certificate as evidence of his perfected right . 40 This

system is the exclusive means of acquiring an appropriative water right afte r

February 24, 1909 . 4 1

Acquiring a permit to appropriate . To obtain a permit to appropriate, one mus t

file an application containing the following information with the State Engineer :



a) name and post office address of applicant ,

b) source of water supply ,

c) nature and amount of proposed use ,

d) location and description of diversion works ,

e) time within which it is proposed to begin construction ,

f) time required for completion of construction, and

g) time required for complete application of the water to the proposed

use .
4 2

The application must contain certain additional facts reflecting the quantit y

of water needed and the beneficial use to which it is to be applied . 43 Finally ,

the application must include any maps, drawings and data which the State Enginee r

may require . 44 The State Engineer requires that ' a map be provided with al l

applications, and reserves the right to require additional data in other cases . 45

Precipitation or rainfall and run-off records should be submitted whenever possible ,

and extensive information must be provided concerning the erection of any dam . 46

Upon receipt of the application, the State Engineer reviews it for complete -

ness, and may return it for additions or corrections . 47 If . such additions and

corrections are supplied within thirty days, the application suffers no loss i n

priority . 48 Properly completed applications to appropriate less than ten second -

feet of water are to be approved by the State Engineer if the use contemplate d

is a beneficial orie, is not prejudicial to the public interest, and does no t

conflict with existing rights . 49 Applications for larger amounts are to be

approved by the State Engineer if, in addition to the above requirements, th e

applicant, within thirty days after being requested to do so, furnishes satis -

factory proof of his ability to construct the necessary-works and of his good

faith intent to complete the works with due diligence . 50 The State Engineer ma y

hold hearings, upon ten days written notice, to determine whether a proposed use

will conflict with existing rights or be prejudicial to the public interest . 51



" If, in the judgment of the State Engineer, the proposed use may prejudiciall y

affect the public interest, or is to develop hydroelectric power in excess of 10 0

theoretical horsepower, " he must refer the application to the State Water Resource s

Board . 52 The Board is required to hold a public hearing and approve, modify ,

or reject the application on the basis of public interest . 53 If the Board find s

that the proposed use would not be detrimental to the public interes-t, it mus t

approve the application . 54 The Board's determination of public interest is to b e

made with due regard to (1) conserving water for highest uses, (2) maximum economi c

development of the waters involved, (3) control of waters for all beneficial uses ,

(4) amount of water available, (5) prevention of wasteful uses of water, (6) veste d

and inchoate rights to water, and (7) state water resources policy .
5 5

The general statutory approach is that the application for a permit t o

appropriate water shall be approved . The State Engineer can reject a properly

completed application only if he finds (1) that the proposed use would conflic t

with existing , rights, or (2) that the proposed use does not contemplate th e

application of water to a beneficial purpose, or (3) in the case of an applicatio n

for an excess of ten second-feet, that the applicant has failed to furnish satis-

factory proof of his ability to construct the proposed works, or of his intentio n

in good faith to construct them with due diligence . 56 The State Water Resource s

Board can, reject an application only if the application is referred to it by th e

State Engineer and the Board finds after a public hearing that the proposed us e

would be detrimental to the public interest . 57 Orders of the State Engineer or

the Board may be appealed to the circuit court (of the county in which at leas t

part of the water proposed to be used is located) by the applicant, or by an y

objector appearing before the State Engineer or the Board in respect to th e

application . 58 The appeal is treated as a suit in equity, and appeal may be taken •

from the final order or decree of the circuit court to the Oregon Supreme Court . 59



The approval or rejection of an application is to be indorsed thereon and a

record made of it in the State Engineer's office . 60 The indorsed application i s

to be mailed immediately to the applicant, and he may proceed with constructio n

of the necessary works if the application is approved . 61 If the application i s

rejected, the applicant is barred from proceeding so long as the rejection continue s

in force . 62 The applicant can assign his permit to another, subject to th e

conditions on the permit, but such assignment is binding only on the parties t o

the assignment unless it is filed for record in the State Engineer's office . 63

Perfecting the Appropriation . Once a permit to appropriate is obtained, the

applicant must accomplish his plan for water use within prescribed time limit s

in order to perfect his appropriative right . Most applicants must begin construction

within one year from the date of approval of the application . 64 The construction

must be completed within a reasonable time as specified in the permit, but not t o

exceed five years . 65 The State Engineer may in his discretion extend the tim e

allowed, even if such extension exceeds the five-year limit . 66

There are two exceptions to the above rules . First, where a permit from the

Federal Power Commission is required in connection with the development of th e

applicant's proposed project, the applicant must make application for the federa l

permit within six months (10 years if applicant is a municipality) from the dat e

of filing of his application with the State Engineer . 67 Thereafter, the applican t

need comply with the time limits set by the Federal Power Commission only . 68

Second, applications by municipal corporations for municipal uses or purpose s

are exempt from the above requirements and such applications may be approved b y

the State Engineer to the exclusion of all subsequent appropriations . 69

Subject to the above exceptions, the State Engineer can cancel a permit if th e

appropriation is not completed within the prescribed time limit . 70 The owner of

the permit has three months beyond the deadline to show proof of completion, and

the State Engineer must give a sixty-day notice of cancellation by registered mail . 71



The Water Rights Certificate . When an appropriation is satisfactorily comple t

in accordance with the terms of the water code (including application of the wate r

to a beneficial use), the State Engineer issues a water rights certificate -- a

paper title to the right to use water
. 72

The certificate sets forth " the name and

post office address of the owner of the right ; the priority of the date [sic] ,

extent and purpose of the right, and if the water is for irrigation purposes, a

description of the legal subdivision of land to which the water is appurtenant . "73

The certificate is recorded by the State Engineer and transmitted to the count y

clerk of the county in which the right is located
. 74

The latter, upon payment o f

a one dollar fee, records the right and transmits it to the owner . 7" After three

months from the date of issue, the water rights certificate becomes conclusiv e

evidence of priority and extent of appropriation against all subsequent

appropriators, except where the right is abandoned subsequent to the issuance o f

the certif icate . 76
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II PARAMETERS OF THE APPROPRIATION RIGHT

Six factors are used to define an appropriative water right : (1) priority

date, (2) quantity, (3) place of use, (4) period of use, (5) nature of use, an d

(6) point of diversion . ) The nature and effect of these several factors i s

discussed below . Most of the discussion concerns agricultural uses of water ,

because it is these uses which have figured prominently in the case law . However ,

the same principles apply to other types of use .

A . Priority Date

The priority date of a water right is crucial, because under the appropriatio n

system the holder of a water right is superior in times of shortage to all subse-

quent appropriators and subordinate to all prior appropriators . 2 The holder o f

the senior right is protected not only against subsequent appropriations on th e

stream from which he appropriates, but also against subsequent appropriations o n

upstream tributaries . 3

The general rule as to pre-1909 appropriations is that the priority date o f

a water right, acquired and perfected with due diligence, relates back to the firs t

step taken . 4 Where proper notice is used under custom or early procedural statutes ,

the first step taken is said to be the posting of the notice . 5 Where appropriation

is accomplished without notice, the first step taken is the commencement of tMe, +

water diversion project . 6 Where no diversion is necessary, i .e ., where the land

is naturally overflowed, the first step taken is the bona fide effort• .ase both

the lands and the water for beneficial purposes .

	

- 4

Priority dates are ultimately dependent on completion of the diversion with ,

due diligence . Where there is an unreasonable delay in completing a diversion ,

the delay will prevent the priority date from relating back . 8 Failure to satisfy

" some of the other elements of the appropriative right may also cause the right not

to relate back . For example, where the evidence indicated no intent to use wate r

on the land until the time it was actually applied to the land, the priority date



was fixed as the date of application . 9

B. Quantity of Water

An appropriator is entitled under early case law to a certain maximu m

quantity . of water even if the use is to the detriment of subsequent appropriators ,

but only to the extent needed for the beneficial use for which it is appropriated . l

At any given time the appropriator may be visualized as having two quantitativ e

rights in water -- (1) a maximum quantity based on the extent of his appropriation ,

and (2) an equal or lesser quantity based on his current "need ." He is entitled

to use only the latter quantity, ll but his priority right extends to the ful l

amount of the former . quantity whenever he "need s " it for the purpose for which it w

originally appropriated . A single appropriator may hold several water rights wit h

differing priorities . In such a case, a quantity limitation is fixed for eac h

priority right .

C. Units of Measur e

Water may be measured either as a fixed volume or in terms of a rate o f

flow -- a volume of water per unit of time . The acre-foot is the most popula r

unit of volume . One acre-foot of water will cover one acre of land one foo t

deep . The most popular unit for measuring rate of flow is the second-foot . I t

is equivalent to one cubic foot of water per second of flow or 1 .98 acre-feet

per day in terms of volume . The second-foot has replaced the miner ' s inch which

was the popular unit for measuring rate of flow during the early developmen t

of the West .

A miner ' s inch represents the quantity of water which will flow through a

one-inch square orifice under some designated or presumed pressure . The difficulty

with the miner's inch as a measurement of - flow is that the true amount of flo w

varies depending on the head of water under which it is measured . If the flow is

measured under the pressure created'by a six-inch head of water, one miner ' s inch

equals approximately one and one-half cubic feet per minute or 1/40 of a second-foot
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When reading the early Oregon cases which use the miner's inch as the standar d

unit of measurement, one can generally assume that a miner's inch is roughly equa l

to 1/40 of a second-foot unless something other than a six-inch pressure i s

indicated . l 2

D . Rules for Measuring

fhe quantity of the appropriation under early case law depends on thre e

factors : (1) the amount diverted, (2) the amount used, and (3) the amount needed . 1
3

Once an appropriation is fully perfected, the quantity of the appropriation i n

terms of legal theory is limited to the lowest of these three factors . 14 Thus ,

one quickly ascertainable limit on the quantity of an appropriation is the maximum

capacity of the diversion works (i .e ., the maximum amount which could have been

diverted),
14a

But usually this capacity will not be the smallest of the thre e

factors . The actual amount diverted and the actual amount used are much mor e

difficult to prove, and depend largely on the testimony of witnesses and circum-

stantial evidence . The third factor, the amount "needed " , surprisingly, has been

reduced to a relative known rate of flow or volume, at least with respect t o

irrigation uses . This is accomplished by use of standardized figures called th e

duty of water .

The duty of water is a ratio expressing the amount of water necessary t o

produce a desired benefit . The duty of water for irrigation depends upon th e

character of the soil, the manner of application, and the climate, as well a s

other factors . 15 From these factors, it is determined what quantity of water i s

necessary to raise the desired crop . 16 This determination is then expressed i n

terms of a quantity of water per acre .

The duty of water fixed in the Oregon cases has almost never exceeded on e

miner's inch or 1/40 of a second-foot per acre and was frequently fixed as lo w

as 1/80 of a second-foot per acre . 17

Occasionally a court has fixed a single quantity of water for an irrigation
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season -- usually one to three acre-feet per acre measured in terms of volume . 1
8

The difficulty with this approach is that it does not resolve the day to da y

division of the water between appropriators . On the other hand it may mor e

realistically express crop needs, because crops do not necessarily require a

steady flow of water, but larger quantities at periodic intervals . If the dis-

puting water users can resolve the intervals when each shall divert the'water, thi s

approach of volume entitlement may work best . Where the water supply varie s

severely, the court may make seasonal adjustments in its decree . For example, in

one instance the Oregon Supreme Court decreed that the user should be entitled t o

1/40 of a second-foot per acre until May 1 and 1/80 of a second-foot thereafter ,

but the total was not to exceed 3 acre-feet during the whole irrigation season . 1 9

E . The Concept of Need

Economists tell us that " need " is a relative term highly dependent on the cos t

of the benefit which we "need . " Yet, water law cases rely on "need" to define th e

extent of an appropriation as if it were a fixed quantity . The courts have been

able to live with this fiction by focusing not on "need " but rather on "waste " . 2 0

Diversion systems which leaked badly were not "wasteful" when the first crud e

systems were constructed, but today a relatively efficient water system is expected .

However, the Oregon Supreme Court has not said that the appropriator's water righ t

has been reduced . Rather it states that he was never entitled to more than h e

" needed " and any water which was at first wastefully used was never his as of right ,

but only by way of privilege .
22

This explanation may break down if the court is asked to reduce a water righ t

the quantity of which has previously been decreed in an adjudication . However ,

as methods of diversion and irrigation become more efficient, the amount "needed "

and not the quantity previously decreed should be the utmost quantity to which on e

is entitled . Decreed water rights are expressly or impliedly limited to tha t

amount . 23 On the other hand, the amount to which one is entitled cannot exceed the



amount decreed, regardless of any increased "need . "24

F. Flame of Us e

Am appropriation is appurtenant to the tract of land on which it is used, an d

it eannot lawfully be used on another tract, even though owned by the same person ,

without following the statutory procedures for transfer . 25 Thus, even if one i s

awarded an excessive amount of water by decree, it is of no legal use to him . He

cannot legally apply the surplus to other land . 26 However, as long as the water

tight is used beneficially, it does not matter whether it is spread out over th e

entire tract to which it is appurtenant or only a part thereof . 27 Also, the Orego n

Supreme Court has recognized that minor changes in place of use must inevitabl y

occur .

Appropriators of water with old established rights dating bac k
to a settlement in the early seventies should be allowed a reasonabl e
latitude for a change of cultivation of the land and rotation o f
crops, in order that more remunerative products may be raised, at th e
same time keeping the amount of water to be used within the limit of .the
quantity heretofore applied on the land to a beneficial use . 28

G. Period of Use

	

-

Because different appropriators may use the same water supply during differen t

periods of the year, it is necessary to identify the period of time to which one ' s

appropriative right attaches . 29 An appropriative right used during only one perio d

of the year may not subsequently be expanded to other seasons of the year . 30 By

the same token, a right to use water beneficially during a certain period of the

year, may not be taken by a junior appropriator regardless of how critical his nee d

is during that same period . 3 1

The right to water during certain periods, however, does not bar the state fro m

requiring the water be used on a rotational basis among the various users, so lon g

as the "needs" of prior appropriators are satisfied before junior appropriators . 3 2

Rotation introduces a desired flexibility into the law of prior appropriation an d

enhances the benefits to be derived from a short supply of water .
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H. Nature of Us e

An appropriative right is exercisable only for the purpose for which th e

appropriation was effected, unless a change in the nature of the use is speciall y

authorized pursuant to statutory procedure . 33

I. Point of Diversion

Finally, the water right may be exercised only by diverting the water at th e

originally established point of diversion, unless a change in the point of diversi o

has been authorized by the State Engineer pursuant to statutory procedure . Change s

in the place of use, nature of use or point of diversion are prohibited under th e

statutory test if injury will thereby result to existing water rights . 34
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III TRANSFERRING PERFECTED APPROPRIATIVE WATER RIGHT S

When an appropriator of a perfected water right attempts to alter the use o f

that right for his own benefit of for purposes of sale, there is a risk that othe r

water rights dependent on the same water course will be harmed . Change in the

return flow pattern after a transfer is a common cause of harm or prejudice t o

downstream rights . It was decided early in Oregon case law that an appropriato r

could sell his water right to another to use for an entirely separate and distinc t

purposel or the appropriator could himself change the character or place of use o f

his water or its point of diversion only if the transfer can be accomplished withou t

impairing the water rights of others . 2

A. Abuses at Common Law

The above rule which was widely adopted in the prior appropriation states 3 was

subject to abuse in two ways . First, persons desiring to change their method or pl a

of use often did so without regard to the effect on others . 4 This put injured

parties in the position of having to initiate litigation and prove their injury .

Second, it was common to misconceive the nature of the appropriative right . The

quantity of water to which one is entitled is limited to the amount which can b e

beneficially used on the land for which it is appropriated . But some appropriators ,

typically irrigators, came to think of themselves as entitled to a fixed quantity o f

water . If all of that quantity was not needed on the land for which it wa s

appropriated, they sought to apply the " surplus" to other lands on the theory tha t

this was merely a permissible addition in the place of use . But this was in fac t

a new appropriation . It could be considered a change in the place of use only i f

the appropriator were to forego use of the water on the original tract for whic h

it was appropriated . The courts so held . 5

B. Administrative Solutio n

To alleviate abuses and to provide for administrative control of transfers ,

Oregon adopted as part of the 1909 Water Code a declaration that all waters used in
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4 1

the state for irrigation were appurtenant to the land irrigated ,

provided, that if for any reason it should at any time become
impracticable to beneficially or economically use water for the
irrigation of any land to which the water is appurtenant, said
right may be severed from said land, and simultaneously transferred ,
and become appurtenant to other land, without losing priority o f
right theretofore established, if such change can be made withou t
detriment to existing rights, on the approval of an application of
the owners to the Board of Control . 6

The effect of the statute was to retain the case law rule allowing transfers whic h

could be accomplished without detriment, while placing the protection of the right s

of others under administrative control . 7 In 1927 the language of the statute wa s

broadened to apply to all waters used for any purpose . 8

Under the statutory procedure an owner who desires to change the place of us e

or nature of use or point of diversion of his water right must file an applicatio n

with the State Engineer . 9 The State Engineer is then required to give notice by

publication . 10 Objections to the transfer or change may then be filed .
ll

If no

objections are received, the State Engineer may approve the change or transfe r

without a hearing . 12 If objections are filed, a hearing is held . 13 The State

Engineer must approve the application if he finds the proposed change can b e

effected without injury to existing rights . 14 The office of the State Engineer ha s

received an increasing number of applications for transfer in recent years . 15 The

great majority of these applications were approved . 1 6

In In re Willow Creek17 the Supreme Court of Oregon concluded a primary purpos e

of the administrative review was to preserve the record title of the water right s

involved, and that the application for change should be approved where rights o f

others are not harmed . Strict compliance with the statute is considered a conditio n

precedent to a lawful change 18 and other water users are entitled to enjoin a chang e

simply because it was undertaken without the permission of the State Engineer . 19

The latter rule is rationalized on the ground that under the administrative procedur e

the burden of proving a lack of interference with the rights of others is on th e

party seeking the change . To allow the latter to shift the burden of proof b y

to.
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changing his use without permission would thwart the legislative intent . 20

C . What Constitutes Impairment of the Rights of Others ?

An appropriator who is authorized by the State Engineer to change his poin t

of diversion, ' character of use or place of use loses no priority . 21 In authorizin g

a change, it is not enough for the State Engineer to determine that there is n o

immediate injury to others . Because of retention of priority by the transferred

right, he must test the effect of the change in the light of . conceivable advers e

condition which might occur in the future . In a recent article, Professor s

Trelease and Lee have catalogued the changes which courts in appropriation state s

have held to constitute impairment of the rights of others .
22

There are no Orego n

Supreme Court cases in which the ruling of the State Engineer on a transfer ha s

been challenged . In determining what constitutes an impairment of the rights-o f

others, the State Engineer would apply what early case law guidance does exist i n

Oregon .

.D . Transfers of Water Right s

Changes in point of diversion . A senior appropriator cannot change his diversi' .+

point from below a junior appropriator ' s diversion point to above that point i f

(1) the junior appropriator's use is non-consumptive 23 or (2) part of the senior

appropriator ' s downstream water supply is created by return flow from the junio r

appropriator ' s use or from water sources between the two diversion points (e .g . ,

springs or tributaries to the stream) . The junior appropriator would most likel y

be injured in either case . , Similarly, no upstream appropriator can change hi s

point of diversion downstream if intervening appropriators are relying o1 the

return flow from the upstream use . An upstream diverter cannot change , his point

of diversion far downstream if losses of water in transit or by returp flow s

would deprive intervening .users of_water . A .prior appropriator whose use of wate r

is non-consumptive L cannot move his diversion point upstream if downstrea
m•

appropriators would thereby be deprived of his return flow (e .g ., by intervening
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appropriators with higher priority than the downstream appropriators) .
24

Changes in character of use . When a senior appropriator changes his use from

a non-consumptive to a consumptive nature, it is likely detrimental to downstrea m

appropriators, but can have no effect upon upstream appropriators . A change from

a direct flow right to a storage right conceivably could be harmful to downstrea m

appropriators if increases in evaporation were to occur .

Changes in place of use . An appropriator may not change the place of us e

of his water if others are depending on the return flow from that use . 25 For

example, an upstream appropriator cannot divert water outside the watershed if h e

had previously used the water to irrigate land which permitted percolation bac k

to the stream .
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IV LOSS OF PERFECTED APPROPRIATIVE RIGHT S

A perfected water right can be terminated in one of four ways : (1) by

voluntary abandonment, (2) by estoppel, (3) by adverse user by another, and (4 )

by'statutory forfeiture . " Although courts and legislatures occasionally use som e

of the above terms inten:iangeably, the terms are meant to have precise meanings .

If the following definitions are kept in mind, the law can be more easily understoo d

despite confusion of terminology .

A . Terminology

Abandonment . Abandonment occurs when an owner of a water right ceases tb us e

the right with an intent to abandon it . 2 The intent to abandon may be inf erred from

the conduct of the owner . 3 Abandonment can occur in an instant if the intent an d

the giving up of possession or cessation of use merge . 4 Although most cases involv e

water right owners who are resisting a conclusion of abandonment, there is now a

statutory procedure in Oregon whereby owners can initiate administrative action t o

cause their right to be terminated . 5

Estoppel . The following elements must concur to create an estoppel : (1) the

person estopped must have attempted to influence another ' s conduct by an assertion

inconsistent with title being in himself, and (2) the other person must, withou t

knowledge of his true rights, act in reliance on the assertion to his detriment . 6

For example, where plaintiffs were induced by defendant to expend money and labo r

in enlarging a ditch and conducting water onto their land, defendant was estoppe d

from retracting a water right he had impliedly given them . ?

Adverse User (Prescription) . Open, notorious, exclusive, adverse and hostil e

use of a water right for the period of the statute of limitations will deprive th e

owner thereof of his title to the benefit of the adverse user . 8 In comparison

to title acquisition by limitations in other areas of property law, a specia l

problem exists in showing the adverse user ' s water use was detrimental to the owner .

The burden of proving a substantial interference with the rights of the owner is
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on him who asserts the adverse use . 9 The adverse use must have been of suc h

character that the owner could have asserted a legal remedy . 1°

Statutory Forfeiture . ORS 540 .610(1) (1963) provides :

Whenever the owner of a perfected and developed water right ceases o r
fails to use the water appropriated for a Period of five successive years ,
the right to use shall cease, and the failure to use shall be conclusivel y
presumed to be an abandonment of water right . Thereafter the water whic h
was the subject of use under such water right shall revert to the publi c
and become again the subject of appropriation in the manner provided b y
law, subject to existing priorities . l

This is a statutory declaration that failure to use a water right for five successiv e

years shall cause the right to be forfeited . 12 Intent to abandon, actual or

inferred, is not an element of forfeiture .

B . Using Abandonment as a Device to "Transfer " a Water Right Not Otherwis e

Transferabl e

Suppose the P Power Company has a first priority to 100 second-feet of flow o n

X river to develop hydro-electric power at its dam site . A and B are upstream

appropriators with priorities secondary only to P . A and B each have a right to 10 0

second-feet of water for irrigation . During the irrigation season minimum flows i n

X river sometimes fall to 250 second-feet . During these periods A and B can use

only 150 second-feet of their total appropriation because 100 second-feet must b e

allowed to flow to P . (Ignoring return flow.) But P's use is non-consumptive .

C is a downstream irrigator who has appropriated 100 second-feet of water -- a

quantity which always flows by his land because of the right of P Power Compan y

which has first prior ity . 13

P Power Company now wishes to transfer its priority to A and B for use i n

irrigation . Can it do so? Probably not . The law permits changes in the point

of diversion and the nature of use only where such can be accomplished withou t

detriment to other appropriators . 14 Here C would undoubtedly be harmed . If the

transfer is permitted, A and B would have first claim to up to 300 second-feet o f

water provided they could beneficially use it . The amount of flow available to C
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could easily fall below 100 second-feet even allowing for some return flow .

But what if P declares it is abandoning its water right . Then the water becom

" public " and is again open to appropriation subject to existing priorities . 15 Bu t

A and B now have first priority on the river to 200 second-feet . Thus, C is stil l

injured in times of low flow . Should P be able to accomplish by abandonmen t

an enhancement of A ' s and B ' s rights to the detriment of C whose advantageou s

reliance on P ' s non-consumptive use would be lost by P ' s abandonment . In Stevens v

Mansfield, a California case, the court said :

Abandonment must be made by the owner, without being presse d
by any duty, necessity, or utility to himself, but simply because h e
desires no longer to possess the thing ; and further, it must be mad e
without any desire that any other person shall acquire the same ;
(emphasis added) . . , 1 6

This language has been quoted in an Oregon case construing such an attempt, no t

as an abandonment, but rather as an effort to transfer a right to use water withou t

conforming to the statutory procedure . 17 The attempted " transfer " was not allowed .

However, this case was decided prior to a 1955 enactment providing fo r

cancellation of water rights by the owner thereof :

Whenever the owner of a perfected and developed water righ t
certifies under oath to the State Engineer that the water right ha s
been abandoned by him and that he desires a cancellation thereof, th e
State Engineer shall enter an order cancelling the water right .
Effective upon the order, the water which was the subject of use unde r
the water right shall revert to the public and become again the subjec t
of appropriation in the manner provided by law, subject to existin g
priorities . 1 9

The language of this statute is apparently mandatory . If so, the P Power Company

in the above hypothetical could certify that it had abandoned its right, and th e

cancellation of the right would follow as a matter of course . And by the terms of

the statute A and B would acquire a prior right . A literal reading of the statut e

may not, however, be accepted by a court under these circumstances, particularl y

if the intent of the P Power Company is to circumvent the transfer statute .
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C . Acquisition of Water Rights by Adverse User After 190 9.

In Tudor v . Jaca the Supreme Court of Oregon said :

It is a debatable question, under the Water Code,•whether subsequen t
to 1909, an appropriation of water can be initiated by adverse use, o r
in any other manner than under the statutory procedure . 2 0

The issues were reasonably drawn in the briefs of the parties in that case .

Respondent argued that one could not acquire an appropriative right by advers e

possession . He pointed out that what is now Or . Rev . Stat . 537 .120 (1963) provides

that " all waters within the state may be appropriated for beneficial use as provided

in the Water Rights Act and = not otherwise ; . . . " The "and not otherwis e" langua'ge

made appropriation-by permit the exclusive means of acquiring a water right . 21 -

Although admitting the public waters of the state cou lr{i. not t acquired b y

adverse user, appellant argued that once water had been appropriated it became a

possessory interest of the appropriator, and adverse user could run against th e

person with the appropriative right .
22

To meet responden t '_s argument that the

Water Code by its very language applied to "all water s" , .appellant cited 8!ki_nn__er v .

Silver, 158 Or . 82, 99, 75 P .2d 21 (1938) holding that the Code applied only t o

" public" waters . When private waters (in this case spring and seepage waters) wer e

involved, the code did not apply . 23

In his 1942-book, Wells Hutchins discussed the history in Utah on this issue . 24

In two decisions the Utah Supreme Court upheld the right of an adverse user against

a prior appropriator whose water he was using . In both cases the State Engineer

urged that the prior appropriator's right had been lost by statutory forfeitur e

before the period for adverse use had run . In three-two decisions, the court

stated that as between the parties the prior appropriator had no rights and the

issue of the validity 9f the adverse uper's right as against the public was not

in question . The Utah legislature subsequently resolved the . question agains t

adverse users by amendatory legislation . 25

On logic it would appear that if the right of the "public " as aga*rn„s-t ian



adverse user was at issue in Oregon where the statutory forfeiture period i s

shorter than the prescriptive period for adverse use, then, after the shorter per t

the prior appropriator would lose his appropriation . This would leave no legal

interest for the adverse user to claim when the prescriptive period had run . In

some states it has been held that the statutory forfeiture does not operate again s

one who is not using his water right because no water is in fact available, even i

the water is unlawfully being diverted upstream . 26 Such a construction would mean

that no forfeiture could occur and the adverse user's claim could indeed ripen in t

title . However, this construction is at least questionable under the Oregon statu

which creates a conclusive presumption of abandonment . 27

To summarize, if the Oregon court should conclude that adverse user initiate d

after 1909 can run against an existing appropriation of water, it is still unlike l

that the adverse use would be held to ripen into a water " title" . Statutory

forfeiture of the prior appropriator ' s right would occur, at least in chronology ,

before the prescriptive period had run .



1.

	

Hutchins, Selected Problems in the Law of Water Rights in the West 38 9
(1942) . All four ways have been recognized in past Oregon cases . See, e .g . ,
Jones v . Warmsprings Irrigation Dist ., 162 Or . 186, 91 P .2d 542 (1939) involving
abandonment ; McPhee v . Kelsey, 44 Or . 193, 74 Pac . 401 (1903), 75 Pac . 713
(1904) concerning estoppel ; Staub v . Jensen, 180 Or . 682, 178 P .2d 931 (1947 )
involving adverse user ; and ORS 540 .610(1) (1963) providing for statutory
forfeiture applied in Withers v . Reed, 194 Or . 541, 243 P .2d 283 (1952) .

2.

	

Hough v . Porter, 51 Or . 318, 434, 95 Pac . 732 (1908), 98 Pac . 1083 (1909) .

3.

	

Wimer v . Simmons, 27 Or . 1, 12, 39 Pac . 6 (1895) ; Dodge v . Marden, 7 Or . 456 ,
460 (1879) . Contrast Joseph Milling Co . v . Joseph, 74 Or . 296, 144 Pac . 465
(1914), holding the evidence did not reveal an intent to abandon, with Jones v .
Warmsprings Irrigation District, 162 Or . 186, 91 P .2d 542 (1939) and Oviatt v .
Big Four Mining Co ., 39 Or . 118, 65 Pac . 811 (1901), inferring such an intent .

4.

	

Wimer v . Simmons, 27 Or . 1, 13, 39 Pac . 6 (1895) . Subsequent to the Wime r
case Oregon passed a statute construed as requiring an intent to abandon plu s
a two year period of non-use before abandonment occurred . The statute wa s
repealed in 1955 .• ORS 540 .630 repealed by Or . Laws 1955, c . 671, sec . 1 . The
act was so construed in Pringle Falls Power Co . v . Patterson, 65 Or . 474, 486 ,
128 Pac . 820, 132 Pac . 527 (1913) . Presumably the repeal of the statut e
restored the validity of Wimer v . Simmons, supra .

5.

	

ORS 540 .621 (1963) . The statute is set out in the text accompanying note 19 ,
infra .

6.

	

Smyth v . Neal, 31 Or . 105, 112, 49 Pac . 850 (1897) .

7.

	

McPhee v . Kelsey, 44 Or . 193, 74 Pac . 401 (1903), 75 Pac . 713 (1904) . But see
Bolter v . Garrett, 44 Or . 304, 306, 75 Pac . 142 (1904) holding that a perso n
cannot lose his water right by merely seeing another constructing a ditch and
making no objection until the diversion is completed .

8.

	

Wimer v . Simmons, 27 Or . 1, 18, 39 Pac . 6 (1895) . The statutory period in
Oregon is ten years . Or . Rev . Stat . 12 .050 (1965) . A water right is considered
real property for purposes of the statute . Hough v . Porter, 51 Or . 318, 434 ,
95 Pac . 732 (1908), 98 Pac . 1083 (1909) . See discussion in text accompanying
footnotes 20-31, infra, as to adverse user initiated after 1909 .

9.

	

Ison v . Sturgill, 57 Or . 109, 119-22, 109 Pac . 579, 110 Pac . 535 (1910) . This
decision overturned some unfortunate language in Hough v . Porter, 51 Or . 318 ,

433, 95 Pac . 732 (1908), 98 Pac . 1083 (1909) which suggested the burden of proof
was on the one against whom the adverse use was asserted . The Ison decision
was reaffirmed in Masterson v . Kennard, 140 Or . 288, 296, 12 P .2d 560 (1932) .

10.

	

Wimer v . Simmons, 27 Or . 1, 18, 39 Pac . 6 (1895) .

11. ORS 540 .631 (1963) refers to water rights abandoned as provided in the abov e
statute, but it is clear that a conclusive presumption of abandonment create s
in effect a statutory forfeiture .

12.

	

Cities and towns are exempt from the statute by ORS 540 .610(2), (3) (1963) .
But the state can forfeit its water rights under the statute . Withers v . Reed ,
194 Or . 541, 243 P .2d 283 (1952) . [4-3 decision] . Lands withdrawn unde r
federal soil bank programs are exempted by ORS 540 .615 (1963) .



13. The above hypothetical draws heavily on the facts involved in Hutchinson v .
Stricklin, 146 Or . 285, 28 P .2d 225 -(1933) .

14. ORS 540 .510 to 540 .530 (1963) require persons desiring to change the use o r
place of use of a water right to ap ply to the State Engineer for a certificat e
to do so . The State Engineer may approve the change only if it can be effecte d
without injury to existing rights .

15. Wimer v . Simmons, 27 Or . 1, 6, 39 Pac . 6 (1895) .

16. 11 Cal . 363, 366 (1858) .

17. Hutchinson v . Stricklin, 146 Or . 285, 301, 28 P .2d 285, (1933) .

18. Ibid . See also Broughton v . Stricklin, 146 Or . 259, 277, 28 P .2d 219 (1933) ,
30 P .2d 332 (1934) decided the same day .

19. ORS 540 .621 (1963) . Emphasis added .

20. 178 Or . 126, 152, 164 P .2d 680 (1945) . Fifteen months later the court held ttg
at least as to adverse use initiated prior to 1909, a water right could b e
acquired in this manner . The sympathies of the court are revealed by the fac t
situation . The plaintiff claimed under a water right initiated and perfecte d
prior to the 1909 code . However, plaintiff had not been notified and faile d
to appear at a 1919 adjudication fixing all the water rights on the stream .
Presumably, had defendant asserted his adjudicated right at this time, plainti l
would have been barred despite her appropriation . But defendant failed to agei
his right and plaintiff continued her use of the water until 1945 . It wa s
this use which constituted the adverse possession which ripened into title .
Staub v .. Jensen, 180 Or . 682, 178 P .2d 931 (1947) .

21. Id ., Brief .for Respondent, pp . 112-43 .

22. Id ., Reply Brief for Appellant, pp . 45-51 .

23. Id . at 48 .

-24 . Hutchins, Selected Problems in the Law of Water Rights in the West, 400 (1942) .

25 . Ibid . The following sentence was added to Utah ' s statutory forfeitur e
provision : "The provisions of this section are applicable to such unused o r
abandoned water as is permitted to run to waste or is used by others withou t
right ." Utah laws, 1939, c . 111 . It was also provided, "no right to the us e

. of water either appropriated or unappropriated can be acquired by adverse us e
or adverse possession . "

. 26 . Hutchins, note 24 at 396 .

27 . The Oregon .statute set out in the text . accompanying note 11 supra, is to be
contrasted with the following Wyoming statute which has been construed as no t
working a forfeiture where the failure to use water was not the fault of th e
appropriator :

" .

	

. and in case the owner

	

. . shall fail to use the water . . .
for irrigation or other beneficial purpose during any five successive years ,
they shall be considered to have abandoned the same, and shall forfeit al l
water rights, easements and privileges appurtenant thereto, . . ." Wyo . Rev .



Stat . 122-421 (1931), now contained in Wyo . Comp . Stat . Ann . 71-701 (1945) .
The statute was so construed in Morris v . Bean, 146 Fed . 423 (C .C . D . Mont .
1906) . Wyoming cases have cited this decision with approval . See Hutchins ,
supra, note 24 at 396 .

"Shall be considered to have abandoned " is certainly less mandatory
language than the " shall be conclusively presumed to be an abandonment "
language of the Oregon statute . (Emphasis supplied) .
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V

	

THE CONCEPT OF BENEFICIAL US E

What is a beneficial purpose ?

As to the appropriation of water in the arid and semi-arid portion s
of the United States the rule . . . is that ' beneficial use shall be the
basis, the measure, and the limit of all rights to the use of wate r " . . .
To the extent that water is wasted or is used extravagantly appropriatio n
in its true sense is vitiated . Priority attaches only to what is reasonabl e
and necessary for a beneficial purpose . Excessive greed and avarice i n
the appropriation of water cannot be countenanced or gratified . )

What is the all-important "beneficial purpose " upon which every appropriative wate r

right depends? There are really two questions involved in determining whether a

particular use of water has a beneficial purpose .

The first is whether the use in question falls within a general categor y

acknowledged to be beneficial . Lists of such general categories abound . 2 The

following types of uses are declared by various Oregon statutes to be beneficial :

irrigation, domestic use, municipal water supply, power development, public recre -

ation, protection of commercial and game fishing and wildlife, fire protection ,

mining, industrial purposes, navigation, scenic attraction, drainage, sanitation ,

flood control, pollution abatement, and recharging ground water basins or reservoir s

The list is not exclusive -- acourt may find other types of uses not listed to b e

beneficial . An example is stock watering, which would not seem to fit easil y

within any of the above categories, but which has long been recognized by court s

as a beneficial purpose . 4 In the sense in which such categories apply, it is unusu a

to find a case involving a use of water which is not for a "beneficial purpose . " 5

The second general question in an analysis of " beneficial purpose " is a mor e

difficult one -- whether a particular use is "beneficial " when regarded in th e

light of local conditions and other competing uses . It is articulated in many ways

in the cases, but essentially the court is deciding whether a particular use, unde r

specific circumstances, is of sufficient value to entitle it to judicial protectio n

against those who would use the water in other ways . Notions of private benefi t

and public policy are often mixed indiscriminately . Decisions frequently cannot



be generalized because they rest on an intricate set of facts . The court may

scrutinize the efficiency of the system for using the water and the importance o f

competing uses . Every decision in this area is a judgment of relative values, bu t

the entire body of such judgments usually travels under the umbrella limiting a

water right to what is needed for application to a beneficial purpose .

To draw the outlines of what constitutes a,benef icial purpose in this sense

in Oregon, every case involving a decree of a water right would have to be examine d

to see what factors were considered by the court under the myriad of fact situation s

disclosed in those cases . A few examples, drawn from extreme situations, may serv e

to illustrate some of the factors that enter into these decisions .

Nevada Ditch Co . v . Bennett6 granted a priority to an appropriation whic h

was intended, as part of a promotional scheme, to induce settlers to come to th e

area . The plan was to provide ditches to supply the water to the waiting lands ; the

prospect of available water would attract settlers who would acquire the lands an d

then be in a position to put the water to a beneficial use . The settlers had come

as anticipated, and the court approved the appropriation in furtherance of a pla n

which had obviously not been "merely speculative, impracticable or visionary . "7

But in Cookenham v . Lewis,8 the Oregon Supreme Court held that the Stat e

Engineer was justified in finding that granting a permit to appropriate would b e

inimical to the public welfare, where the application was for water to be used o n

arid lands designated for reclamation under the Carey Act . The applicants had

acquired no right to reclaim the lands in question themselves ; if they were granted

the water rights they sought, the court felt that they would be in a position t o

dictate to the state the terms of contracts for reclamation, and to sell water o n

their own terms to anyone who was granted the right to reclaim the land . The cour t

said :

The right to the beneficial use of water to be acquired under th e
permit applied for under the Water Code is not an opportunity to acquir e
a monopoly of the water of a stream for promiscuous sale, but mus t
contemplate a use upon specific lands . . . 9



In Mann v . Parker, 10 plaintiff, wished to enjoin an upstream junior appropriato r

from taking any of the water of the stream . Plaintiff, a miner, was unable t o

operate his mine during the winter because of severe conditions . However,, he

contended that it was necessary for water to flow in his ditch during the entir e

year in order to keep the ditch open . , Although it refused the injunction, th e

court seemed inclined to agree that this might be a beneficial use . ll

In In re Deschutes River, 12 a power company claimed an appropriation of 4 0

second-feet of water for the purpose of carrying off river debris which would

otherwise interfere with the operation of its turbines . The court pointed ou t

that an appropriation of this quantity would deprive approximately 1600 acres o f

land of water for irrigation, and allowed the power company ' s claim only during

the nonirrigating season, and then to be exercised in such a way that•it woul d

not interfere with the storage of water for future irrigation use . 13

This case is perhaps the clearest illustration in the Oregon decisions o f

the dual nature of the question of beneficial purposes . There is no question that

the power company ' s use was beneficial in the first sense discussed above . Bu t

it was held to be entitled to protection against junior appropriators only upo n

conditions which prevented it from interfering with a "more beneficial" us

e the irrigation of 1600 additional acres of land. This problem is sometime s

discussed under the heading of "waste . " If . "beneficial purpose " . were considered

to have a single meaning, this case would have to be read as holding that a singl e

use , - power generation - was beneficial for only a portion of each year, a statemen t

that is patently absurd .

	

-

The concept of beneficial use may also include the question of the efficienc y

of a particular means of using the water . Where an appropriator's dam leake d

badly, it was held that he must repair it within a given time, or have hi s

allotment of water decreased . 14 And the court has held that wasteful methods o f

irrigation do not create a right to the amount of water wasted . 15 In ,	 In re Willow



Creek, 16 the irrigation of level lands by merely permitting the stream to overflo w

was permitted to continue, but as a privilege, not an appropriative right .

In summary, there are few types of uses of water which, considered alone ,

are not beneficial . 17 But when claimants are competing for the same water, th e

court, in determining the amount necessary for a beneficial use, may actually b e

making a sub rosa determination of priorities among uses .



1.

	

In re Umatilla River, 88 Or . 376, 380, 168 P . 922 ; 172 P . 97 (1918) . The
importance of a beneficial purpose to the appropriative right is indicated
by the fact that the court in this case chose to preface its consideration
of the issues with the statement quoted . In the balance of the opinio n
there is no indication that the beneficial purpose of any appropriato r
was called into question, or that waste was an issue .

2.

	

See, e .g ., 2 Kinney on Water Law, secs . 692-700, listing domestic purposes ;
irrigation ; mining ; power ; municipal uses ; health, recreation and beauty ;
railroad uses ; making ice ; and fish propogation ; Hutchins, Selected Problems -
of Water Law in the Western States (1942) pp . 314-24, listing mining ,
manufacturing and industrial, power, fish propogation, irrigation, stock -
watering, and municipal and domestic purposes, recreational uses, fire

	

.
protection, and flood control and equalization of flow ; see also 1 Clark on
Water and Water Rights sec . 19 .3 for a list compiled from the statutes o f
several western states .

3.

	

ORS 537 .170(3)(a) and (c) (1963) ; ORS 543 .225(3)(a) and (c) (1963) ; ORS 536 .300
(1963) ; ORS 537 .135 (1963) .

4.

	

Hutchins, supra note 2 at 314 .

5.

	

The most common examples are cases involving the use of water for recreationa l
purposes . In the early cases this was not considered a beneficial purpose .
See discussion in 1 Clark on Water and Water Rights, sec . 19 .3(D) .

6.

	

30 Or . 59, 45 P . 472 (1892) .

7.

	

Id . at 99 .

8.

	

58 Or . 484, 114 P . 88, 115 P . 342 (1911) .

9.

	

Id . at 491 .

10.

	

48 Or . 321, 86 P . 593 (1906) .

11.

	

The injunction was refused on two grounds : (1) there was evidence tha t
plaintiff had been willing to sell part of the water to the upstream user ,
which indicated that he did n ' t regard the water as essential, and (2) i f
plaintiff suffered any damage from the upstream use it would, be slight in
comparison to the burden an injunction would place on the defendant .

12.

	

134 Or . 623, 286 P . 563, 294 P . 1049 (1930) .

13.

	

Id . at 664-68 .

14.

	

Broughton v . Stricklin, 146 Or . 259, 275, 28 P .2d 219, 30 P .2d 332 (1934) .
The court spoke in terms of a duty to prevent waste, rather than of a
limitation to beneficial use . However, the enforcement by means of reducing
a water allotment indicates that efficient application to a beneficial us e
was employed as a measure of the right .

15.

	

Hough v . Porter, 51 Or . 318, 419-20, 95 P . 732, 98 P . 1083 (1909) .

16 .

	

74 Or . 592, 621-22, 144 P . 505, 146 P . 475 (1915) .



17 . ORS 449 .095 (1971) declares water pollution to be not a "reasonable or
natural use" and contrary to public policy .
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VI APPROPRIATION OF WASTE, SPRING AND SEEPAGE WATER S

Since 1893, an Oregon statute has provided :

All ditches now or hereafter constructed, for the purpose o f
utilizing waste, spring, or seepage waters, shall be governed by th e
same laws relating to priority of right as those ditches constructed fo r
the purpose of utilizing the waters of running streams ; provided, tha t
the person upon whose lands the seepage or spring waters first arise, shal l
have the right to the use of such waters . l

In 1901 the Oregon Supreme Court stated that the effect of the main portio n

of the statute was to make the described waters subject to appropriation the sam e

as waters in a running stream . 2 Most litigation involving the statute has centered

around the proviso, giving a first right of use to the owner of lands where sprin g

or seepage waters arise . The proviso has been interpreted to apply only to spring

water which is not part of a water course, but the cases are not clear on th e

question of just when spring waters become subject to appropriation . The following

distinctions have been made by the court :

. . . where . . . the admitted quantity is so insignificant that a
surface stream is impossible, when spread over the width of ground . .
the use of the water belongs to the person upon whose land it firs t
arises . 3

If spring water is of sufficient quantity to rise to the surface and
flow off in a definite channel with a tendency to regularity, it i s
subject to appropriation . 4 A spring whose waters, because of seepage and
evaporation, would not flow in any channel or to or upon adjacent property ,
is not subject to appropriation by anyone other than the owner of the land . 5

Where the springs in question did not constitute headwaters of a stream ,
they belonged exclusively to owners of the land where they arose . 6

The general trend of the decisions makes the distinction according to whethe r

the spring produces enough water to form a stream . But in one case the court sai d

that the plaintiff, who held a permit to appropriate from a spring on defendant ' s

land, had no right to appropriate any water if the spring did not produce wate r

in excess of defendant ' s needs . The permit would only give him the right t o

appropriate the surplus . Defendant had the first right of use, but could no t

waste the water or prevent the surplus from flowing in its natural channel



The court has also stated that water in a spring arising on private lan d

is the property of the land owner, and not subject to appropriation . A distinction

was made between the water in the spring and that which has passed away from th e

spring or become part of a running stream . This case, however, involved a sprin g

with no overflow and only a little seepage . 8

In Minton v . Coast Property Corporation 9 it was held that water from spring s

could be appropriated, if it formed a flowing stream, while still on the lan d

where it arose . This must be regarded as dictum, since the attempted appropriatio n

was declared ineffective because accomplished by a trespass .

The Oregon Supreme Cour t ' s latest statement on the subject is found i n

Fitzstephens v . Watson, decided in 1959 :

Where spring waters arising on an owner's land do not flow from
the spring in such a manner as to constitute a watercourse it has bee n
held that the owner is entitled to the exclusive use of such waters a s
against competing claimants . . . .

Where, however, the waters leaving the spring form a watercours e
and flow to the land of another the waters in the watercourse ar e
subject to the law applicable to the appropriation of stream water s
and t Ire circumstance that the stream originated on an owner ' s land
doer not give hint any preference to the water over other persons . . . .
I,ogio ally the same rule is applicable if the waters forming a watercours e

tl~~ ttel leave 1 hog ~iW1it r ' H 1~1nt1 be' car c ?mitt yltlg Intl) another W0.e'r' ' 0111 ' Ht' a s

was the situation in the present case . i ` l

In summary, when a spring does not produce sufficient water to form a

watercourse and the water is dissipated on the land where it arises, it belong s

to the owner of the land . The Oregon court has held that such waters are no t

public waters ; rather they are "part and parcel of the land itself " 11 "It i s

private water, a part of the land upon which it arises, and belongs to the owne r

of that land ." 12

The minor inconsistencies in the cases involving springs sufficient to for m

a watercourse could be reconciled on the basis that the owner of land can tak e

water directly from a spring on his land, but if he allows it to flow into a

natural channel, it becomes subject to appropriation, even while still on hi s

land . Such a distinction would indeed be artificial, but no more so than that
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made by the court when it held that a property owner could use the water fro m

springs on his land even though this use interfered with the water supply o n

adjoining land, where if unused the water would make its way there by seepag e

rather than by flowing in a natural channe1 . 1 3

The law of waste water under the statute appears to be clear . Such water may

be recaptured by the original owner while it remains on his land, and he may us e

it or sell it to another without the necessity of a permit . 14 But when th e

waste water reaches a natural stream it is once again public water and subjec t

to a new appropriation . 1
5

Seepage waters have received little attention . The term is not defined by

statute or in the Oregon cases . According to Tolman, the'accepted meaning of

seepage is " the appearance and disappearance of water at the ground surface . "16

This would be consistent with the wording of the statute describing such water s

as " arising" on the land . However, the Oregon Supreme Court has also used th e

word to•describe the horizontal movement of water through the soil . l ~ According

to Kinney'seepage water is generally understood to mea n

. . . the water which begins to appear in spots below irrigation
canals and fields cultivated by irrigation, usually some months ,
or even years, after irrigation has been introduced, and which tend s

to convert the lowlands into marshes and gives rise to springs, an d

which, in turn, may be employed in watering other fields . 18

It probably matters little just what definition of seepage waters is adopted .

The only problem distinct from the rules governing waste water and spring wate r

which does not form 'a watercourse involves rights to seepage water of the typ e

described by Kinney - that having an artificial source . However, the court ha s

held that if water passes onto a party ' s land only by seepage through the soil ,

he has no right to the continuation of that flow . 19 This rule, together with the

right of the landowner to recapture waste water before it leaves his land, should

dispose of any attempted-assertion of a right to an unaltered supply . of seepag e

water from another's diversion works .
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DIFFUSED SURFACE WATER AND DRAINAG E

I . - INTRODUCTIO N

This paper concerns Oregon law which is applied to the drainage o f

diffused surface waters and related problems . Diffused surface waters .may

. be defined as the waters from rains, springs and melting snows which lie o r

flow on the surface of the earth but do not form a part of a well-define d

body of water or a natural watercourse . Two theories in regard to diffused .

surface waters, essentially arising in an agricultural context, have bee n

developed by American courts ; the civil law theory and the common law (o r

"common enemy") theory . Various modifications or exceptions have develope d

as to each theory, even in a single jurisdiction . A third theory, referred

to as the reasonable use doctrine, is briefly discussed later in this paper .

Generally speaking, under the civil law theory lower lands owe a servic e

to receive the burden of diffused service waters which may flow from th e•

	

1

	

higher lands .

	

Rights of landowners under this theory are considere d

appurtenant to and a part of the land itself . The right of the, upper (dominant )

land to have the surface waters residing thereon flow in their natural condition .

onto the lower lands is considered a servitude or natural right which inhere s

in the estate entitled to its benefit, independent of any contractual o r

prescriptive right . This is not a reciprocal servitude as the owner of th e

upper land may, if he elects to do so, entirely divert the surface water o r

capture it for his own use .

The civil law rule is based on the principal of natural advantage an d

prescribes that the order of nature should be disrupted as little as prove s

to be possible . This rule does tend to inhibit the development of land. Its

application where the natural order of drainage is substantially altered o r

disturbed by man may become imprecise and uncertain . This is particularl y

true where the context shifts from an agricultural to an urban setting .



The other theory, referred to as the common law rule,'treats diffuse d

surface waters as a "common enemy" against which each landowner can protec t
2

himself .

	

No drainage servitude exists in favor of the upper landowner . The

lower landowner may at his option lawfully obstruct or hinder the flow o f

such waters and, in so doing, turn them back or off his . own land without

liability to his neighbors for such •obstruction or diversion . The upper

owner may, in turn, attempt to alter the natural drainage pattern and cas t

the waters upon his neighbor's lands . Although this theory may favor lan d

improvements, by so doing it places the law on the side of the "mighty" wh o

can afford to do as they choose with drainage problems . Various modification s

of the full rigor of this doctrine normally set in through evolving appellat e

decisions in a particular jurisdiction .

II . OREGON LAW ON DRAINAG E

A . Early Case Law
3

In Whitney v . Willamette Ry . Co .the plaintiff complained that his fil l

in a gulch in Portland had been washed out by the defendant's turning o f

surface water into the gulch during the construction of a street railwa y

line . In reviewing the trial court's instructions, the Oregon Supreme Cour t

stated that the defendant could artificially turn surface water from its roa d

into the gulch where it was accustomed to flow, without liability to adjoining _

landowners, where the amount of surface water was not increased . The Court

refused to choose between the civil law and common law theories because i n

either case, the defendant would have the right to carry the surface wate r

into the gulch into which it was accustomed to drain .

B . Adoption of the Civil Law Rule in Orego n
4

In Rehfuss v . Weeks

	

defendant's property was a natural basin or low

area that collected water . The plaintiff's land was in the natural drainag e

path between this basin and a creek . For many years a ditch on defendant's



land assisted the flow of natural drainage . Defendant slightly enlarged

this ditch and was sued by plaintiff for the damages allegedly resultin g

from the drainage onto plaintiff ' s land . In affirming for'the defendant, .

the Court adopted the civil law rule :

The requested instruction ignores the rule as to surface W'ater .

A portion of the water in question appears to come within suc h

designation . The defendant as a land owner, had the right to turn

or expel upon the land of an adjacent owner, . surface water tha t
would naturally flow there, and in such quantities as woul d
naturally drain in such direction, without liability for damages .

The owner of upper lands is not prohibited by the rule fro m

cultivating his lands or draining them by artificial ditches ,
though surface water is thereby precipitated more rapidly upon th e
lands of the adjacent owner below, provided he does not cause, wate r

to flow on such lands which ; but for the artificial ditches, woul d
have flowed in a different direction, and provided he acts with a
prudent regard for the interests of such adjacent owner . . .

t

The qualification in regard to facilitating natural drainage, that i t

must be done "with a prudent regard for the interests of such adjacen t

owner" is a hedge with which the Court has had to struggle in subsequen t

cases .

C . Application of the Civil Law Rule -

A lower owner interfering with natural drainage by backing up wate r

onto upper lands .

The Rehfuss case approved what can be described as a modified civil la w

rule . It established the right of the upper proprietor to facilitate natura l

drainage of diffused surface water by ditches or other artificial means, s o

- long as (1) "surplus" waters were not collected in a reservoir and discharge d

through a ditch onto neighboring lands, (2) the natural direction of th e

drainage was not diverted to other lands, (3) greater quantities of surfac e

water were not caused to flow than would naturally drain in that direction ,

and (4) a'"prudent regard " for neighbor's - interests was maintained .

The other side of ' this coin concerns the right of the lower proprieto r

to block or interfere with the drainage through such ditches dr other drainage



works as are sanctioned by the Rehfuss decision . This factual pattern arose
6

in Harbison v . City of Hillsboro .

Plaintiff farmer constructed a ditch in cooperation with his neighbor s

across his and his neighbor s ' lands to facilitate the carrying off of diffuse d

surface water along natural drainage lines to the Tualatin River . The city

of Hillsboro subsequently built a sanitary and storm sewer system and it s

outlet dumped or flowed this waste water onto a neighbor's land situate d

between plaintiff's land and the river . The city had purchased the right to

dump the waste water onto the neighbor's land through which the common ditc h

ran . However, the effect of this dumping was to back up the filthy wast e

water onto plaintiff's land through the ditch . The city contended tha t

plaintiff had only a license in the ditch across the neighbor's land and tha t

this license was revoked when the city purchased its dumping "right" from th e

neighbor .

In applying the civil law rule, the Court stated that plaintiff' s

drainage rights do not depend upon prescription or a purchased drainag e

easement . The city was held liable in damages for improperly interfering wit h

the plaintiff's drainage as artificially but properly augmented by the ditch .

Even under the common law rule as to drainage, the Court expressed doub t

that a city could dump sewage in a surface drainage area and escape liabilit y

for resulting damage to property owners in the area . Considering this pollution

aspect of the case on a private nuisance theory, (a straight tort analysis )

it may be questioned whether the Harbison case is actually the "other side o f

the coin" of the Rehfuss case as to interference with natural drainage line s

by the lower proprietor - that is, interference with the upper proprietor' s

property " rights" .

However, the Court did go on to use language, even if dictum, to reinforce
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the modified civil law rule on a property "rights" analysis .

The Court stated that the law of this state favors the drainage of land .

The interest of the people of this state demands that as fa r
as possible all of the swamps, marshes, swales and wet land that ca n
be successfully and conveniently drained and reclaimed should b e
permitted so to be treated, having due regard for the rights :o f
owners of adjacent land . Water seeks its level . The rule tha t
would best serve in this state, and tend to promote the interest of
the people without causing undue hardship, would be to allow th e
owner of land to turn upon the land of an adjacent owner surfac e
water in such quantities as would naturally drain in that directio n .
by means of artificial drainage even though the flow of such wate r
upon the lower tract is accelerated, due regard being observed fo r
the interest of the adjacent owner so as to cause no unreasonabl e
inconvenience . . . According to the verdict, the City of Hillsbor o
connected its sewer with a private drain, overtaxing its capacity ,
and allowed material to accumulate and obstruct the flow of wate r
causing it to flow back on private property of plaintiffs ; and the
city is liable for the damage . . .

D . Application of the Civil Law Rule - A lower owner interferin g

with natural drainage by backing up flood waters onto upper lands .
8

In Wellman v . Kelley

	

the Oregon Supreme Court applied this civil la w

rule to waters which had their source, not in diffused surface water, but i n

flood waters caused by seasonal overflow of a river .

In Wellman the Powder River flowed northerly through plaintiff's ranch .

Spring run off increased the river's flow and caused it to spill over th e

west bank onto plaintiff's land . This had created a natural slough or swal e

extending northwest on plaintiff's land and onto defendant's neighboring ranch .

The ancient slough eventually carried the water back to the river .
r

In 1951 defendant built a dike along the boundary line between the two

ranches . This dike blocked the natural drainage through the slough and increase d

the slough "pond" on plaintiff's ranch from 3 to 40 acres . Defendant also

installed a headgate and released the water at his leisure to•flow onto hi s

ranch . In effect, the defendant was blocking the flood waters, creating a

small reservoir on plaintiff's land to impound the spring overflow, and the n

releasing it at his option for future use on his lands .
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The Court affirmed an injunction in favor of plaintiff . The defendant

argued that he was justified in protecting his land by a dike as to floo d

waters . However, the Court distinguished ordinary flood waters from

extraordinary flood waters and in effect applied the civil law rule t o

ordinary flood waters . Ordinary flood waters were defined as those resultin g

from an annual or seasonal overflow which can be anticipated in view of the

flood history in the locale and which is not of an unprecedented magnitude .

As a normal spring run off, these flood waters accumulating in the slough

were considered "ordinary" . The Court reaffirmed the civil law rule whic h

inhibits the lower proprietor from obstructing diffused surface water an d

applied it to ordinary flood waters, especially when such waters were movin g

slowly in an ancient slough in line with a natural drainage channel back t o

the river .

As to extraordinary flood waters of an unusual magnitude and unpredictable ,

the Court in dictum indicated that such water could be treated as a "commo n

enemy", justifying each landowner's efforts to repel them and protect hi s

own land from damage .

If the Court had treated the slough as a watercourse, the same resul t

would undoubtedly have obtained under a rule protecting a riparian owne r

against downstream private obstructions to the watercourse which cause a

"back up" of water onto his lands . However, the slough apparently did not hav e

sufficiently defined banks nor carry enough water on a fairly sustained basi s

to meet the definition of a watercourse .

E . Application of the Civil Law Rule - Municipal Liabilit y

In several instances, municipalities in Oregon have been held liable t o
9

landowners for improper drainage works . In Ulmen v . Town of Mt . Angel,

	

the

city constructed an underground tile drain that collected surface water fro m

streets and drainage from house lots . This drain carried the water through a



connecting gulley near plaintiff's residence, which was on low ground . The

water in plaintiff's well was adversely affected by the drainage . The Court

did not clearly distinguish between plaintiff's rights as a property owne r

in regard to excess drainage of surface water and plaintiff ' s rights as a

-property owner not to be unreasonably interfered with in her enjoyment of he r

land by polluting substances carried nearby by the action of the city .

However, the Court apparently proceeded on a nuisance theory because i t

treated the water as sewage and enjoined the city from depositing it in th e

gulley adjacent to plaintiff's well .

In a case which clearly involved surface water drainage onto private land ,

the Court held a city liable in . damages for diverting surface water drainag e

from streets through a pipe which discharged onto plaintif f ' s land to it s
1 0

injury .

	

The pipe carried the water across the street - thus changing the

natural flow of drainage - and cast it upon plaintiff's land .
1 1

A more complicated and troublesome case is Levene v . City of Salem .

Plaintiff owned a'veterinary building adjacent to a highway in Salem . A

small stream ran through plaintiff's property and under the highway through tw o

24 inch tiles . The city built a drainage system in the area which involve d

a large ditch and tiles . Subsequently during the rainy season, the effect o f

the drainage system was to accelerate considerably the flow of water in th e

stream . The water backed up and severely flooded the plaintiff ' s buildin g

located. adjacent to the stream because the two tiles under the highway were no t

sufficient to carry off the increased stream flow .

Plaintiff was awarded damages but the injunction issue was moot on appeal .

.The tiles under the highway had been enlarged, apparently eliminating the floo d

. . danger .

In a rather rambling opinion, the Court stated that (1) the plaintiff a s

riparian owner has a right to insist that the natural flow of the stream not be
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increased by artificial means to his detriment, (2) the damage to plaintiff' s

building was caused by the city's drainage system casting an increased volum e

of surface water into the stream - a watercourse - crossing plaintiff's propert y

under circumstances of an inadequate outlet under the highway, (3) thi s

affirmative act of the city causing periodic flooding could be described a s

a trespass or a nuisance as to plaintiff, and the basis of'the city's liabilit y

need not rest on negligence, and (4) the city could not rely upon sovereig n

immunity .

The Court affirmed the modified civil law rule and stated that municipalitie s

are bound by it the same as natural persons . However, the city contended tha t

under the rule it may without liability drain surface water from land, by mean s

of ditches and tiles, into a stream or onto lands where it would naturall y

flow, even though such natural flowage is thereby accelerated . The Court

accepted this as an abstract statement of the law but qualified it by statin g

that the city must act with a reasonable consideration for the rights of th e

lower proprietor . "If its acts cause an unusual and unreasonable amount o f

water to be emptied upon the lower land, it is liable for damages to the owne r
1 2

thereof . "

Although the Court did not cite the Rehfuss case, it did cite other surfac e

water drainage cases and in effect gave content to the qualification in tha t

case stated in an agricultural context that in facilitating drainage b y

artificial works, the actor must give "prudent regard" to the interests of the -

adjacent landowner .

It could be argued that the Levene case went beyond a modified civil la w

rule and was approaching the "reasonable use" doctrine adopted in som e
1 3

jurisdictions

	

and by the Restatement of Torts, Section 833 . Most courts ,

applying the civil law or'common law rule, have regarded controversies over
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surface waters as involving problems of property law rather than tort law

and speak in terms of property rights of the possessor or landowner rathe r

than in terms of another's legal duties and liabilities under tort law . The

term "right" may be used indiscriminately to denote both the plaintiff' s

legal claims and the defendant's privileges to act and is confusing whe n

applied to conflicting interests of adjoining landowners, each of whom ha s

the same "property rights" . The semantics problem is compounded when the

"right" (whether a "claim" or a "privilege") is described as fixed an d

absolute without regard to circumstances . Modifying words such as "reasonable "

or "prudent regard" are then applied by courts to inject the necessary

flexibility into property " rights" .

The liability of a possessor or landowner for harming his neighbo r

through the medium of surface water is a tort liability, but the emphasis o n

property "rights" under the two traditional theories has obscured this Fact .

In the Levene case there was no statement that the city even owned or was i n

possession of land over which it constructed the drainage system . Therefore ,

a modified civil law rule which purports to specify the relationship betwee n

adjoining possessors of land as to surface waters on the basis of propert y

"rights" would not, strictly speaking, even apply . The Court could hav e

proceeded to analyze liability strictly in terms of tortious conduct . As i t

was, the Court discussed trespass, private nuisance and property "rights" bu t

rejected negligence as a basis for the city's liability . This doctrina l

confusion or "everything but the kitchen sink" approach is unfortunate bu t

fairly typical of surface water cases in other jurisdictions . In any event ,

the result of the Levene case appears correct on any theory . The effect o f

the city ' s drainage was to collect surface waters and cast them in unusua l

quantities in focused fashion upon plaintiff's land .



The Restatement of Torts, Section 833, treats non-trespassory invasion s

of a person's interest in the use and possession of land resulting fro m

another's interference with the flow of diffused surface waters as governe d

by the usual rules of tort liability . Where the invasion is not intentional ,

the liability of the person harmfully interfering with the flow of surfac e

waters depends upon whether it is negligent, reckless or ultrahazardous .

Where the invasion is intentional (the Court in Levene apparently thought th e

city acted intentionally in the sense it knew that flooding was substantiall y

certain to result from its drainage system), then liability depends upo n

whether the invasion is unreasonable . The invasion is unreasonable unless the

utility of the actor's conduct outweighs the gravity of the harm .

Although the Court in the Levene case emphasized tort concepts in it s

opinion, it cannot be said (1) that this case rejected the modified civil la w

as an articulation of the plaintiff's property "rights" nor (2) that i t

adopted the rule of reasonable use under tort law as defining liability fo r

interference with surface waters . In the last analysis the Court simply hel d

the city liable for damages on a private nuisance theory when it cast a n

increased volume of surface water into the stream crossing plaintiff's premises ,

without there being an adequate outlet, thereby causing periodic flooding t o

plaintiff's building .

F . Scope of the Civil Law Rule - Accelerating the flow of natura l

drainage by the upper proprietor's installation of artificial drainage works .

Following the Levene case, the Oregon Supreme Court quickly isolated tha t

case, returned to a strict application of the modified civil law rule an d

rejected any implication that Oregon was moving to a reasonable use rule unde r
1 4

tort principles . In Garbarino v . Van Cleave,

	

plaintiff owned 43 acre s

of lowland, the former bed of a reclaimed lake, north of Salem . Defendants ,

upland owners, installed an underground system of clay tiles to facilitate the



drainage of surface water during the rainy system . Although the system

did not change the quantity or location of the water discharged upo n

plaintiff's land, the flow was admittedly accelerated . Plaintiff sued t o

enjoin defendants from the further use of this method of draining the land ,

alleging that the system was causing plaintiff ' s land to be eroded an d

flooded . Decree for defendants was affirmed . The Court approved a modified

civil law rule under which the owner of upper land may accelerate the flo w

of surface water by such drainage system as may be required by good husbandry ,

without liability for damages to the owner of lower lands, if the water i s

not diverted from its natural channels .

The case is troublesome because even though factually the total quantit y

of drainage water may not be increased by upland drainage works, th e

acceleration of the natural flow certainly increases the potential for damag e

and erosion to the lower lands . On the facts the case is perhaps easy - th e

Court stated that the plaintiff failed to establish by a preponderance of th e

evidence that the erosion was caused by the accelerated flow and not fro m

severe summer storms . The rainfall in January, 1954, for example, was nearl y

10 inches and in one 24 hour period it rained over two inches . The reclaime d

lake was particularly vulnerable to erosion . Proof failed to put the blame

for the erosion during the winter months upon defendant's tile system .

On the law, the case is more difficult . The Court put aside the qualificati c

that the upper owner must act "with a prudent regard for the interests of suc h

adjacent owner" (Rehfuss case) and the qualification that he must act with a

"reasonable consideration for the rights of the lower proprietor " (Levene case) .

The upper owner's privilege to facilitate natural drainage is not measured b y

the extent of the damage to the lower proprietor . This qualifying language ,

said the Court, could be an admonition against damaging the lower owner by



,changing the place at which surface waters flow or by concentrating them

into one discharge point upon lower lands . In any event "[T]here may b e

circumstances under which the extraordinary acceleration of the-flow o f
1 5

surface water in its natural channels may be enjoined ."

	

(Emphasis supplied) .

The difficulties of applying qualifying or "hedging" language ar e

perhaps the natural result of a property "rights" approach . Such difficultie s

are directly dealt with under a torts analysis . Putting aside the proo f

problem as to causation in this case, on the facts the defendant's "inda'sion "

of the plaintiff's use and enjoyment of the reclaimed lake would see m

reasonable because the utility of the defendant's conduct outweighs th e

gravity of any harm . Restatement of Torts, Section 826 .

The Court distinguished the Levene case by pointing out that in that case

the defendant had diverted surface water into a watercourse flowing throug h

plaintiff's property . Such lame distinctions will continue to be necessar y

as long as drainage cases are decided by applying a rather stereotype d

definition of property "rights" to the respective adjoining proprietors . Thi s

criticism must be tempered by the observation that conceptual inflexibilit y

has not prevented the Court from flexibility in terms of the results reache d

in each case .

Another observation is that the Court has made no legal distinction s

between drainage problems in a rural setting and an urban environment . I n

an agricultural setting, favoring upper lands even to the extent of permittin g

accelerated drainage by artificial works has the impact of encouraging goo d

husbandry and better land use . It also has the effect of-coercing in sor e

degree cooperative efforts on the part of the owners of lower lands to -

participate in local drainage projects in the farming area . They can, of

course, take a "dog in the manger" attitude, but they cannot recover damage s

or enjoin the upper owner's drainage project if done within the limitations.



of the modified civil law rule .

In an urban environment the physical setting is more inflexible an d

a community of interest in the regulation of drainage in any particula r

fashion is not so apparent . Freedom of individual physical action is more

restricted . Inadequate drainage projects on the part of local government s

tend to result in stagnant pools on the one hand (Ulmen case) or accumulatin g

and casting an unreasonable discharge of surface water onto somebody's lan d

on the other hand (Levene case) . As to private landowners, the constructio n

of homes, buildings, streets and other improvements in the city so radicall y

alters the natural drainage pattern that application of the modified civi l

law rule becomes nearly impossible . The individual lot owner may be helples s

insofar as a physical solution within his sole power is concerned . Looked

at in this fashion, it is perhaps not surprising that the Court in th e

Levene case (an urban setting) took greater refuge in tort principles wherea s

the Court in the Garbarino case returned to the fundamentals of drainag e

law in the country as an aspect of the property "rights" of adjoinin g

acreage owners .

More explicit recognition of such factors by the courts might assist i n

clarifying the law of drainage . At the very least, it would serve to distinguis h

cases on a more realistic basis .

G . Cases Illustrating Proof Problem s
1 6

In Butler v . Maas

	

plaintiff's bottom land drained naturally acros s

defendant's adjoining farm to the Coquille River . Plaintiff claimed defendan t

had plowed in such a way to interfere with natural drainage . However, defendan t

showed he had constructed a ditch to improve drainage on both farms an d

plaintiff had failed to contribute any of the costs . On disputed facts, th e

Court held the proof insufficient to establish that defendant had blocked



natural drainage and cast surface waters back upon plaintiff's land .
1 7

Schweiger . v .. Solbeck

	

was tried as a negligence case- (tort theory) .

The defendant's logging operation had left considerable slash and debri s

in a steep ravine . Although no eye witnesses testified, heavy but norma l

rains apparently resulted in a build-up of water trapped in the ravin e

and a landslide carried mud and slash onto plaintiff's land, destroying a

cabin . Questions of negligence and proximate cause-were submitted to th e

jury . Property "rights" from drainage law were not applied .

III . DISTINCT FACT PATTERNS TO WHICH THE MODIFIED CIVIL LAW RUL E

AS TO DRAINAGE DOES NOT APPL Y

A . Pollutio n

Where diffused surface water is polluted by discharging extraneou s

substances into the drainage field, liability is analyzed on tort principle s

of nuisance and trespass . [In substance, this approach has been taken a s
1 8

already noted, in several cases involving pollution by municipalities . ]

Drainage rights under the modified civil law rule do not extend to addin g

foreign substances to the surface water, at least not if a tort results o r

pollution laws are violated .
1 9

In regard to private polluters, Adams v . CloverHill Farms

	

held tha t

the right of drainage of the upper owner does not extend to polluting th e

flow of the diffused surface water . In this case, the defendant, who operated

a dairy farm, used a swale for drainage from his feed lot and barn area . Thi s

swale extended partly onto plaintiff's adjoining land, creating a stinkin g

mess, at least insofar as plaintiff's use and enjoyment of his own propert y

was concerned . Although the Court was sympathetic with the owner of thi s
20

" up-to-date dairy farm in an ideal place in the country,"

	

it nonetheles s

recognized the condition as a nuisance and enjoined its continuance .



B. Artificially Developed Water s

The Oregon Supreme Court has refused to apply the rule of drainag e

law to waters artificially developed by a manmade project . In Street v .
2 1

Ringsmeyer

	

plaintiff claimed that the defendant had dammed or blocke d

surface water flow on his land, thereby causing an overflow on plaintiff' s

roadway . There was no exact proof of the source of the water - it coul d

have been seepage water from one or more of several irrigation canals i n

the area . The locale was the John Day country in August - hot and dry -

so the water was "artificially" developed . The Court said the defendan t

had a right to repel such "artificial" water from his land without liability .

There was no proof that defendant was responsible for bringing the wate r

onto his land in the first place .

C. Diversion from a Watercours e

The modified civil law rule permitting certain drainage improvement s

applies to diffused surface waters but not to a diversion from a watercours e

which returns the water to the stream through a drain field . In Stephens
22

v . City of Eugene, the city constructed a power plant on the McKenzie River .

In its operation, the city diverted water from the river and then discharge d

it into a slough which flowed through plaintiff's land before returning th e

water to the river . This substantial increase in the volume and flow o f

water across plaintiff's natural drainage channel was called a continua l

trespass, entitling plaintiff to damages and also an injunction, unless th e

city condemned a flowage easement . In effect, the city was using plaintiff' s

land as a channel to return diverted river water to the river . These facts

gave rise to no drainage right in the city .

D. Obstruction of a Watercours e

Obstructions or changes to watercourses by man's activities should be



distinguished for legal purposes from similar obstructions or change s

to surface water movement . Sometimes the cases become intermingled when

legal authority is cited for a proposition of law . This should be

avoided because the rules are not always the same for both categories .

This note concerns only diffused surface water, but one watercourse cas e

is discussed for illustrative purposes .
2 3

In Price v . Oregon Railroad Co .,

	

the railroad had passed Hale Creek ,

a small stream, under its tracks through a three foot (diameter) iron pipe .

During a summer storm, the pipe could not carry the increased flow of th e

creek and it backed up onto plaintiff's farmhouse area to his injury .

This was treated as a tort case, liability resting on negligence . The

Court stated that the defendant was required to use reasonable care an d

skill in the construction of the creek overpass to avoid injury to th e

plaintiff by reason of freshets or seasonal (ordinary) floods . However, the

Court appeared to say the defendant railroad had no duty to prevent injur y

from extraordinary floods . It was for the jury to decide what kind of a

flood this was . This case may perhaps be questioned as current law on th e

standard of care required of a railroad in constructing a track bed over a

watercourse, but it is noted here because the Court correctly rejected an y

reference to the diffused surface water cases as the relevant body of lega l

precedent .
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GROUND WATERS

I .

	

CLASSIFICATION OF GROUND WATER S

The legal classification of underground waters had its origiYo i n
1

court decisions in the last century .

	

The system of classificatio n

developed as an aid to decision making in the judicial resolution o f

disputes . However, the physical facts governing subsurface waters were

largely unknown and thought by judges to be unknowable, so it is nas t

surprising that the classification system had little relationship to the
2

realities of ground water movement .

	

Terminology and doctrine tended t o

be borrowed from the law of surface watercourses . Courts and legislatures

often elaborated on earlier inaccurate classifications in applying ne w

scientific knowledge . In 1912, Kinney in his treatise, employed th e

following detailed classification system in his treatment of ground water

rights .

1 . Subterranean water courses or streams
a . with known and defined channel s

(1) independen t
(2) dependent (upon surface streams for flow )

b . with unknown and undefined channel s

2. Artesian waters

3. Percolating water s
a. diffused percolation s
b. percolations tributary to water courses or

	

. r
other surface bodies of wate r

c. percolations tributary to underground reservoir s
d. seepage waters 3

In 1942, Hutchins classified waters in a system which employed tle _

• two basic legal divisions of underground waters : (1) waters flowing i n
4

defined subterranean channels ; and (2) diffused percolating waters .

	

But

in a discussion of the ground water law of the western states, he employe d

each of the following more detailed divisions at least once (the categorie s

are not mutually exclusive) :

S.

	

r



1 . Waters in definite underground channel s
2 . Underflow of stream s
3 . Percolating waters

a. tributary to surface watercours e
b. not tributary to surface watercours e
c. artificially develope d

4 . artesian waters
5 . bodies of ground water with reasonably ascertainabl e

boundaries
6 . waste, spring, or seepage'waters . 5

6
The common law of ground waters is of relatively recent origin .

	

I t

nevertheless preceded the development of the science of hydrology, and ha s

yet to be accommodated adequately to the evolving knowledge of undergroun d

waters . The division into underground streams and percolating water s

remains the major distinction in the law .

II .

	

MAJOR DOCTRINES IN THE LAW OF GROUND WATE R

The development of the law of ground water diverged into three majo r

branches : the so-called common law rule, the American doctrine o f

reasonable use, and the correlative rights doctrine . All three doctrines

exclude from their operation underground waters in streams with definit e

and known channels . Such streams are subject to the same rules whic h
7

govern surface streams in the jurisdiction .

	

The three doctrines usuall y

apply to all other ground waters . Ground waters are presumed to b e

percolating ; to rebut this presumption, it is necessary to prove th e
8

existence of an underground stream .

	

Given the difficulty of such proof ,

the presumption usually carried the day .

The English, or common-law rule, which originated in Acton v .
9

Blundell,

	

is'that percolating waters belong to the owner of the overlyin g

land in the • same way that the soil belongs to him, and he may use suc h

waters as he pleases, even waste them, regardless of the effect on hi s
1 0

neighbor's water supply .

The reasonable-use doctrine, which developed in America, also permits



use of percolating waters by a land owner to the injury of nearby water
1 1

supplies, but is limited by the requirement that such use be reasonable .

The correlative rights doctrine, which developed chiefly i n

California, limits the use of percolating water on overlying land to uses

which do not interfere unreasonably with the uses of other landowners .

Where the supply is not sufficient to satisfy the needs of all the
1 2

overlying owners, each is limited to a proportionate share .

III .

	

THE LAW OF GROUND WATER IN OREGON - Early Case La w

In an early case, and the only one in Oregon directly in point ,

the Oregon Supreme Court held that a landowner could collect and diver t

water from an underground basin on his land without liability for a

resulting decrease in flow of a spring on adjoining lands, because th e

owner of the land where the spring was located could not show that th e
1 3

water flowed to his spring in a well defined subterranean channel .

The applicable rules of law were said to be :

Every proprietor of land through which flows a stream o f
water, has a right to the use of the water flowing in its
natural channel without diminution or obstruction . (Wash .
on Ease . 215 .) The same rule applies to water which
flows in a well defined and constant stream in a
subterranean channel . (Angel on W .C ., sec . 112 ; Wash . on

Ease . 364) ; but it does not apply to water percolatin g

through the soil or even flowing through an unknown an d
undefined channel . (Wash . on Ease . 210 ; Id . 364 .) These
rules, together with the maxim that every person may us e

his own property as he pleases, provided such use is no t
an injury to another, are, we think, all the principle s
of law necessary to a decision of the case . 1 4

The dependence of the flow of the spring upon the source bein g

diverted was not questioned . The only issue of "fact" which the cour t

found it necessary to decide was whether the water percolated from on e

point to another, or flowed in a definite subterranean channel . No

.r

Y

	

. .$

33



channel being shown, the court presumed that the waters percolated an d

refused to interfere with "defendants' use and enjoyment of their ow n
1 5

property . "

	

This single case provides the basis for the statemen t

that Oregon has adopted the so-called common law rule of absolut e

1 6
ownership of percolating ground waters .

In 1923 the Oregon Supreme Court stated the general rule to b e

that subterranean percolating waters ar e

. . . a constituent part of the land, and belong to th e
owner of the land, with the right in such owner to mak e
any reasonable use thereof, including a use which, eithe r

by reason of its character or the manner of its exercise ,

cuts off or diverts the flow of percolating waters fro m
his neighbor's spring and renders the same dry an d

useless . 17 (Emphasis supplied )

The subterranean water in that case was, however, found to constitute

an underground stream, and thus subject to the rules governing surfac e

streams .

In 1942 the Oregon Supreme Court quoted from Farnham's treatis e

the rule which it considered to be applicable to percolating water :

The rule that one may make such reasonable use of his own
property as he chooses, regardless of the effect on th e

percolating water, operates with full force although th e
effect is to destroy a spring on a neighbor ' s land, unles s
the spring is supplied by water flowing in a known channel . 1 8
(Emphasis supplied )

The court refused to enjoin a diversion of creek water which plaintif f

claimed interfered with the flow of water from his springs . However ,

plaintiff was unable to demonstrate the existence of an underground

stream as the source of the springs . He was also unable to show to the

court's satisfaction that the creek water being diverted was a primary
1 9

source of the springs .

There is no discussion in the above two cases to indicate the



20
limitations which the court thought the word "reasonable" imposed .

It is apparent in both instances that the court's emphasis was o n

ownership and the rights of property, rather than on limitations . That

the court considered the common-law doctrine to be the rule in Orego n
2 1

is also apparent in Henriciv . Paulson

	

where the court quoted with
22

approval a statement from Boyce v . Cupper :

The rule is general that the water percolating the soi l
beneath the surface, the course of which is unknow n
and unascertainable, belongs to the realty on which i t
is found .

Although Taylor v . Welch appears to have adopted the English o r

common law rule for determining rights to percolating waters, it has bee n
23

suggested that the subsequent Oregon cases can be said to have modifie d

this by a "reasonable use" limitation, thereby giving the overlying owne r

only a usufructuary right to use ground water . No Oregon decision sinc e

Taylor v . Welch relies directly upon the English rule to support it s

holding . On the other hand, no Oregon decision has defined "reasonabl e

use" . These cases involved adjudicating rights to waters percolatin g

from springs and were not, strictly speaking, ground water cases in an y

event . A separate statute recognizes a right in a landowner to the wate r

of a spring, without having to appropriate it under the permit system, i f

the water does not leave the owner's land and become a part of a watercourse .

Perhaps the only relevance of Taylor v . Welch today is that it afford s

a basis, however unfounded, for a constitutional challenge to the Orego n

Ground Water Act of 1955 . This Act broadly defines ground water as any

water, except capillary moisture, beneath the surface of land or beneat h
2 5

surface water, specifically including percolating water .

	

The policy

declaration in the statute states that "the right to reasonable contro l

of all water within the state from all sources of supply belongs to the

24



26

public . . ."

		

Although the statute is worded in terms of public contro l
27

rather than public ownership, the policy stated by the legislature clearl y

rejects the concept that percolating waters are "private property" an d

subjects such waters to the permit system and to the regulatory control s

contained in the Act .

Several court challenges have arisen in the context of the Stat e

Engineer's determination of a critical ground water area and the stringen t

state controls over ground waters, including percolating waters, whic h
28

are permissible under that determination .

	

Unfortunately, none of

these challenges at the trial court level has been resolved in an appellate

decision . The State Engineer would be in a more secure position in the

administration of the Ground Water Act if a constitutional challeng e

could be heard and resolved by the Oregon Court of Appeals . In other

jurisdictions, several statutes do provide for the appropriation an d

control of percolating waters and such statutes have been upheld as
29

constitutional .

Thus after nearly 100 years Taylor v . Welch, whatever its true

meaning, remains as a troublesome relic which perpetuated the unscientifi c

distinction between subterranean streams and percolating waters and i n

dictum applied to the latter the rule of property law that the owner "owns "
30

everything which lies beneath the surface of the land .

	

In an analogou s

situation, the Oregon Supreme Court upheld the legislative abolition o f
3 1

inchoate riparian rights to surface waters .

	

However, riparian right s

were considered a usufruct by case law and the legislature recognized a

vested riparian right under the 1909 Water Code as one which had bee n

actually applied to beneficial use and not abandoned for a period of tw o
32

years .

	

There is no line of cases as to percolating waters in Oregon

which consider the right a mere usufruct rather than as part of the realty .



Further, the protection of vested rights is more circumscribed in th e

Ground Water Act of 1955 - it is measured by the maximum, actual an d

lawful beneficial use at any time within two years prior to August 3 ,
33

1955 .

	

Thus the analogy to the abolition of inchoate riparian right s

is not entirely a faithful one . Although the Ground Water Act expresse s

the public interest in the regulation of a basic natural resource an d

is more in accord with hydrology, it does pose the question whether th e

legislature can convert the alleged ownership of all water within th e

soil (except underground streams) into an appropriative right measure d

solely by actual use within the two years prior to the effective dat e

of the Act .

IV . THE GROUND WATER CODE OF 192 7

In 1927 Oregon enacted its first statute providing for th e
34

appropriation of ground waters .

	

It applied only to counties lying eas t

of the Cascade Mountains (the arid portion of the state) and made a

permit from the State Engineer the sole method of acquiring a right t o

use ground water . Prior economical and beneficial use of groundwater wa s

treated as a vested right and protected by statute . In 1933, the statute

was amended to apply only to waters "found in underground streams, channels ,

artesian basins, reservoirs or lakes, the boundaries of which ma y
35

	

36
reasonably be ascertained . "

	

It has been suggested

	

that this amendmen t
37

was in response to a New Mexico case which raised (without deciding )

the question of whether an appropriation statute could constitutionall y

apply to other ground waters, e .g ., percolating waters . The 1927 Act, a s

amended in 1933, was never construed by the Oregon Supreme Court .

In 1953 the Oregon Legislature authorized the Governor to appoin t
38

an interim committee to study the water resources of the state .

	

The



39
report of this committee noted than an estimated 100,000 wells wer e

in use in Oregon for domestic and stock watering purposes and that new

wells were being drilled at the rate of 5,000 annually . Irrigatio n

was the principal user of ground water, 50,000 acres being irrigate d

wholly by ground water in 1950 . In addition, ground water furnishe d

the public supply for about 250,000 people . With ample justification ,

the committee concluded that the 1927 ground water code was not adequat e

to provide for the orderly development and control of the state's groun d
40

water resource in the future .

The next legislative assembly accepted the committee's recommendation s

and enacted a comprehensive Ground Water Act in 1955 .

V .

	

ANALYSIS OF THE GROUND WATER ACT OF 195 5

A. Introduction
41

The objectives of the Act may be summarized as follows :

(1) Water rights . Rights to appropriate ground wate r
within the state are to be based on beneficial use an d
determined of public record through a system of registration ,
permits and adjudications .

(2) Conservation . Reasonably stable ground water level s
are to be maintained and wells are to be regulated . Waste ,
pollution, declining ground water levels, and interferenc e
with existing rights are to be prevented or controlled throug h
voluntary joint action or by the State Engineer .

(3) Information . The location, capacity and quality of
ground water resources are to be determined by the State Engineer .

No person or public agency can use any ground water or construc t
42

a well except in compliance with the Act which applies statewide .

	

A

permit system is established for any person or public agency intending t o
43

acquire a new right or to enlarge upon an existing right .

	

An application ,
44

which must contain detailed information,

	

when approved by the State

Engineer, constitutes a permit to appropriate which has priority from the



45
date the application was filed .

The State Engineer is charged with the responsibility o f

investigating the location, extent and other characteristics of groun d
46

water reservoirs in the state .

	

Ground water rights can be adjudicated . .
47

following a statutory procedure analogous to surface water adjudications .

In addition to regulatory powers incident to the permit system, the Stat e

Engineer can invoke extensive conservation measures once a critical
48

ground water area is determined .

	

Authority is vested in the Stat e
49

Engineer to license water well contractors and machine operators

	

and -

50
to establish standards for the construction and operation of wells .

Although the comprehensive Ground Water Act was enacted 46 year s

after the Surface Water Code of 1909 in Oregon, it does follow the genera l

pattern of the earlier law . The differences between the laws are important,

however, and relate primarily to the greater powers of the State Enginee r

to regulate the use of ground waters in the interest of conservation . The

basic scheme remains the same - that private rights may be established a s

a matter of record in the exploitation of a public natural resourc e

through compliance with an administrative allocation procedure . The

differences lie not so much in the allocation of the resources, which stil l

depends largely upon decentralized initiative, both public and private, bu t

in the higher level of public interest expressed in the Ground Water Ac t

(as contrasted to the Surface Water Code) in the state's control of the us e

of ground waters to meet the general objective of conservation .

B . Public Records as to Ground Water Rights - Registratio n

To meet the objectives of gaining information about ground water us e

and reducing ground water rights to public record, the Act provides for a

system of registration, permits and adjudication . Permits issued under th e
51

1927 Ground Water Act are recognized as-permtts under the new Act .

	

In



addition, lawful application of ground water is recognized as an appropriativ e

right to the extent of the maximum beneficial use thereof at any tim e

within two years prior to August 3, 1955, when registered with the Stat e

Engineer . In addition, the Act protects well projects under constructio n
52

on the effective date of the Act, when completed and registered .

The registration statements were required to contain detailed
5 3

information and to be submitted to the State Engineer by August 3, 1958 -
54

later extended through a petition procedure to May 29, 1962 .

	

The State

Engineer issued a certificate to each registrant . The effect of registratio n

of ground water rights thus recognized as vested on August 3, 1955 i s
55

variously described in the Act as :

(1) the registrant is prima facie entitled to a right to appropriat e

the ground water and apply it to beneficial use to the extent disclosed i n

the registration statement and certificate .

(2) no certificate is a final determination of any matter state d

therein .

(3) the right of the registrant is subject to later determinatio n

under the adjudication procedure and is not final or conclusive until s o

determined .

(4) a right under a certificate has a tentative priority from the dat e

when the construction of the well was begun .

Failure to file a registration statement by the deadline "creates a
56

presumption that any such claim has been abandoned ."

	

Presumably thi s

presumption could be overcome in an adjudication proceeding, althoug h

statutory standards are lacking as to the nature of the presumption .

The Ground Water Act differs from the earlier Surface Water Code i n

that (1) vested rights to ground water are more circumscribed and (2) suc h

vested rights to ground water must be registered to avoid a presumption of



abandonment . Surface water rights, although based on beneficial use ,

were not limited to those so used within a specified period prior t o
57

February 24, 1909, the effect date of the Surface Water Code .

	

The

only limitation was that "such use has not been abandoned for a continuou s
58

period of two years . "

Although both the Surface Water Code and the Ground Water Ac t

contemplate that vested rights as defined in the respective statutes wil l

be finally determined of record in adjudication proceedings, the Surfac e

Water Code has never included a provision for registration of-early right s

pending an adjudication . In this regard the Ground Water Act is a major

improvement ' because it provided a mechanism both to reduce pre-Act allege d

vested rights to a public record and to preserve the evidence as to suc h

claims . No such public record exists as to claims to early vested right s

on surface streams in Oregon which are not adjudicated .

On the other hand, the registration of ground water claims may serv e

to lessen the pressure for final determination of such claims in adjudicatio n

proceedings . Such proceedings are expensive and must compete for fundin g

before the legislature . After nearly 20 years of experience under the Groun d

Water Act, no adjudication of a ground water reservoir has occurred in Oregon .

History may prove that the largely self-serving registration statement s

become the measure of the claims to ground water asserted therein, fo r

practical purposes, despite the legal definition of such statements as "prim a

facie" only and "not conclusive" until adjudication .

Some registration statements were submitted to the State Engineer fo r

wells constructed east of the Cascades, where the•1927 Act applied, betwee n

May 28, 1927 and August 3, 1955, but no permit had been applied for unde r

the 1927 Act . The Oregon Attorney General stated that registration under th e

1955 Act was limited to "lawful" application of ground water to beneficial



use and such use was "unlawful" on the face of the registration statemen t
59

because not in compliance with the 1927 Act .

	

Therefore, the State

Engineer could not issue a certificate of registration . No mention wa s

made by the Attorney General of the problem raised by the 1933 Amendment -

that appropriation under the earlier Act was limited to waters " .

found in underground streams, channels, artesian basins, reservoir o r
60

lakes, the boundaries of which may reasonably be ascertained . "

	

Although

a current permit could be applied for as to uses represented by rejecte d

registration statements, it is probable that some such wells continue i n

use in eastern Oregon without registration, permit or adjudication . Th e

biennial reports of the State Engineer do not reveal that any specia l

effort has been made to determine what wells in eastern Oregon were subjec t

to but not in compliance with the 1927 Act .

C . The Permit System

Any person or public agency intending to acquire a new right t o

appropriate ground water or to enlarge upon any existing right, except fo r

61

exempt uses, must apply to the State Engineer for a permit .

	

Detailed

information must be submitted by the applicant about the proposed wel l

project . An approved application constitutes a permit to appropriate the
62

ground water .

	

The anti-speculation objective of the due diligence doctrin e

is incorporated in the Act, requiring the permit holder to commenc e

construction within one year and to complete the project with reasonabl e

diligence, not to exceed two years from the date of the permit unless a n
63

extension of time is granted by the State Engineer .

Two separate provisions require that for all wells completed or altere d

after August 3, 1955, substantial information be submitted to the Stat e

Engineer . The first provision requires that proof that an appropriation



has been perfected by a permit holder be submitted as a condition t o
64

issuance of a water right certificate by the State Engineer .

	

Thi s

proof relates to the depth of the water table, the type, diameter, an d

capacity of the well and is contained in the permit holder's certificat e

of completion of the project . The second and more general provision

requires that any water well contractors, person or public agency

constructing or altering a well, submit a log within 30 days of completio n
65

of the project to the State Engineer .

	

The log "shall show" the locatio n

of the well, the kind of casing used, the flow, the static water level ,

the drawdown and the temperature of the ground water, as well as geologi c
66

information .

These log reports are very important in the accumulation of dat a

about the nature of Oregon's ground water resources . The number of lo g

reports, indicative of the number of wells completed, has increase d

gradually each year from about 2,000 a year in 1956 to over 6,000 a yea r

since 1972 . In total, over 70,000 well logs have been reported to th e

State Engineer since the 1955 Act went into effect . Increasing reliance

is being placed upon ground water supplies, despite the abundance of surfac e

water in portions of the state, and it has been estimated that nearly "25 %
67

of all water consumed in the state" is ground water .

In passing upon applications for a permit to appropriate ground water ,

the State Engineer is given broad discretion to approve an application fo r

less water than applied for or to approve an application "upon terms,condition s

and limitations necessary for the protection of the public welfare, safety
68

and health ."

	

More specifically, the State Engineer may impose condition s

or limitations or reject an application or initiate a critical groun d

water area proceeding whenever :



(1) the application discloses the probability of waste or undu e

interference with existing wells, o r

(2) the proposed use or well will impair or substantially interfer e
69

with surface water rights .

The statute thus recognizes the inter-relationship between surfac e

and ground water and authorizes a hearing when the State Engineer believe s

that a proposed well "will conflict with existing rights to appropriat e
70

surface or ground water ."

	

In fact, the statute flatly prohibits permit s

which would deprive those having "prior rights" of the amount of water
7 1

to which they are entitled,

		

and authorizes a protest by the holders o f
72

such prior rights against the issuance of such a permit .

	

(Presumably ,

the protest would be followed by a hearing . )

In acting upon applications for permits, there is a significan t

difference in the law between surface and ground water applications . As to

surface water applications, if it is the judgment of the State Engineer ,
7 3

following a hearing,

	

that the proposed use would prejudicially affec t

the public interest, he shall refer the application to the State Wate r
74

Resources Board .

	

The "public interest" is defined with some specificit y

in ORS 537 .170(3), the most important ingredient being the Board's policy a s

formulated under ORS 536 .300 to 536 .350 . However, as to ground wate r

applications, the 1955 Ground Water Act does not provide for the "publi c

interest" standard nor for the referral of applications to the State Wate r

Resources Board . Although an application for ground water may be approve d

on terms and conditions " for the protection of the public welfare, safet y
7 5

and health,"

	

this vague standard is not defined and specific standard s

relate primarily to protecting existing water rights . In lieu of a broade r

"public interest" standard in allocating water resources, the general approac h

of the Ground Water Act of 1955 is to substitute the authority of the State



Engineer to determine critical ground areas and invoke his power s

thereunder in the interest of conservation as to the use of such groun d

waters . Given the desirability of dealing with critical ground wate r

areas separately, there still appears little justification for no t

applying the "public interest" standard to both ground and surface wate r

permit applications .

In a broader sense, this problem involves the relationship betwee n

the State Water Resources Board and the State Engineer as to control ove r

ground waters .

D . State Water Resources Board and the State Engineer -

Control Over Ground Waters .

The 1955 Legislative Assembly which enacted the Ground Water Ac t
76

also created a State Water Resources Board .

	

The legislature declared tha t

it was in the interest of the public welfare that a coordinated, integrate d

state water resources policy be formulated and carried out--under a singl e

state agency . The legislation was a break from the special purpose legislatio n

of the past which relied for its implementation upon a variety of stat e

agencies with fragmented jurisdictions over water resources .

In planning the future use of the unappropriated waters-of the state ,

the State Water Resources Board has the responsibility of conducting inventory

studies of water resources and issuing program statements based upon suc h

studies which classify water resources, including "underground reservoirs"', ,
77 . '

as to their highest and best use and which specify preferences for future uses .

These program statements (which an attorney would identify as "rule making" )
78

are binding on other state agencies .

Pursuant to this legislative charge, the Board issued progra m

statements as to the Deschutes and Upper Willamette River Basins which had the



effect of limiting future ground water uses to domestic and livestoc k
79

purposes in these basins unless the Board granted a variance .

	

Th e

Oregon Attorney General was asked whether the legislature intended to

place this control over ground water in the Board in view of the-Groun d
80

Water Act of 1955 .

Despite the fact that the legislature had expressed the genera l

policy that the state water resources program be coordinated under a

single state agency (i .e ., the Board) and that water resources subjec t

to the Board's jurisdiction were defined to include ground waters, th e

Attorney General concluded that the same legislature specifically permitted

the control over ground waters to remain in the State Engineer under th e

extensive powers granted him in the Ground Water Act . Although the

Board's program statements were considered defective on other ground s

in this particular case, the clear implication of the opinion is that th e

State Engineer need not comply with or follow such statements of the Boar d

insofar as they attempt to classify, restrict future uses, or withdraw

from appropriations the unappropriated ground waters of the state . Thi s

conclusion means that the planning and conservation function as to groun d

waters resides in the State Engineer as a special exception to state polic y

expressed in the act creating the State Water Resources Board . In the

author's opinion this is a doubtful and perhaps unfortunate conclusion -

doubtful as a matter of legislative intention and unfortunate over the lon g

haul as a continuation of the single special purpose legislative approac h

which fragments agency jurisdiction over water resources . The Attorney

General's opinion is long on the technical rules of construction and shor t

on an analysis of the Acts involved and an attempt to reconcile them . On

, the other hand, it is recognized that the 1955 Legislative Assembly did fai l

to give adequate attention to the relationship of the new Ground Water Act



(and the special powers of the State Engineer) with the genera l

responsibilities and powers of the new Board over all unappropriate d

water resources in the state . This issue is perhaps worthy of furthe r

empirical and legal research .

E . Uses Exempt from Public Recordin g

No registration or permit is required for the use of ground wate r

for

(1) stockwatering purpose s

(2) watering any lawn or noncommercial garden not exceeding : .
one-half acre in are a

(3) single or group domestic purposes in an amount no t
exceeding 15,000 gallons a day, an d

(4) any single industrial or commercial purpose in an amoun t
not exceeding 5,000 gallons a day . 81

However, such exempt uses are nonetheless recognized as appropriative
82

rights to the extent "beneficial" .

	

Despite the exemption of these uses

from the registration and permit system, they are not exempt from the othe r

provisions of the Ground Water Act . By its terms the provision fo r

adjudication of ground water rights does not exempt these uses and in fac t

requires the State Engineer in his order to determine "the nature of th e

83
use of the ground water allowed for each well ."

	

(Emphasis supplied) Th e

only hint that exempt uses may not be subject to adjudication is containe d

in the requirement of personal notice which is limited to those known t o
84

be claimants to ground water from the State Engineer's records .

	

However ,

the personal notice requirement would not appear to circumscribe the genera l

obligation of the State Engineer "to make a final determination of th e

rights to appropriate the ground water of any ground water reservoir in th e
85

state ."

	

(Emphasis supplied) Uses exempt from registration or permits are
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clearly recognized as "rights" . A separate issue may be raised whethe r

constructive notice to exempt users satisfies due process requirements .

In the second place, exempt uses are not excepted from the specifi c

regulatory powers of the State Engineer once a critical ground water are a
86

is determined .

	

In the third place, exempt uses are not excepted by
87

	

88
the terms of other provisions pertaining (1) to the reports and log s

of well contractors about wells they construct, and to (2) the genera l

supervisory and regulatory powers of the State Engineer over groun d
89

water rights .

	

In the fourth place, the regulatory provisions of the

Ground Water Act specifically include exempt uses in three instances :

(1) the State Engineer may require exempt users to "furnish information "
90

with regard to their use,

	

(2) the State Engineer may discontinue o r

impose conditions on defective wells, including exempt wells, which ar e
9 1

wasteful or polluting or interfering with other wells,

	

and (3) the

State Engineer may enter upon lands to inspect wells, including exemp t
9 2

wells .

This last provision about entering lands to inspect all wells i s

troublesome because it specifically includes exempt wells, whereas th e

other regulatory powers which are granted to the State Engineer in the sam e
9 3

statute

	

(requiring that flowing wells be capped, prescribing standard s

for well construction, etc .) do not specifically include exempt wells .

This raises the obvious question whether the legislative intent is t o

exclude by inference the exempt wells from the regulatory measures (excep t

inspection) contained in this statute . This seems a doubtful interpretatio n

because inspection would serve little purpose if it could not be followe d

by corrective measures and the enforcement of well standards .

It may be seriously questioned whether it was and is sound stat e

policy to exempt these ground water uses from the registration and permit



system. Such uses involve many wells and a considerable quantity o f

water . Farm wells for stockwatering and domestic use are virtually al l

exempt . As to domestic supply wells, 15,000 gallons a day seems a n

inordinately large quantity of water to be exempt . Exempting these well s

from the registration process means that the objective of gaining ful l

information about ground water sources and uses is frustrated as t o

pre-1955 uses . Exempting these wells from the permit system as t o

post-1955 uses has the same objection and in addition removes these well s

from the initial control point under the administrative allocation .

procedure . In view of the fact that exempt uses are still subject to a

variety of regulatory measures (either specifically or by implication )

as discussed above, it is difficult to understand a rationale for no t

subjecting them to the registration and permit procedures .

F . Adjudication of Ground Water Right s

The Ground Water Act of 1955 establishes an adjudication procedur e
94

analagous to surface water adjudications .

	

In view of the detailed
95

treatment of the latter in a separate publication

	

issued as a part of

this study, ground water adjudications need be mentioned only briefly ,

especially since no such adjudications have occurred in Oregon . The

objective of an adjudication is to make a comprehensive determination o f

all the ground water rights in a "reservoir", which determination i s

concluded in a court decree .

The only recognition of the physical relationship of ground and surface

water is the requirement that notice be served in the ground water

adjudication upon any person known to be a claimant to surface water withi n
96

the area in which the ground water reservoir is located .

	

Although th e

statute is silent as to the purpose of such notice, presumably it is to



allow a surface water claimant to "contest" claims to ground wate r

which affects or interferes with the surface supply . Only ground

water rights may be "determined" in the decree, however .

There is one important distinction between ground and surfac e

water adjudications . As to ground water adjudications, the statut e

permits "rules" to be promulgated in the "order of determination" whic h

provide for "controlling the use of ground water" and "serviceabl e

methods of withdrawal" and "construction, operation, and protection o f
9 7

wells" in the ground water reservoir under adjudication .

	

Presumabl y

then, an adjudication decree could contain specific rules for th e

management of the particular ground water reservoir . No such statutory

authorization exists for " rule making" in a surface water adjudicatio n

decree .

G . Critical Ground Water Are a

The State Engineer is given discretion to initiate a critica l

ground water area proceeding whenever he has reason to believe tha t

ground water levels are declining excessively or the wells interfer e

substantially with one another or the supply is being overdrawn or i s
9 8

polluted .

	

Additional reasons to initiate a proceeding are stated in th e

statute outlining the State Engineer's possible responses to an applicatio n

for a permit to appropriate ground water . These reasons include th e

probability of "wasteful use" or substantial interference with surfac e
99

water rights .

	

Following notice and hearing, if the State Engineer find s

any of the circumstances to be true and the public welfare, health an d

safety require that corrective controls be adopted, then he may declar e

a critical ground water area . The corrective control measures which the
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State Engineer may invoke are extensive . They include closing the area

to future appropriations, setting withdrawal limits on wells, specifyin g

preferences for domestic and other uses or a rotation system, all withou t
100

reference to well priority dates, and closing pollution causing wells .

Five critical ground water areas have been identified in Oregon
10 1

since 1955 .

	

In Cow Valley in northern Malheur County annual pumpag e

has been limited to stabilize declining water levels . Near the Dalles ,

the State Engineer's order of a critical ground water area was staye d

by the Circuit Court for six years (1960-1966) . Water from a Bureau of

Reclamation project has subsequently alleviated the ground water situatio n

in that area . In the Ordnance-Buttercreek area near the McMary Dam o n

the Columbia River, water levels are declining rapidly during th e

irrigation season and steps are currectly underway to invoke control s

by the State Engineer . A similar situation exists in the Bull Mountai n

area in the Tualatin Basin of Washington County where municipal an d

irrigation wells have caused a decline of 40 feet or more in the wate r

level . The necessity for and the value of the critical ground wate r

proceeding already has been amply demonstrated in Oregon .

H . Regulatory Control s

The State Engineer examines and licenses both water well contractor s

and drilling machine operators . Considerable reliance must be placed

upon contractors for proper well construction and submitting accurate wel l

logs . Standards for the construction and maintenance of wells have bee n
102

issued by the State Engineer .

	

Although 185 wells were inspected durin g

the 1970-72 period, policing and enforcement of these standards in th e

field is a significant problem because of the heavy burden put on the small
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staff of hydrogeologists and other professionals in the Groundwate r
103

Division of the State Engineer's office . In fact, with a reasonabl y

effective ground water law now in existence in Oregon, this specifi c

problem is only part of the over-all problem of adequate . funding to

administer and enforce the law . The Ground Water Act contains adequat e

legal authority for the State Engineer to establish and enforce well
104

standards and conservation measures and to police well contractors .

VI .

	

ADMINISTRATION OF THE GROUND WATER AC T

A . Interference with Other Use s

The State Engineer has the difficult task of determining when . a

well substantially interferes with another well or with existing surfac e

water rights for the purpose of a critical ground water determination .

He also has the task of estimating the probability of such substantia l

interference with existing rights for the purpose of conditioning ,

limiting or rejecting permit applications .

No reported court decisions exist in Oregon on the extent a

senior groundwater ' appropriator's means of diversion is protected agains t

a junior use . The Act does prohibit a permit which Would deprive a

senior appropriator of ground or surface water of the amount of water to

105
which he is entitled .

	

However, this drastic situation must be distinguished

from the typical situation of a declining ground water table caused b y

new wells coming into production . The senior appropriators are not

deprived of the amount of water to which entitled but are put to adde d

costs of pumping . In view of the fact that the statute requires tha t

interference with existing rights must be substantial or undue in natur e

to support administrative action by the State Engineer,,it does not appea r

that a senior appropriator has any legal right to have the water table



maintained at the level at which he first strikes water . "Substantial "

or "undue" interference is not defined either in the statute er b y

case law, however . An administrative determination by the State Enginee r

for the purpose of denying or limiting a permit application or for th e

purpose of a critical ground water area proceeding is unlikely to b e

overturned on judicial review . A suit for injunction or damages by a

senior appropriator whose water use is now less economical because o f

"interfering" junior uses would present for the first time in Oregon an

issue which has not received uniform judicial treatment in othe r
106

jurisdictions .

	

It is not even certain that "substantial interference"

as the statutory basis for administrative intervention by the State

Engineer would be applied as a basis for liability in a private suit fo r

judicial relief in Oregon .

B . Administrative Activities of the State Engineer.

A summary of some activities of the Ground Water Division of th e

State Engineer's office is reported here to illustrate the range of .
107

responsibilities which the Ground Water Act places upon that office .

This summary is given for the fiscal years 1970-72 . Actual ground water

management using computers and other sophisticated techniques such a s

recharging supplies and inter-relating ground and surface water supplie s

is only in its infancy in Oregon . Management thus far under the Act has

taken the limited form of screening permit applications, establishing an d

attempting to enforce well standards, licensing well contractors an d

drillers, and delineating several critical ground water areas . Of particula r

importance for future guidance and state supervision of ground wate r

resources is the growing body of information made available through th e

various requirements of the Act .

During the period from July 1, 1970 to July 1, 1972, the Ground . Water



Division received 592 applications for permits, issued 262 permits, an d

granted 357 certificates representing rights perfected in accordanc e

with the terms of the permits . By far the biggest single use of ground

water represented by these permits and certificates was for irrigation .

Examinations as part of the licensing procedure were given to 84 wate r

well contractors and 123 drilling machine operators . Standards for th e

construction and maintenance of wells were revised and 36 administrativ e

hearings were heard in regard to violations of these standards and th e

Ground Water Act . Over 6,000 well logs were received and processed eac h

year. Progress was made in delineating several new critical ground wate r

areas .

Disseminating information to the public and serving as an informa l

consultant concerning ground water resources and proposed projects have

become important and time consuming activities for the Ground Wate r

Division . During the busy summer period the office received about 40 0

phone calls and personal visits and over 100 letters requesting informatio n

and advice each summer month in 1970 and 1971 . Local government agencies

requested information, particularly in the formulation of land use plans ,

in regard to such matters as ground water for community and domesti c

supplies and susceptibility of shallow ground water bodies to pollution by

septic tank effluent and sewage lagoon seepage . The Division cooperate d

with the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality in the investigatio n

of solid waste disposal sites and their potential impact on water quality .

Sanitary landfills have become increasingly important as a way of disposin g

of wastes formerly burned in Oregon, but such wastes are now prohibite d

from burning in order to achieve clean air standards . The alternative

disposal method shifts the environmental pressure from air to water resources .



In addition to information obtained from the water well logs ,

periodic monitoring of nearly 800 wells in the state is conducted unde r

an observation program to determine ground water levels . Basi n

investigations under the State Engineer's responsibility to identify th e

"location, extent, depth and other characteristics of each ground wate r
108

reservoir in the state"

	

have progressed slowly but are now proceedin g

with the assistance of Title III matching funds under the federal Wate r

Resources Planning Act of 1965 .

This brief summary of activities in the administration of th e

Ground Water Act of 1955 during the most recent period for which statistic s

are available is ample evidence of the importance of the Act to the peopl e

of Oregon in the proper exploitation and utilization of a basic resource .



GROUND WATER DATA FROM OREGON STATE ENGINEER' S
REPORTS FROM AUGUST 3, 195 5

Biennium Applications Permits Certificate s

Number Quantity in cfs Quantity in cfs

1955-56 309 234 278 irrigation
44 all others

38 irrigation
21

	

all

	

others

1956-58 622 550 432 irrigation
135 all others

105 irrigation

18 all

	

others

1958-60 747 705 385 irrigation

164 all others

244 irrigation

18 all

	

others

1960-62 585 543 459 irrigation

96 all others

264 irrigation
30 all others

1962-64 530 510 428 irrigation
132 all others

213 irrigation

45 all others

1964-66 646 450 375 irrigation

70 all others

80 irrigation
45 all others

1968-70 765 838 936 irrigation

551 all others

265 irrigation
48 all others

1970-72 592 262 502 irrigation
1243 all others

200 irrigation

27 all others
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